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aders’ Forum
On Human Rights
The propaganda piece "On Human
Rights" by Kevin Barnhurst combined
half-truths and innuendo with a paren-
thetical smear of politically active Mot-
mop. conservatives to become one of the
more disgusting articles published in
Sunstone. Contrary to Barnhurst’s in-
sinuations, the LDS Church is very ac-
tively interested in helping the aged. In
my ward alone there are two different
on-going "programs" to make sure the
aged in nearby nursing homes and hos-
pitals are visited at least once a week.
The LDS Church welfare program is also
specifically set up to help the needy in-
cluding the financially struggling el-
derly. Thus, Barnhurst’s statement that
there is no official LDS Church "pro-
gram" or support system to help the
aged is very misleading. How many
other churches encourage the aged to
take opportunities to make significant
contributions (thus benefiting their
self-esteem) in such fields as missionary
work and genealogical/temple work.

Likewise, I am aware of different LDS
"programs" to give concrete, positive
help to several "minorities" such as chil-
dren (child-abuse, and education),
Amerindians, homosexuals, and
women. Therefore I find Barnhust is way
out of line in implying the Mormons are
being left in the dust when it comes to
helping these minorities.

Finally, the smear of prominent LDS
conservatives resorted to underhanded
tactics. Barnhurst’s claim the liberal Na-
tional Council represents 3800 senior
citizen clubs was the equivalent of stat-
ing that Mormons for ERA represent
over 1000 LDS stakes. There are many
senior citizens organizations other than
the National Council that rate Senator
Garn and Congressman Marriott very
highly. Similarly, the last sentence of the
article claiming Cleon Skousen and Ma-
rian Boyer "...are widely considered to
be opposed to ’human rights’..." is
pure propaganda. Although I don’t fol-
low Mr. Skousen’s politics especially
closely, there is no doubt in my mind
that he is strongly supportive of all
human rights such as life, liberty, pur-
suit of happiness, freedom of speech,
etc. And to slur the first counselor of the
Relief Society presidency in the same

way leads me to believe Kevin Barnhurst
is viewing the world through very lib-
eral, myopic, and biased glasses. Next
time I suggest the other editors of
~,,nsw,,~ get Kevin to write a little ,n~,~
objectively.

G. David Dilts
Salt Lake City

P.S. The rest of the May-June issue was
terrific, especially the interview with
Lester Bush.

Sunstone Goofed
In your May-June issue you deleted two
paragraphs from my story "A Blessing of
Duty." I must express my disappoint-
ment at such careless proofreading. The
deletion in the story breaks the logical
flow of action, creating confusion for the
reader, and mars what is (was) a carefully
constructed and precisely balanced
whole. I understand that you are work-
ing under time, as well as financial, pres-
sures; nevertheless, your authors, your
readers, and Sunstone itself all deserve
the kind of meticulous professionlism
which you have--too often--shown
yourselves to be lacking.

With sincere irritation,
Dian Saderup

P.S. Now that I have reproved you with
sharpness, let’s still be friends. Like you,

I would like to see Sunstone be all that
it has the potential to be.

Deleted Portion:
(Sunstone 4:3, p. 19, column 2, parag-
raph 1)
1... She wanted to ask Paul for a spe-
cial blessing now.
There were clean dinner dishes in the

dishwasher to be put away. She
walked back out to the kitchen. The
Corellware bordered with neat yellow
flowers, Paul had given her last
mother’s day. The dinner plates, break-
fast plates, saucers, bowls, and cups all
fit into compact, unbreakable stacks.
Corellware was guaranteed not to
break. She mustn’t forget to prepare
her lesson for visiting teacher’s mes-
sage meeting on Wednesday.

Editor’s Note:
Many apologies to Ms. Saderup for the
inadvertent deletion of her paragraphs.

We recognized the careful construction
of her story; it was, in fact, one of the
reasons why we chose to print it. We
are trying to produce the kind of publi-
cation which both our readers and au-
thors deserve and welcome all criti-
cism, helpful suggestions, and volun-
teer labor which would propel us to-
ward that goal.

Reflections
I was enthralled with Irene M. Bates arti-
cle "Reflections, A Film about Women."
My most urgent feeling is that this film
should be made available to women as a
whole, and Church women in particular,
so that we can share this experience.
Where can we rent a copy to show to the
women of our Stake? If this is currently
not being done, PLEASE go that extra
mile, and make it available. There are av-
enues now, such as the BYU film rental.

Sincerely yours,
Eunice Pace

P.S. And whyNOT a film festival entry.
Aren’t you proud of it. Isn’t it original?
Doesn’t it have merit--or something to
say?

Thanks from KSL
Thank you for sending a copy of
SUNSTONE with the script from our
"Dimension Five" program about de-
pression among women.

We are pleased that you would select
that script for publication, and we ap-
preciate you protecting our interests
with a copyright notice.
You may be interested to know that
Louise Degn has received the top na-
tional award from the Mental Health As-
sociation for her work on the program.
Her work was in competition with
stories and articles from reporters in all
the media--television, radio, newspap-
ers, and magazines--and so it is a sig-
nificant honor for her.

Good luck and success with your
magazine.

Sincerely,
G. Donald Gale,
Director
KSL Public Affairs

One Issue Worth Waiting For
What can I say? I was thrilled to receive
issue 4.’3 in the mail the other day.
Somewhat late~but definitely one issue
worth waiting for. Allen, your article
"Where are the All-seeing Eyes?..."
was absolutely tremendous. Your frank
research and commentary was extremely
interesting. I simply cannot say enough

2 Sunstone



ebration of
Past

The Utah Photographs of George Edward
Anderson
By Rell G. Francis

The "Mormon Empire" of Utah was already on the way to
being well settled, a temple not only of the faith but also of
American civilization, when George Edward Anderson
turned his camera upon it. In this collection of 116 full-page
photographs, rescued from obscurity by Rell G. Francis,
Anderson has captured the people, places, and events of the
West in visual imagery that is precise and emphatic.

"There are some amazing sights, such as the portrait of
Philo Dibble, former bodyguard to the prophet Joseph
Smith, and his wife. The coming of the auto, a great mining
disaster, Indians swept to the back door of history--all these
things and many humble subjects make the book invaluable
historically and of unforced but firm merit
a rtistically."--Booklist. $ 23.50

of related interest

Great Basin Kingdom: An Economic History of the Latter-day Saints,
1830-1900. Leonard J. Arrington. 534 pp. Illustrated.              $6.95

Among the Mormons: Historic Accounts by Contemporary Observers.
William Mulder and A. Russell Mortensen, eds. 496 pp.             $4.95

Quest for Empire: The Political Kingdom of God and the Council of Fifty in
Mormon History. Klaus J. Hansen. 237 pp.                       $3.95

At Your Bookstore

Or order directly from:

The University of Nebraska Press
901 North 17th Street Lincoln, NE 68588



about that article. I thoroughly enjoyed
every- minute of it. Keep up the good
work. I would like to see more.

Sincerely,
Steven L. Shields

President McKay and Reporter
I have just received your May-June
issue, and want to make a couple of
comments.

On p. 13 of the excellent Bush interview,
the late Pres. McKay is quoted as having
told a reporter that a revelation granting
priesthood to the negro would not come
in his own lifetime, nor in that of the re-
porter. I have seen various versions of
that quotation. Perhaps the most freely
rendered and inaccurate is that of Wal-
lace Turner, The Mormon Establishment,
p. 262, "Not while you and I are here."
As I recall, the most correct version is
"Not in my lifetime, young man, nor in
yours," but I would like to see the vid-
eotape of it again in order to be sure.
Pres. McKay was in Oakland, California,
for the Oakland Temple dedication of
Nov. 17-19, 1964, and, as I recall, a press
conference was held (somewhat im-
promtu perhaps, since it was out in the
open and informal). I was not at the
press conference, but do remember se-
eing a video tape of part of the question-
ing during that week on the evening
news of one of the Bay Area television
stations (I was living in San Francisco at
the time). I remember nothing else about
that press conference. Indeed the station
may have broadcast only that one ques-
tion and response. However, it is impos-
sible for me to forget the glistening eyes
of that 92 year-old, almost senile gentle-
man, as he gave a clear-cut, forthright
reply to a somewhat longer question.
The camera moved in close and seemed
to linger. In my own mind, having done
some research on the negro-priesthood
issue while at BYU in 1963-64, the state-
ment had clear implications, i.e., Pres.
McKay and the reporter would be dead
before the negro would be permitted the
LDS priesthood--assuming of course
that McKay was speaking as a prophet
and intended to be understood in that
manner.

I have often admired the work which
Bush has published, but was a bit disap-
pointed in his somewhat hasty assump-
tion that, although McKay is dead, the
"reporter probably isn’t." I suggest that
you have a colleague in the SF Bay Area
visit the television stations then broad-
casting in order to check their assign-
ment logs for mid-November. There
should not be more than a handful of re-
porters assigned to cover McKay during
those dates, and one might even be per-
mitted to view a likely videotape or two.

From that point on it should not be too
awfully difficult to ascertain whether the
reporter in question is still alive. I would
find a report on that far more interesting
than dependence on by gosh and by
golly probabilities. Bush is rightly critical
of presumptuous history writing, in-
cluding "presentism," and Mormons
have been frequent victims of this sort of
thing. I say, Let’s get the facts, and let the
chips fall where they may.

Whether you assign someone to pursue
this issue, please pass my remarks along
to Bush. Thank you.

Yours truly,
Robert F. Smith

Sam Taylor Responds to Jan Shipps

I certainly was pleased with Jan Shipps’
splendid review of my book, Rocky
Mountain Empire, particularly so inas-
much as I am familiar with the buzz
words and doubletalk used by defen-
ders of the faith. This enabled me to
decipher what Ms Shipps meant from
what she said. And so, for those who
aren’t familiar with the Reformed Egyp-
tian of the code, I’ll translate her review
so that they, also, may enjoy its rich-
ness and depth to the fullest extent.

In her opening paragraph she employs
the classic ad hominem device of cal-

For Christmas

Until December 25, one year gift subscriptions may be
purchased for only $15. Send the name and ad-
dress of the recipient and check to

Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought
Gift Subscriptions

Post Office Box 1387
Arlington, Virginia 22210



ling the book "terribly flawed history."
Translated, she is saying, "For
heaven’s sake, Sam Taylor just can’t
come out with the simple truth on a
taboo subject we just never talk
about--the persistence of polygamy
after the Manifesto of 1890." And so
she shatters my credibility as the
opening gambit.

In this same opening blast, Ms Shipps
calls my Nightfall at Nauvoo "factional."
This at least is one step above "fic-
tional," by which other members of her
group damned it. Well, for the benefit
of those who want to write about
Mormon subjects for the general pub-
lic, I will tell you that any such manus-
cript sent to any New York publisher
goes faster than the speed of light back
to Salt Lake for evaluation. This hap-
pened with Nightfall at Nauvoo. The
very best historical talent of Salt Lake
combed it for error. Since the book’s
publication in 1971, just two errors of
fact have been called to my attention.
One, I incorrectly spelled the first name
of Alpheus Cutler; two, I said that Ale-
xander N6ibaur was born at Berlin,
when actually it was Alsace. And so
much for "faction" and "fiction",
which are buzz words that mean, "we
don’t like what he says, so we’ll claim
he invented it." I consider Rocky
Mountain Empire equally correct.

Curiously, Ms Shipps uses the phrases
"fast-paced" and "easy reading" as
epithets. This again is the attitude of
the History Association, which places a
premium on clouds of footnotes and
the turgid tautology of the graduate
dissertation. However, I don’t belong
to her Association. I’m a member of the
professional union, the Writers Guild
of America, to which very few, if any,
members of the Mormon History As-
sociation could qualify. And among
professionals, such things as style,
pace, dramatic sequence--the art of
presentation--is at a premium. In this
league it isn’t just what you say, but
how you say it. The ability to make the
narrative move, to make it easy to read,
to cause the reader to keep turning the
pages, is the very essence of excellence.
Believe me, it takes no skill to write dull
and involved prose; nor do i consider
slow-paced, convoluted and hard-
reading prose a criterion for sound
scholarship or a good book.

At this point we must understand that
the members of the Mormon History As-
sociation are, by and large, honest, intel-
ligent and extremely knowledgeble
people. It is a delight to talk shop with
them. However, what we talk about,
and what they publish, can be two en-

tirely different things. They know a
great deal more than they can publish.
Being a maverick, I publish the truth
wherever found. They can’t. They are
bound by the same chains which fetter
the Russian writers’ union. Both have
full freedom to praise. Neither has the
freedom to criticize, nor to discuss
taboo or "sensitive" subjects. Any vio-
lation means that they can vanish in
the night from the haunts of men. Both
are, therefore, dedicated to praise
propaganda, not history except history
revised to fit the modern mythology.
As Juanita Brooks stated so well, Mor-
mon apologists aren’t historians at all,
"They are lawyers, proving a case."

Buzz words among this fraternity are
"old," "hackneyed," "tired," and
"worn out," which translate to "new,"
"sensitive," and "taboo." Thus, when
Ms Shipps says "That the story of
Mormonism’s survival and its de-
velopment into a wealthy institution is
told for the first time in Rocky Mountain
Empire is a claim so overstated that it
can only have emanated from Madison
Avenue," what she really is saying is:
"For heaven’s sake, Taylor, let sleeping
dogs lie!" I will ask, at this point, just
where has the story of the "grand con-
spiracy" been previously told? The
grand conspiracy concerned the separa-
tion of the priesthood authority from
the church organization, for the pur-
pose of keeping plural marriage alive
on the underground, while the church
as an organization, could say in all
honesty that it no longer practiced it.
Now, tell me just where this story has
been previously told? Not in the litera-
ture of the internal press--not one
word of this from Deseret Book, Book-
craft, or other products of the managed
press. For this story we must go to
journals, to the memory of old-timers I
interviewed, to my mother and my
father’s other plural wives who knew
of it first hand. Published accounts are
to be found primarily in the Salt Lake
samizdat literature--the underground,
unrecognized, "apostate" press. For
twenty years the magazine "Truth"
hammered away at this story; yet it and
other "Fundamentalist" literature has
been totally ignored by the managed
press, and, you must understand, by
the Mormon History Association.

Just a few months ago, as a matter of
fact, I met Jan Shipps at the annual
meeting of the Association, in San
Francisco, which I attended to hear a
paper on the Manifesto. The author of
this learned treatise repeated the
well-worn official story--how the is-
suance of the Manifesto of 1890 sig-
naled the end of polygamy. He did



mention, briefly, that the "second
Manifesto" of 1904 was issued because
a couple of plural marriages had been
unearthed. And that was it. Period. No
mention of the "grand conspiracy," no
mention of other Manifestos. Well, do
you realize that there were at least ten
Manifestos after 1904? And did you
know when the last and final one was
issued? It was 1933 before the last and
final step was taken, as the latter-day
Laocoon at last threw off the coils of
this pioneer doctrine.

And where has this story been told
previously, for the world at large, for
the man in the street? Nowhere. Prior
to my book, its only outlet was the Salt
Lake samizdat.

Without undue quibbling, I must men-
tion that Ms Shipps has fallen into the
classic error of judging a book by its
cover. She goes to great lengths to es-
tablish that it is not really, as the sub-
title states, about The Latter-day Saints
Today. And she is perfectly corect; it
isn’t. Yet any professional author
knows that the title of a book, and the
blurb on the dust jacket, are controlled
by the publisher. My original title was
The Wasatch Front. The business office,
however, felt that this connoted a war
story. I submitted a dozen alternate ti-
tles, and the final choice was made in
new York. I’m not saying that The
Rocky Mountain Empire isn’t a good title;
I like it. Nor is the publisher often
wrong. My first title for the Nauvoo
book was Expel or Exterminate. The
publisher felt it sounded like bug-
killing. I phoned the editor a list of al-
ternate titles, and when he heard
Nightfall at Nauvoo he said, "That’s it."
And it’s a much better title.

Sincerely,
Samuel W. Taylor

Jan Shipps Responds to Sam Taylor
Sam Taylor’s delightfully characteristic
letter tries to turn my prose into
Taylorese (and me into a defender of the
faith); it challenges me to say "just where
has the story of the ’grand conspiracy’
been told" before for "the world at large,
for the man in the street;" and it charges
that I have made too much of the discre-
pancy between his book’s subtitle and its
content. Thank you for inviting me to re-
spond.
Because he believes that the Mormon
History Association is filled with histo-
rians who are "lawyers" bent on proving
that a particular understanding of Mor-
mon history is the only way to under-
stand the LDS past, and because he
knows me only through my MHA activ-
ity, Taylor’s misperception of that or-

ganization has clearly colored his effort
"to decipher what MS. Shipps meant
from what she said." When I first read
his letter, I wondered whether Taylor
would have seen my discussion of his
work in a different light if he had known
that I am a Methodist of long-standing
who simply happens to have an abiding
interest in the history of religions. Upon
reflection, however, I decided that it
would have made no difference. Appa-
rently Taylor consigns everyone who
questions the validity of his picture of
turn-of-the-century Mormonism to the
"apologist" category--Gentiles in-
cluded.

My assertion that the first section of
Rocky Mountain Empire contained a tale
twice told appears to have bothered
Taylor considerably since his query
about where the story has been told be-
fore is stated once and then repeated in
almost the same words. Perhaps I should
have been more explicit in my discussion
of the first section of Taylor’s work. I
said, "This story has been told before,

much of it told by the same author.’" Cer-
tainly the story Taylortells is one which
came from the memory of old-timers he
interviewed; most especially the story he
tells is one which came from accounts
provided by members of Taylor’s family.
But it has been told before; it appeared in
1951 in Taylor’s own Family Kingdom.

Finally, there is the matter of the discre-
pancy between the subtitle and content
of Rocky Mountain Empire: the Latter-day
Saints Today. Since the subtitle reflects
the sophistication of the New York
trade-book world, Taylor intimates that
my quibbling about its appropriateness
is naive. Well, so be it. I don’t pretend to
know the ways of the big time. But I do
understand the "truth-in-packaging"
principle. If I have fallen into the "classic
error of judging a book by its cover," at
least I have warned the readers of my re-
view that, despite two chapters on mod-
ern Mormonism, Taylor’s latest book
stands in clear violation of that principle.

Best regards,
Jan Shipps

ne Fold
Religion Among Teen-agers
The Princeton Religion Research Center
reports that only 39% of America’s
teen-agers are receiving religious train-
ing. One-fourth of those 13-18 years old
reported training in Sunday School, and
only 8% receive religious instruction at
home. Still, 62% said they attend church
weekly. In the home, American teens
rated mother as having the most religi-
ous and moral influence (59%), with
father receiving 16%, and both equally
20%.
Taiwan May Restrict Religion
The government of Taiwan has prop-
osed new laws restricting "religious
propaganda" to the Mandarin dialect. If
enacted, the regulation would ban wor-
ship in the Taiwa_n_ese dialect, which
spoken by 85% of the island’s popula-
tion. Another regulation would em-
power the government to abolish any
church it considered contrary to "na-
tional policy." It reads, "If a shrine, tem-
ple or church is against national policy or
is in contravention of its established aim
or against public interest, the govern-
ment authorities may take the following
action: (1) give a warning; (2) nullify any
resolution which was made; (3) order its

reorganization; (4) dissolve any legal en-
tity." The World Council of Churches
has protested the proposed regulations
as a violation of religious liberty.
Churches Support SALT II
Twenty-seven church groups, including
the National Council of Churches, the
U.S. Catholic Conference and the Union
of American Hebrew Congregations,
have endorsed the SALT II treaty. Tes-
tifying before the Senate Foreign Rela-
tions Committee, Philadelphia’s Arch-
bishop Cardinal John J. Krol said support
for the treaty is qualified because it does
not go far enough to reverse the arms
race.

More WCC $ for Patriotic Front
Still reeling under widespread criticism
of its $85,000 grant to Zimbabwe’s rebel
Patriotic Front, the World Council of
Churches has disclosed that it has given
the guerrilla organization another
$35,000 to cover the expenses of its lead-
ers Joshua Nkomo and Robert Mugabe at
the peace talks in London. In a letter to
member churches, the WCC explained
the gift is part of the council’s "long-
standing commitment to seeking a
negotiated and peaceful settlement in
which all parties can fully participate.’"



GREAT NORTHERN
HEAVY DUTY
FLOUR MILLING STONES
For the real do-it-yt)urselfcr. Buy’ these heavy
duty stones compL_te with mr)lot m~Untlng
arbor and ll~$tl’UCllUfl$ It) build your own
electric grain mtll. You make the cabinet and
supply your own motor. Te, year frcc re-
placement warranty. Stock:~/- lb. $3q.95

GREAT NORTHERN
PRE-ASSEMBLED READY TO FINISH
3/4-HORSE FLOUR MILL

Top quality electric wheat grinder.
Grmds all grains, makes finer flour,
and runs cooler. Grinds 65 pounds

Ten year stones warranty.

Stock # 1D $239.95

Stock-l~ 2A. V2 Horse . . .
Stock-,~L- 2B. "Y, Horse ....

Our most popular flour mill,
with a beautiful wood grained
formica finish for easy cleaning.
This mill will grind up to 65 Ibs.
of flour per hour. The stones are
guaranteed for 10 years, and the
mill and motor are guaranteed
for one year.

$249.95
$289.95

GREAT NORTHERN MAGIC FARM
SPROUTER WITH SEEDS
Two Magic Farms should keep a family of
fo~Jr supplied with delicious sprouts.

Stock -~ 44 $6.99 each

GREAT NORTHERN FLOUR MILL

Top quality elecn’ic wheat
grinder, grinds all grains,

~-~
~

per hour. Kit is complete
with cabine t,motor,stones,
and instructions for easy assembly.
Ten year stones warranty.

$~ 5~,95

GREAT NORTHERN
PRE-ASSEMBLED READY TO FINISH ~== ~- ~

1/2-HORSE FLOUR MILL

~~l~ ,_,_.                 .

Top quality electric wheat grinder. ¯
Grinds all grains, makes finer flour
and runs co(~er. Grinds 65 pounds
per hour. Ten year stones warranty.

Stock # 1E $199.00

BICYCLE CONVERSION KIT

Fits Stock # I E or # 2A only

NGor. otrrnern

$20.00 Stock # 2H

GREAT NORTHERN STEEL CEREAL
MILL
Sturdy solid hopper. One piece cast body. Five
year warranty. Adjustable.

Stock # 4A                 $29.95

DISTRIBUTI NG COMPANY
325 West Pierpont Avenue (250 So.)
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 Dial (801) 521-0505

Ask for these fine products at your local health food store.



Baptist Election Clouded
The election of Adrian Rogers as presi-
dent of the Southern Baptist Convention
(see Sunstone 4:3) has been clouded by
the revelation that 284 votes were
"clearly illegal" and up to 1,000 voters
had not been duly elected by their
churches. After a three-month investiga-
tion the denomination’s registration sec-
retary stressed that less than 2% of the
16,000 voting delegates were in violation
of convention procedures, but admitted
"there are a lot of gray areas which need
clarifying." Rogers’ election was en-
gineered by a determined group commit-
ted to biblical inerrancy espoused by the
new president. In spite of the evidence of
"sloppy" registration and balloting pro-
cedures, a new election will not be held.

Communist Takeover or Revolution of
Hope?
Along with the Soviet military base in
Cuba, "the surrender of the Panama
Canal," and "the infiltration by enemy

agents within our American borders,"
Elder Ezra Taft Benson, in his October
Conference address, cited "the takeover
of Nicaragua" as evidence that Ameri-
cans have "’accommodated ourselves to
communism, and we have permitted
ourselves to become encircled by its ten-
tacles."
An opposite view is given by the Jesuit
America which editorialized: "For mil-
lions who live under tyrannical regimes,
the overthrow of the Nicaraguan dic-
tatorship, the longest entrenched in this
hemisphere, is a sign that for them, too,
freedom can be the reward of struggle,
work and sacrifice... The ideals and
plans [of the new Sandinistan gov-
ernment] are an enlightened program for
a just and democratic order. The bill of
rights that the new Government quickly
published, and which it is observing, ex-
tends much further than our own. The
world watched in wonder as Nicaragua
abolished the death penalty instead of
avenging the thousands slaughtered by

the Guardia Nacional, and it continues
to treat captive guardsmen with decency
and respect. Few revolutions have ever
acted so swiftly to heal the wounds of
strife and to replace brutality, greed and
corruption with humanity, generosity
and self-sacrifice. The Sandinist motto,
’Implacable in the struggle, generous in
victory,’ seems to be in ef-
fect .... Nicaragua offers a new hope, a
better hope. No one can forsee how it
will finally evolve, but a hope that offers
the chance for so much to so many de-
serves the support of all of us." The Oc-
tober 6, 1979 issue of America is devoted
to the Nicaraguan situation.
John Paul Orders Financial Disclosure
According to the Italian magazine L’Es-
presso, John Paul II has ordered publica-
tion of the Vatican’s budget by the end of
this year. The move, unprecedented in
modern times, "is so revolutionary,"
said the magazine, "that only a foreign
pope would have the courage to bring it
off."
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Sterling M. McMurrin

TWe brief history of Mormonism down to the Second
orld War can be described as the story of a highly
arochial religious movement supported by an

exclusive doctrine and institutionalized in an exclusive
Church. It now appears that the Second War, with its
immense impact on every facet of institutional life, was
a major turning point in Mormon history, as it marked
the beginning of a strong trend toward inter-
nationalism which, when taken with the 1978 revela-
tion, has now become a promise of universalism. But
promises involving established institutions and large
populations are difficult to fulfill. I will call attention to
some factors in Mormon experience, attitude, and
thought that would seem to favor the possibility of
achieving an authentic universalism, and others that
may pose some difficulty.

There is some justification for describing Christian-
ity as a universal religionmuniversal at least in the
sense that it extends its invitation to all races and all
nations, and universal in the sense that it makes its ap-
peal to the generality of mankind independently of so-
cial, economic, intellectual, or moral conditions. The
Christian universalism appears historically to be largely
a product of the ethical monotheism of the prophetic
religious tradition of Israel and Judah combined in the
early centuries with the ecumenical attitudes of the
Graeco-Roman world that had already affected the
Judaism of the Dispersion. For three centuries the Stoic
philosophy, affected by Alexander’s attempt at a uni-
fied world, had moved toward a cosmopolitan ethical
and political ideal. Now it provided a moral basis for
Roman law and for the catholic sentiments of such

philosophers as the statesman Lucius Seneca, the
Phrygian slave Epictetus, and the Emperor Marcus
Aurelius Antoninus with their sense not only of cosmic
and political unity but also of personal identity with the
generality of mankind. Certainly the teachings of Jesus
played a role in the Christian universalism, and even
more the reaching out to the gentiles of Paul of Tarsus,
a center of Eastern Stoicism. But it was especially the
Hellenistic and Roman philosophers who were the
chief creators of the idea of the universe as a total en-
tity which embraced the whole of the human race as a
single humanity. Stoic thought and the legal and politi-
cal policies and practices of the Empire for which it
provided intellectual inspiration were the context of
unity within which Christianity was able in its early
centuries to institutionalize its universalizing senti-
ments.

On the matter of religious parochialism or univer-
salism, the New Testament seems somewhat ambigu-
ous. As reported there, apparently Jesus expressed the
more or less typical attitudes of the Palestinian Judaism
of his time, attitudes consonant with the Jewish tradi-
tion of being a holy people with a unique relation to
God. Notwithstanding the fact that Jewish proselytism
was at that time quite widespread and a large estab-
lishment of diaspora or Hellenistic Judaism had come
into being outside Palestine, the Pharisaic religious
tradition within which Jesus and his disdples were ap-
parently reared was committed to a policy of Jewish
purity and separatism that discouraged involvement
with the world. It was probably among the less paro-
chial Jews of the Dispersion that Christianity made its



Promises involving established institu-
tions and large populations are difficult
to fulfill.

major inroads, but that was after the ministry of Jesus
was finished. The Gospel of Matthew reports Jesus as in-
structing the apostles, "Do not take the road to gentile
lands, and do not enter any Samaritan town; but go
rather to the lost sheep of the house of Israel." (10:5-6,
The New English Bible) Matthew reports that in his en-
counter with the Canaanite woman Jesus said, "I was
sent to the lost sheep of the house of Israel, and to
them alone," and "It is not right to take the children’s
bread and throw it to the dogs." (15:24-26) The same
Gospel, however, has Jesus saying to his disciples after
the resurrection, "Go forth therefore and make all na-
tions my disciples; baptize men everywhere in the
name of the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit...
" (28:19) Similarly, the Gospel of Mark concludes with
ihe resurrected Christ instructing his disciples to "Go
forth to every part of the world, and proclaim the Good
News to the whole creation. Those who believe it and
receive baptism will find salvation; and those who do
not believe will be condemned." (16:15-16)

As far as can be determined, the original Jewish
Christians in Palestine considered their religion to be a
fulfillment of the promises of the Jewish biblical faith,
and the primitive Palestinian Christian community was
essentially a parochial Jewish eschatological sect. It was
especially the Apostle Paul, whose experience and
education reached well into the Hellenistic culture,
who led Christianity out of Palestine and into the larger
world of the Empire. Paul’s non-legalistic and non-
Jewish form of Christianity brought him into conflict
with the Christian leadership at Jerusalem, but it gen-
erated a powerful ecumenical drive and became the
foundation of the religion that prevailed historically.
Although by the second century Coptic Christianity
was well-established in Egypt, where much of the
Christian philosophy and theology was shaped, the
primitive Jewish Christianity of the Palestinian Chris-
tians virtually disappeared from the stream of history
following the destruction of Titus in 70.

Now I mention these matters pertaining to early
Christianity because in Mormonism, in the past at
least, there seems to have been an interesting admix-
ture of the parochial and universalistic sentiments that
appear both in the words attributed to Jesus in Mark
and Matthew and in the tension between gentile or
Hellenistic Christianity and Jewish or Palestinian Chris-
tianity in the early decades of the Christian movement.
I refer to the fact that while the Mormons dispatched
missionaries to other countries as early as 1837 and ap-
parently had at a very early date the intention of pros-

elytizing broadly, their clear purpose was not to bring
everyone into the faith, but rather to "call Israel out of
the world," to bring to the Church those who were the
"elect" of God, the descendants of Jacob or Israel. Be-
lieving that through the so-called lost tribes of Israel
and other means the blood of Israel was scattered
throughout the nations, at least to American Indians,
Polynesians, and northern Europeans, the early Mor-
mons were able, in a sense, to move in both
directionsmtake the Gospel to all nations, but to do so
in order to convert only those who were of the chosen
few. This somewhat hidden parochialism was tem-
pered by a theory of adoption which held that if an
honest-to-goodness gentile were converted to Mor-
monism, he would at baptism and confirmation be-
come an Israelite by adoption, a view which on occa-
sion reached the exaggerated form of holding that such
a convert would undergo a biological change that
would in fact transmute him into a literal blood de-
scendant of Israel.

Yet the basically parochial character of the Church
position, which is well-attested not only in the Mor-
mon scripture The Doctrine and Covenants but as well in
respected Mormon writings, is obvious. It is the found-
ation of the important movement of the Mormons
commonly referred to as the "gathering of the Saints."
The "Saints," of course, were the chosen of God, Is-
rael, and the gathering was first to Missouri but later to
the Rocky Mountains, especially Utah, Arizona, and
Southeastern Idaho, with some carefully selected parts
of Wyoming and Nevada thrown in. Every Mormon
knows that America was and is the Promised Land.
The authoritative volume on Mormon doctrine, James
E. Talmage’s The Articles of Faith, in treating the matter
of the gathering of Israel reads, "For, by world-wide
dispersion the children of Israel have been mingled
with the nations; and the blood of the covenant people
has been sprinkled among the peoples. And now, in
this day of gathering, when the Lord is again bringing
this people together to honor and bless them above all
that the world can give, every nation with the blood of
Israel in the veins of its members will partake of the
blessings." (p. 340)

Needless to say, the fortunes of Mormonism were
well-served by this conception, as a successful gather-
ing did take place over the second half of the last cen-
tury, a gathering that did not come to an end until the
Second World War when the physical process of calling
the Saints out of the world seems to have been re-
versed to an encouragement for them to stay where
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they are. That social and economic factors played a

The Church is concerned with the pro-
blem of achieving unity in the presence
of such rich diversity.

major role in this reversal, as in the "gathering" in the
first place, should be entirely obvious. It has been
during this very period since the Second War, of
course, and especially over the last few years, that the
missionary activity of the Church has increased at a
phenomenal rate, both in the number of active mis-
sionaries and the extension of missions into new areas,
expecially parts of Latin America, Africa, and the
Orient, and in the numbers of converts. But though the
converts are not encouraged to come to Zion, now an
obviously impractical course, they are still admonished
to come out of the world morally and spiritually and
create a Zion where they are. Temples built in what for
old-guard Mormons are "foreign" lands and large re-
gional conferences held on "foreign" soil, as well as
ecclesiastical reorganization and appointments to ac-
commodate the growing diverse populations, are indi-
cations that the Church is moving out to the world and
abandoning its traditional Western American provin-
cialism. They are evidence also that the Church is con-
cerned with the difficult problem of achieving and
maintaining a geniune unity in the presence of a rich
cultural diversity. With the appearance of "foreign"
temples, it is now possible for a convert in Germany,
New Zealand, Japan, or Brazil to become a full-fledged
Mormon without coming to America to become a bona
fide"Utah Mormon." If this is not actually an achieve-
ment of a geographic universalism, it is at least a radi-
cal thrust toward it.

But there is here an authentic catholicity only if the
missionaries are after all the souls that are out there in
the wicked world and not just the lost sheep of the
House of Israel. Of course, today the world doesn’t
appear to be quite so wicked to most Mormons because
many of them have done rather well in it. Indeed,
some seem to have become "super-saints" by staying
in it. Moreover, I am frank to admit that I don’t know
whether the missionaries are after all the souls or not,
though it does seem to me that they are after as many
as they can get. Considering that there are far more
Jews than Mormons in the world today, there must be
an adequate supply of the descendants of the twelve
sons of Jacob around somewhere to keep the Church
growing at its phenomenal rate for some time to come.
It does seem to me, however, that there may be some
problem about where those descendants are foundmin
Japan, the Fiji Islands, the heart of India and Africa,
indeed, anywhere and of any race or color? But then
when you are a member of a lost tribe, you may be

really lost and may show up anywhere. Of course,
even if there are some in the world today who are not
descended from Jacob, there is always the adoption
theory to fall back on, and in principle this can cover
the rest of the human race--if they become genuine
converts.

It would be interesting to observe the Mormon
Church a century in the future to see whether or not
the belief still obtains at that time that most of the
members of the Church are descendants of Ephriam, or
even of Abraham. If I were to speculate on this matter,
I would hazard the belief that this intense tribalism, the
theoretical base of Mormon parochialism to the present
time, will be less and less important in the future. I
hope that this will be the case. Even today it is proba-
bly true that most living Mormons are not acquainted
with the view that was not uncommon in my youth
that a genuine gentile convert actually undergoes a
biological transformation to become a literal blood de-
scendant of Jacob." What I am driving at is that Mor-
monism, being still in its youth, has a remarkable de-
gree of flexibility despite its absolutistic character, and
fortunately in regard to some matters it has a rather
short, or at least a convenient, memory. It is capable of
change when change is indicatedmwitness the coming
and going of polygamy and now the all-important 1978
revelation.

Since writing the first draft of this paper, induding
the foregoing paragraph, I have encountered interest-
ing indications that the change which I have men-
tioned, the abandonment of the myth of Israelitish des-
cent, may already be in process. Somewhat by accident
I saw in the Brigham Young University Studies1 a review
by Professor Truman Madsen of a 1978 volume by
Spencer J. Palmer, The Expanding Church. I had not
been acquainted with this book before but have now
read most of it and recommend it strongly to anyone
interested in the problem of universalizing Mor-
monism. It provides a great deal of interesting informa-
tion on the recent rapid expansion of the Mormon
Church and describes the efforts of the Church to meet
some of the problems created by that expansion.
Palmer’s book seems to confirm my own views on the
subject of universalizing Mormonism, and I mention it
here especially because it takes the position that
"Latter-day Israel is not a community of blood; it is a
community of faith." "Israel," says Palmer, "refers to
those of all nations, kindreds, tongues, and people,
who whole-heartedly respond to the will of God." (p.
28) Professor Palmer, who has extensive knowledge of
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Latter-day Israel is not a community of
blood; it is a community of faith.

Mormonism in the Orient and is director of the Center
for International and Area Studies at the Brigham
Young University, argues that it is through the univer-
sal fatherhood of God "that Latter-day Saints can best
appreciate their relationship to other human beings
and God’s concern for them" because "Israel is not
limited to a particular people or place." (p. 28) Profes-
sor Palmer states that "implicit in the gospel is a univ-
ersal message of life that strikes squarely against all re-
strictive or stifling traditions based on race, language,
place of origin, economic or political standing, educa-
tional rank, or cultural background." (p. 29) Finally, he
says, "all latter-day Saints are of the same spiritual de-
scent .... " (p. 32)

Needless to say, I find Palmer’s statement most
commendable, and I hope that it prevails in the
Church, as no doubt it will. If it does, the capacity of
Mormonism for change in a good direction is once
more indicated, as his position, despite all argument to
the contrary, is clearly radically different from the ac-
cepted Mormon doctrine of the past, that modern Israel
is indeed a community of blood. I am not sure whether
or not Professor Madsen’s review intends to refer to
that well-established and cherished belief of the Mor-
mons as a myth when he says, "Palmer patiently
undercuts some confining myths: e.g., that the blood
of Israel is Anglo-European, that. Zion is ’at most’
North America, that leadership in the Church is typed
by nationality. Instead, as in the vision of early
prophets, we know that the seed of Israel is
everywhere (and anyway ’latter-day Israel is not a
community of blood; it is a community of faith’);2 that
Zion, as Joseph Smith said in 1831, is to fill ’the whole
earth’; that leadership, its privileges and its burdens,
will descend on all who fulfill the covenant.’’3 Profes-
sor Madsen is here4 and can speak on this for himself,
but, in rny opinion, he and his colleague Palmer have
done a good work in exposing an old and certainly con-
fining myth just when it needed to be exposed. It
seems to me, however, that there is still the little pro-
blem of what they say to the 10th Article of Faith, "We
believe in the literal gathering of Israel and in the resto-
ration of the ten tribes; that Zion will be built upon this
(the American) continent, etc." Obviously, there is
much here for them to say, but my concern is whether
in adopting a more universal base for the Mormonism
of the present and future they mean to openly
acknowledge the error of the past. Or was it a justifi-
able myth to bring us eventually to a higher form of
religious belief. I am aware that myth has played and

perhaps on occasion should play an important role in
religion, but in a society that values scientific intelli-
gence, there is no place for this kind of myth unless
everyone understands that he is being fed myth. It is
immoral deception for an intellectual or leadership elite
to keep the truth from the masses by a conscious
employment of myths that are palmed off on them as
literal truth. Though we can understand and perhaps
justify their credulity, the literal "blood of Israel" mat-
ter was no myth to earlier generations of Mormons.

There is another side of Mormonism that contrasts
sharply the excluding and, to use Madsen’s felicitous
term, "confining" beliefs to which I have referred. I
refer here to elements in Mormon doctrine and ritual
that are in principle universalistic in character. In their
doctrine of the atonement, for instance, the Mormons
hold that Christ atoned for the sins of all mankind and
through his atonement all will share in the resurrection
of the dead; indeed, virtually all will be saved, though
with varying degrees of glory. It would actually come
as a shocking surprise to many Mormons that some
Christian theologians have held that the resurrection is
only for a comparative few or that resurrection does
not follow necessarily on the atonement or that most of
mankind are among the damned or even that God
created some souls for the purpose of inhabiting hell
and that they never have a chance to end up
elsewhere. When it comes to the doctrine of salvation,
Mormonism is remarkably liberal and its spirit is truly
universalistic. The Mormon theologians, or at least the
good ones, want to save everyone. The souls of unbap-
tized infants, for instance, are not destined to hell, as
in some forms of traditional Protestantism, nor are they
in a limbo excluded from Paradise, as in Catholicism.
Rather, for Mormons they are in the celestial kingdom,
in the presence of God, for in Mormonism there is no
original sin and punishment is for actual sin only. Even
the primitives who die without access to the Gospel
and the Church are saved. In Mormon teaching there is
something like the Church Invisible, the idea that those
who would have accepted the Gospel and baptism if
they had had the opportunity to do so are among the
blessed, as in the Catholic teaching on those who be-
long to the soul of the Church, or the Catholic doctrine
of baptism by desire. And there is no need for a limbo
for the Greek philosophers, as in Dante, to save them
from the inferno because without baptism they cannot
qualify for purgatory or paradise. The Mormon ideal is
to save not only the philosophers, but all the rest of the
pre-Christian Greeks as well, and everyone else,
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everywhere, and at every time. Christ’s blood, says the
Book of Mormon, "atoneth for the sins of those who
have fallen by the transgression of Adam, who have
died not knowing the will of God concerning them, or
who have ignorantly sinned." (Mosiah 3:11-12) Even
those who are assigned by their merits to the lowest
glory, who are "thrust down to hell," unlike those who
are in most Christian hells, are not consigned to an
endless punishment. They eventually pay for their sins
and in the fulness of times are redeemed. (D. & C.
76:84-5)

But like other Christian biblical fundamentalists, the
Mormons take seriously the statement in Mark
(16:16-17) that "Those who believe it (the Gospel) and
receive baptism will find salvation; those who do not
believe will be condemned." However, rather than
follow those who have attempted to account for the
salvation of such ancient unbaptized worthies as Moses
and the prophets by such arrangements as having John
the Baptist or Christ baptize them, the Mormons, at
great cost of time and effort, adopted the practice .of
vicarious baptism for the dead which appears to have
been an ancient Christian practice, in the hope of
making salvation available to all who have ever lived, a
rather large order that surely must entail insuperable
practical difficulties. The temple, which may in a sense
be taken as the symbol of the universal commitment of
Mormonism, also includes among its vicarious rites the
endowment ritual which symbolizes the sanctification
of human life and which Mormons believe to be essen-
tial to the fullest achievement of salvation.

I have mentioned these factors in Mormon belief
and practice that relate to the ideal of universality in
the religion because they provide a kind of balance
against the more restrictive elements of Mormonism
that are tied especially to the conviction of the Mormon
people that they are, with the Jews, the prime in-
heritors of the biblical promise and against also the
provincial and parochial policies and practices that are
so prominently exhibited in the past history of the
Church.

Nothwithstanding its commitment to carry its gos-
pel to all people and its open policy and practice of
baptism and confirmation, until very recently the
Mormon Church seriously compromised its own moral
idealism and its growing pretensions of universality by
its long standing policy of denying full fellowship to
persons having black African ancestry. In principle, at
least, this was its only area of explicit, official racial dis-
crimination, a discrimination which it justified on pre-

It is to the great merit of the Mormon
people that they accepted and
acclaimed the revelation with admirable
solidarity and a sense of moral relief.

sumed scriptural grounds and which was the cause of
much speculation among Mormon theologians and
pseudotheologians who searched in vain over many
decades for an argument on which to defend the
Church for its involvement in what was clearly a mor-
ally unjustifiable practice. Many attempted to provide a
religious or theological vindication of the Church by
grounding the matter in doctrine as well as scriptural
precedent. The revelation of 1978, certainly the most
important event in the history of the Church since its
organization, wiped out in one stroke this barrier to
genuine universality in the life of the Church. This ac-
tion, which was the culmination of a moral struggle of
the Church within itself lifted a great burden of guilt
from the conscience of the Mormon people. It is to the
everlasting credit of the leadership of the Church that
the revelation was followed by explicit actions that wit-
nessed the sincerity of their purpose, and it is to the
great merit of the rank and file of the Mormon people
that they accepted and acclaimed the revelation with
admirable solidarity and a sense of moral relief.

The same may be said of the apparent enthusiasm
with which the Mormon people, long accustomed to a
more or less homogeneous society with a leadership
drawn exclusively from Northern European ancestry,
have responded not only to the addition to the Church
of numerous converts from other races and cultures but
even more to the appointment of American Indians,
Blacks, Latin Americans, and Orientals to positions of
high responsibility and authority in the Church. This is
truly a new day for the Mormons. Anyone who simply
follows the pictures in the Church Section of The De-
seret News must realize that this is the beginning of a
new era for the Church.

How different this is from the general attitude of
old-guard Utah Mormons of the earlier era is indicated
by the reaction of many to the call to the Apostleship of
an Arizona Church leader, Spencer W. Kimball. For
them, going to Arizona for an Apostle was like going to
Poland for a Pope. Subsequent events have clearly
shown that for both Mormons and Catholics these
radical moves were strokes of inspired genius.

But this new era of a more universal Mormonism
may very well have problems of its own, problems on a
new level that may be even more difficult than those of
the past. I refer, of course, to the matter of the assimila-
tion of large numbers of converts from other cultures to
the thought, attitudes, and practices of the Mormons,
an assimilation that appears necessary to preserve the
present character of the Church and its beliefs, liturgy,
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The Church tends to move its people
toward a common pattern that often
destroys native diversity and creativity.

and basic practical policies. To incorporate persons
from Oriental or Latin cultures into Church member-
ship is one thing. Mormonism with its positive, life-
affirming philosophy and its strong moral grounding
and social structure can make an immediate appeal. It
promises greater happiness and it usually pays off on
that promise. But to face the problem of the possibility
of an eventual development of an Oriental or Latin
Mormonism is something else. We need not be lin-
guists, anthropologists, or cultural historians to ap-
preciate the great difficulty and frequent impossibility
of transmitting meanings through translation or
through the employment of non-linguistic symbols in
art, ceremony, or ritual where cultural gaps exist. The
Mormons have had much experience with the confu-
sion that efforts at transcultural communication can
produce. Even where westernization and Americaniza-
tion are taking place, confusion and misunderstanding
are often the end product. Despite its past experience,
especially with American Indians, Mexicans and Mexi-
can Americans, and Polynesians, and notwithstanding
the attempt of some Mormon scholars to pretend that
in some mysterious way Mormonism transcends all
cultural roots, mainstream Mormonism has been and
basically still is an American religion, reflecting and ex-
pressing in its philosophy and in its doctrines, at-
titudes, and practices much of the typical American
character. And by typical American character I mean
something that came mainly from Protestant New
England. At another level it is Northern European, but
that is still to say Protestant. When the gathering was
on and the typical Mormon convert was a Bible-
believing Protestant from the United States, Canada,
the British Isles, Scandinavia, or Germany, it was not a
difficult thing to assimilate him to Utah-Idaho-Arizona
Mormonism. He came from the basic cultural and re-
ligious stock, and this provided a ground for a more or
less effective transformation.

Now I am not saying that converts from other cul-
tures should be assimilated in this way. The very word
"assimilation" has for me invidious overtones of
meaning, as I regard diversity and plurality in cultures
as having important intrinsic value. Cultural assimila-
tion can be destructive of much that is good. But in the
Mormon Church assimilation has been in the past both
the norm and the practice, and here the Church has
had much success, though sometimes with unfortunate
consequences. I think, for instance, of the ill-fated
transplanting by the Church at the turn of the century
of native Hawaiians to the western desert of Utah to

create a ranching community in Skull Valley. The later
building of a temple in Hawaii and creating a college
there showed far greater wisdom and established a pat-
tern that apparently is followed at the present time.
Moreover, such a thing as the Church’s delightful
Polynesian Culture Center in Hawaii is a symbol of the
present Mormon appreciation for native cultures.

I believe that this respect for diverse cultures is a
growing element in the moral consciousness of the
Mormons, as it is today for most people, but just here
is where the problem becomes acute. Considering the
rate at which converts are being made from other cul-
tures, especially in Latin America, and considering also
that now for the most part they stay where they are,
often in what to traditional Mormonism is an alien cul-
ture, how is the Church to mold these people into the
Mormon pattern, a pattern which is at important and
sometimes crucial points foreign to their background,
experience, education, and predispositions, and do this
while at the same time protecting whatever in the na-
tive culture of the converts warrants preservation? Be-
cause molding persons into the standard format is
what the Church has done in the past, and it has done
this with remarkable success. The degree of standardi-
zation in the Mormon Church is beyond the belief of
those who have not seen it for themselves--
standardization in local Church policies and procedure,
in artistic tastes, in reading and sermonizing, in
thought and behavior, even in such mundane matters
as the scheduling of meetings. The Church tends to
move its people toward a common pattern that often
destroys native diversity and creativity. Will it pursue
that same goal as its membership is extended among
Blacks of Africa, Hindus of India, Buddhists of Ceylon,
or some of those of South America whose culture and
religion are a strange hybrid of native animism and
Catholicism? Who will determine what to tamper with
and what to leave untouched? Will Dravidian congre-
gations in India open Sunday School by singing "Utah,
We Love Thee," as was not uncommon in some Euro-
pean missions in the past? Here is a suggestion of
questions and problems that the Church must face in
the future. The flexibility of the Mormons and their
pragmatic propensities as a group will be their chief
asset as these intellectual, social, and cultural difficul-
ties arise. I have no serious doubt of the ability of the
Church to in some way cope with them. The recent
structural changes in the hierarchy and in the administ-
ration of the rapidly growing Mormon empire are evi-
dence of its capacity to deal effectively with changing
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circumstances. The Mormons are a race of natural-born 
organizers and administrators with a plethora of practi- 
cal resources, and they may be expected to successfully 
mount on an organizational level whatever obstacles 
they confront. Solving problems is an important part of 
their religion. But the question remains of what the 
Church may be fifty, a hundred, or two hundred years 
from now if this extensive missionary incursion into 
the world's cultures continues, as no doubt it will. 

In one sense this is an unfair question because no 
one has the answer. But it is an interesting question for 
Mormon watchers. Of course, one possible answer is: 
What difference does it make? Granted that a century 
ahead the Mormon Church may be very different from 
what it is now, the important thing is its meaning and 
value for the Mormons of that time, not what your 
standard Mormon of today would think of it if he could 
drop in on it. That is perhaps the best answer, but it is 
not very satisfying. The standard Mormon of today, 
with his absolutistic approach to religion, morals, and 
the Church, probably wants the Church a century from 
now to look very much like it is today. But I frankly 
suspect that if he were to return to another century, he 
would be due for some real shocks. 

I realize, of course, that the authoritarian tradition 
of the Mormons and the hierarchical structure of the 
Church are strong factors for preserving the character 
of the institution, but this matter has never really been 
put to the test. To bring a few converts in from here 
and there and acclimate them to a Utah-dominated, 
American religious culture is quite a different matter 
from transforming the religious beliefs and moral pat- 
terns of large groups who remain in their native cul- 
tural habitats. Sending in a few regional representa- 
tives and holding regional conferences may in the long 
run make only a surface difference. Schools, of course, 
will do much more, and the Mormon educational sys- 
tem seems to be expanding at a phenomenal rate. But 
language, literature, philosophic tradition, economic 
and social practices, and geographic territory are for- 
midable powers in preserving the basic elements of a 
religious culture. 

To turn to the other side of the ledger, however, I 
must recognize that some native peoples have had an 
almost unbelievable capacity for cultural adaptation. 
The Japanese are the prime exhibit of this, not only in 
the profound transformation of their society since the 
outset of the Meiji era, but even more recently since the 
War and the American occupation. And further, I am 
reminded that the Mormon Church at the close of the 

Transforming the religious beliefs and 
moral patterns of large grou s who re- 
main in their foreign cultura habitats is 
quite a different matter. 
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twentieth century is not quite in the same predicament 
as the early Christian Church in the second, third or 
fourth centuries. Clearly today's world in real terms 
has become much smaller than the ancient world of the 
Mediterranean, and the Mormon Church is a hghly 
sophisticated organization in its exploitation of the 
most advanced instruments for the communication of 
knowledge. Modern electronic technology has put us 
in a different world. This is a difference that should 
really count in the Church's efforts to establish unity in 
diversity. 

The best model of success in matters of this kind, of 
course, is the Roman Catholic Church, the most uni- 
versal and historically the most successful of all institu- 
tions. Nothing compares to its remarkable history of 
producing a strong solidarity in the presence of 
genuine diversity. Now the main point of my paper is 
to put this simple question: Are the Mormons willing 
to live with that kind of diversity in order to achieve 
universality? I rather think that most American Mor- 
mons would answer "No." Just outside Tucson, 
Arizona, in the San Xavier Mission, one can see 
Catholicism mixed with native animism in practices 
that typical urban Catholics would regard as crude 
superstition. A few minutes later in an environment of 
remarkable beauty one can see a pure form of Catholi- 
cism in a Shrine of Perpetual Adoration that will carry 
him back to Medieval Europe. This is the great genius 
of Catholicism. It learned long ago the secret of 
survival through accommodation to native cultures. As 
a matter of fact, the Church inherited this wisdom and 
practice from the legal and political forms of the Roman 
Empire as its organization gradually replaced the gov- 
ernmental structures of the Romans in especially the 
third and fourth Christian centuries. The secret lay in 
the Roman legal and governmental policy of "ius gen- 
tium," which provided the conquered peoples with the 
largest possible measure of governance under their 
own institutions compatible with the maintenance of 
unity, law and order, the effectiveness of the military, 
and the economic good of the Empire. It is no accident 
that the Church is called the Roman Catholic Church. 
As I have already pointed out, the imperialism of the 
Romans was one of the foundations of the Christian 
unity and universalism. 

Now I do not suppose that the Mormons will follow 
the Catholic example in this matter. Institutions must 
live out their own lives under their own circumstances 
and guided by their own wisdom. Yet I do believe that 
there are some hard questions ahead and perhaps it is 



The best model to turn to is the Roman 
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not too early to consider some of them. I say this even 
though I know very well that they are already being 
considered by the Church because I have the impres- 
sion that there is a general feeling that of course these 
problems, like all others, will yield to treatment when 
the right attitudes are cultivated and appropriate man- 
agerial techniques are employed. But this may not suf- 
fice in confronting the creation of communities of 
Mormons in India where the communicants are drawn 
directly from a crude nature polytheism or possibly 
from a highly sophisticated mysticism or metaphysical 
monism, or in large areas of Asia, including India and 
China, where religion has traditionally been inclusive 
rather than exclusive, where a person may be an 
adherent of more than one religion, and where a newr 
religion may simply be added to the old. Or in Africa 
where the potential converts may well be villages of 
illiterate or semi-literate animists. Is it possible that 
such things as adult literacy will become qualifving 
tests for membership? 

I am sure that the Mormon leadership would not 
intentionally move in a direction that would encourge 
or allow the measure of diversity which not only exists 
in Catholic worship but which the Catholic Church ap- 
parently finds acceptable. Here, for instance, from a 
work by a Jesuit scholar, Father John A. Hardon, which 
carries the official imprimatur, is an excellent statement 
of the Catholic position. It reads almost as if it had 
been written for my purposes: 

Catholicity also means unity amidst diversity, 
on several counts. The Church has never been a 
respecter of persons. Poor and rich alike, the 
learned and unlearned are equally welcome. All 
cultures and every stratum of society belong to 
the Church, and where this is not verified, the 
fault lies with those who have failed to combine 
'both the universality of the Church and the di- 
versity of the world's nations' in their preaching 
of the Gospel. Also within the Catholic Church 
are numerous rites, or different liturgical families 
that have flourished since the fourth century. Be- 
sides ritual differences, these families also reflect 
numerous cultural adaptations that the 'postcon- 
ciliar' Church is encouraging as part of modern 
evangelization. 

As a mark of orthodoxy, the Church's 
catholicity is part of that mysterious paradox 
whereby the same essential faith and worship are 
held and practiced by a bewildering variety of 
peoples, separated geographically across the 

globe, culturally across the range of mankind, and 
historically across the centuries. This is absolutely 
unique among world religions, which seem in- 
capable of transcending regional or even political 
interests. In fact, one of the lessons of Christian 
history is the inevitable rise of national churches 
whenever they separate from Roman Catholi- 
cism. 

Some Mormons will say, of course, that such diver- 
sity as is found in Catholicism could not develop in 
Mormonism; there is the great difference in numbers 
and the length of their histories, and besides, they in- 
sist, Mormonism has the truth and its leadership is 
under divine guidance. But already in its short and 
localized history there are schisms and internal divi- 
sions in Mormonism, with strange dissident groups 
around the fringes and even, as in Africa, what might 
be called an independent rite. The typical main-line 
Mormon simply smiles at this, or is mildly annoyed by 
the schismatics, who may practice polygamy, have a 
professional ministry, or take the sacrament with their 
left hands. But these may well be signs of more impor- 
tant things to come. 

The internal divisions are probably of greater impor- 
tance. I personally like plurality and diversity and dis- 
like a solid block sameness in any institution. I believe 
that differences in religious and philosophical thought 
are good rather than bad, as I believe that no theology 
or philosophical system is the last word, and I am 
therefore not here expressing my personal judgments. 
With most Mormons, however, this is not the case. 
Though they allow a rather large area in religion for 
independent thought, when they come to what they 
call the fundamentals they expect agreement with official 
dogma. But actually the matter is not quite that simple. 
Too many things bearing on the fundamentals have 
never been adequately defined, and among those to 
whom the people look for guidance in these matters 
there is often no basic agreement and sometimes there 
is a surprising level of disagreement. Even among . 
General Authorities and theologians at the Brigham 
Young University there are important divisions of 
opinion on basic Mormon doctrine. Fortunately, at my a 

University we don't have theologians and we are not 
expected to know about these things. 

Now let me say again that personally I find no ob- 
jection to this situation. Besides, Mormonism is young 
and hasn't had much time to make up its mind about 
many theological problems. As a matter of fact, it has 
never even taken a serious look at some of the most 
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important of them. Perhaps much of its vitality is due
to the fact that it is still in a comparatively raw stage in
matters philosophical and theological. But the general-
ity of Mormons see this thing quite differently. They
believe that the answers are on hand and that their
questions can be settled nearly and authoritatively. A
part of the problem is due, of course, to the Mormon
suspicion of anything like professionalism in religion
and theology. The lay leadership floods the Mormon
reading and listening market with books, articles, and
sermons that are essentially anti-intellectualistic when
problems relating to fundamental beliefs are con-
cerned. There is even now among Mormon scholars
and pseudo-scholars what I would call a cult of ir-
rationalism that holds to such nonsensical notions as:
Mormonism can be understood only if we abandon our
attachment to the English language and western logic,
substitute philology and mythology for philosophy and
science, and treat religion on an esoteric plane rather
than in terms of literal meaning and truth. This ir-
rationalism and anti-intellectualism now engage a small
but potentially influential group who apparently can-
not meet Mormonism head on and defend it on logical
grounds that make sense to the general run of literate
intelligent Mormons and retreat therefore to their own
"logics" and private meanings as a way of convincing
themselves of its "truth." They help to make things in-
teresting, but they are designing a serious deception of
the generality of Mormons whose native preference is
usually for common sense. 6

Now I mention here the diversity of fundamental
religious thought among Mormons because I think the
present is a fair indication of what may be expected for
the future. No doubt the Church will eventually refine
its philosophical and theological position and define
many things that are now ambiguous, with the result
that it may sacrifice some of its potential intellectual vi-
tality in favor of a standardization of thought that will
more adequately serve to hold together its growing,
far-flung empire. Today it relies on a common religious
sentiment, the enthusiasm of testimonies, the zeal of
youthful missionaries, social programs, religious fel-
lowship, propagandistic education, and an authorita-
rian discipline to furnish a base for its unity. These are
all powerful forces and their energies may be endlessly
renewable. But I am inclined to believe that as the de-
cades go by the Church may find that there is a very
serious need for a much stronger intellectual founda-
tion than it presently enjoys.

There are, of course, many approaches to the prob-

lem of universality in Mormonism. I am sure, for in-
stance, that the demand of women for more of the
status traditionally enjoyed by men in the Church will
increase rather than go away. And there is always the
problem of the sinners, whom Christ supposedly came
to save. Now an honest-to-goodness sinner stands a
good chance of being excommunicated. And the
Church has never known quite what to do with its in-
tellectual dissidents, or even with its loyal critics,
though excommunication is the fate of some of them.
Here, it seems to me, there is much confusion.

But Rome wasn’t built in a day, and it’s not an easy
thing to create and build a church. Mormonism has
been the most successful American religious move-
ment. Now that it is promising to become a world re-
ligion, it will encounter new and perhaps greater
problems, but it has remarkable vitality and inventive-
ness and is capable of even radical adaptation and
change. The Church has a powerful commitment and
loyalty from its members and a strong tradition and
habit of facing things head on. It will work its way
through any problems which confront it and manage to
achieve some degree of success. I do not share in the
intense Mormon missionary commitment, but I have
nothing but admiration and appreciation for the break-
through toward universality which the Church has
made in the last three decades. It would be interesting
to be around here to see what is happening a century
from now.

Footnotes
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~nhU have just heard from one of the astute minds in
e history of western thought and especially the
terrelationships of philosophy and theology. My

response will have three segments. First, a few quibbles
and an attempt to clarify the problems. Second, some
overview observations on elements of the Mormon
ethos which McMurrin has not included in his reckon-
ing and third, two major questions which, in fact, are
criticisms.

To the quibbles then. First, if Christianity has for-
gotten its Jewish roots Mormonism has not. McMur-
rin’s contrasting of the parochial Judaism which has
somehow transmitted by Paul into a universal religion
has its modern analogy in Mormonism. But he seems
to contrast the clear purpose of bringing everyone into
the faith with a more restricted view of calling Israel
out of the world. I do not know of any Mormon
sources which explain the scattering of the seed of Is-
rael as due to the Lost Tribes of Israel. But I find many
passages that suggest that beginning with the Ab-
rahamic covenant the scattering has been indeed per-
vasive and even universal and that therefore the
gathering effort must be universal. Presumably there
are degrees of inheritance of the chosen family. But it
would be difficult, I take it, to find anyone who has no
Israelite heritage. Incidently the complicated inheri-
tance that you and I and everyone gathers from his
past is mind-boggling. If you trace simply your pater-
nal ancestors in a direct line you could conceivably be
back to Abraham in 70 steps. That is a very small
number. But if you trace altogether the exponential
generations and go back a thousand years do you
know how many relatives you have? Someone esti-
mates about 500 million. It is a little hard, therefore, to
know who has what in the way of inheritance.

Secondly, McMurrin says that "every Mormon
knows that America was and is the promised land." In
fact, it is already a clue to Mormon pluralism and uni-
versalism that it insists from the beginning on two
promised lands, two capitals, two gatherings and that
it defines America in a way which in his last year
Joseph Smith clearly meant to include Canada and
South America.

Number three, the gathering to the center place so
prominent in early Mormon practice was viewed very
often as preliminary to the reverse process which was
the leavening. It was a gathering of gatherers. Spencer
Palmer reminds us that consistent with what McMurrin
calls the biological adoption process, when converts
recognize the forces of belief, of faith and spiritual re-

ceptivity they become the Church and Kingdom and the
elect of God. Notice I said "become" which can be
combined with "already are in part." "Adoption" is in
fact in the Mormon vocabulary a very ancient and hon-
ored Jewish-Christian doctrine, that of sanctification
and transformation. The Mormon view, I take it, is that
this is a needful transformation for all men the worst
and the best.

Fourth, McMurrin wonders how many descendants
of the twelve sons of Jacob are around for us to reach.
He mentions Japan, the Fiji Islands, India, Africa as
non-Israelite countries. It is a further confirmation of
my point about the everywhereness of the scattering
that many converts from these very places have been
assured in their patriarchal blessings that they are of
Israel and even of Ephraim. Though the Patriarchs are
not always clear on whether that is a claim of lineal
descent or a promise of being grafted in, it is real and,
if you like, literal.

Fifth, the Temple, McMurrin tells.us is a kind of
symbol of the universal commitment of Mormonism.
He finds the idea of proxy baptism a rather large order
that "surely must entail insuperable practical difficul-
ties." It is awesome. But it is indeed a commitment to a
universal all-inclusive concern. At the Washington
Temple I heard President Kimball announce (and there
are precedents for these predictions) that there will be
thousands of temples in the millennium. If you multi-
ply thousands of temples by a thousand years I sup-
pose it can be done. But undergirding the entire Tem-
ple symbolism is the conviction of the actual father-
hood of God of all mankind and not simply a union
with the father, but a reunion.

So much for the quibbles.
Now, just a few elements of what I would call im-

plicit universalism in Mormonism that McMurrin has
walked over a little lightly. There isn’t time for me to
dramatize the moment but in 1834 (a rather early date)
there was a gathering of about all the priesthood of the
Church in a small cabin in Kirtland. The reminiscence
is Wilford Woodruff’s; present were Brigham Young,
Oliver Cowdery, Orson Hyde, the two Pratt brothers,
Heber C. Kimball. Joseph Smith reportedly asked them
to arise and talk about the destiny, as they understood
it, of the Mormon restoration. Each did his best. I have
sometimes imagined it was a "can you top this" ses-
sion. But when they finished Joseph arose and said:
(and I quote almost precisely) "You no more under-
stand the destinies of this Church than a little child on
its mother’s lap." I sometimes think when I compare
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what we are up to and how we think of it and what I
can find in his writings (Joseph Smith’s) that we are
still mere babes. He went on to say, "This Church,
brethren, will fill the whole earth." I stress the word
"fill." Not simply "draw from."

There is also the cosmic pluralism of Mormonism
which imposes on the old scheme of an earth-centered
theology; a set of insights as B.H. Roberts said "rising
to meet the grandeur of God’s universe." God is
creator of multiple, indeed infinite (at least beyond our
power to count) worlds. And these have gone or are
going and will yet go through the stages of transforma-
tion. Here is the majesty of a religion that insists God is
conscious of the falling of a sparrow here and yet at the
same time is infinitely extended in his conscious influ-
ence through a dominion beyond our power to con-
ceive. In such a view man is a mere speck, and utterly
humbled. On the other hand as a son of that same God
he is exalted.

There is also the recognition in Mormonism of the
everywhereness of God; not the metaphysical distor-
tion in classical Christian views not omnipresence in
some non-spatial, non-temporal way. But the insis-
tence that in every land and clime, even in the minds
of those we are pleased to call aborigines, there is
something of the light of God. The Jewish rabbis speak
of it occasionally as the sparks of God. Just this year
the First Presidency issued a letter insisting not only on
the reality of that but on the reality of revelation in
measures and degrees given to all mankind.

There is an anxiety, finally, in Joseph Smith that
"we (talking here, of course, of the Mormons) must
gather all the good and true principles in the
world"mhe doesn’t just say "in the religious world"
and "treasure them up or we shall not come out true
Mormons." At one level we are sent forth to teach and
not be taught. But this statement clearly presupposes
that we must be enriched, we must gather from, we
must learn from the wider world and be open to its
accredited findings.

Now to two major difficulties. McMurrin uses the
Roman Catholic Church as a model of success in adap-
tation and unity. It is no paradox to agree with that and
yet quickly to add that from the Mormon temperament
it is also the worst model. It was its absorption of cer-
tain Hellenistic assumptions (the impact of Plato on
Augustine, the impact of Aristotle on Thomas and the
impact of both on the intellectualizing of the Jewish-
Christian roots) that lead to accommodation that was in
fact dilution and eventually to the destruction of the

original impetus and insight that gave the Church its
strength. What was held on to and what in a measure,
a large measure, was its unity was as McMurrin knows
more adequately than I, a philosophical husk. The sec-
ond Vatican Council in our lifetime has turned a bit the
allegiances of the Church to a restatement of Biblical
theology and a toning down of the philosophical over-
lay. But the present mix is symbolized by the recent
visit of the Pope to Americamthe unity has been re-
tained on the things which for the Mormon theologians
may matter the very least. (In time it would be worth
discussing the proposition that the holy Roman Empire
is not holy, not Roman and not an empire.) But the
concrete result, I am afraid, is that the Pope himself,
loveable and even charismatic, is welcomed as a per-
son. But official acts on the part of his own bishops
show that they believe his utterances, even those ex
cathedra, can be safely ignored.

Now, I take seriously Thomas O’Dea’s comment
that Mormonism began as a "near nation phenome-
non" and then took its lumps at the hands of the very
nation in which it was nurtured. It has accommodated
without theological compromise. It must now function
as a Church subject to widespread alternative
nationalities some of whose structures and cultures are
as difficult to reconcile as was slavery in the time of the
preaching of Paul. Yet Paul went to slaves. And so
Spencer W. Kimball intends that we go. This, inciden-
tally, brings us in direct confrontation with serious
political problems which McMurrin hasn’t mentioned. I
am sure he is aware of many of them.

Now the second comment is this: McMurrin dis-
claims for himself pretentions of theologizing. He also
excuses his university from doing that. By his own
training, in fact, he is widely and wisely informed on
what is and is not Mormonism and Mormon doctrine.
Translation has become an awesome responsibility.
And the decision on when and what and how to
translate is being settled daily at the rate of about 15
new languages a year. Just last year, for example, Gil-
bertese was included, the language spoken on the Gil-
bert Islands. Let me give you an example. The word
"quickening" occurs frequently in the Doctrine and Co-
venants. It carries connotations of enlivening not simply
causing or speeding up. It has no known synonym in
Cantonese and in the effort to translate the Doctrine and
Covenants in Hong Kong they had no alternative but to
create a new Chinese word to try to convey the spirit of
that word. Now you say that doesn’t matter much. But
it is an example of many other words which do. I
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suggest that our problem, and it is a huge one, to dis-
criminate authentic concensus and to translate it cor-
rectly is real. And my own prediction is that there will
be a pragmatic necessity of clarification and perhaps
even a minimalizing (not minimizing but
minimalizingmdeciding what is absolutely essential)
the doctrine. And some of our (Rocky Mountain front,
Utah) cherished over-beliefs (in William James’
phrase), fifty or a hundred years from now will be rec-
ognized as interpretive and speculative. And then the
formula of B.H. Roberts will be a little more operable.
He said, "Unity in essentials, tolerance in non-
essentials" and, I think he could have added, patience
in the controversial.

That leads to my final comments. Observers of
Mormonism have repeatedly sought (sociologists, his-
torians, theologians) to trace and to account for the ob-
vious survival and unity of Mormonism, in teaching, in
esprit de corps, in attitude and even in what McMurrin
called "the standardization of thought.". This is a fact.
It has happened. Yet Mark Leone, the latest to come
along with a theory, is stunned (that is more than
being impressed) at the diversity, the individual eccen-
tricity, the amazing tolerance of personal views in the
Church. To put it negatively, he finds it very difficult to
get out of the Mormon Church. McMurrin ascribes this
mainly (and, by the way, he is correct--sin is one way
out), to what he calls religious sentiment, enthusiasm
of faith, social programs, religious colleges.

That pretty well sums it up. Does it leave anything
out? McMurrin feels that "a stronger intellectual foun-
dation" is needed. Perhaps. The very attraction of that
idea worries me a little. My own perception is that
Mormons are more accustomed to basic statement or
treatment of basics, even in their approach to the scrip-
tures than they are to tracing implications and applica-
tions of ideas. What I take to be more important than
all the factors so far named by sociologists (and years
ago they ascribed Mormon unity to insulation, isola-
tion, persecution, and even its power of conversion is
put amazingly and somewhat awkwardly in the hands
of nineteen year olds). It results in that subtler, per-
sonal, individual assurance which Mormons call a tes-
timony. It has, of course, intellectual ramifications but
it is also a blend of the deepmost sense of the sacred
and ones own response to God. Therefore, Mor-
monism is not carrying to the world (not exclusively) a
body of doctrine. It is carrying an inspired recommen-
dation for establishing a relationship. It is trying to put
men not in touch simply with what God has spoken

but in touch with God Himself. And the union, I re-
peat, that is thus taught and caught is a reunion of
those crucial kinships that make us literally one.

Let me close with an anecdote. As I turned the
corner some weeks ago up mainstreet with the John
Dillenberger, s in my auto, Jane Dillenberger who is
something of an expert on American religious art
looked up at the Temple and then said, "Is Mor-
monism going to take the world?" I stalled a bit and
said, "What are you really asking?" She said, "Well, is
Mormonism flexible enough to take the world?"
"What do you mean flexible?" Her answer is fascinat-
ing. She spoke of Catholicism. She spoke of its being
wedded to a position, a philosophical tradition, in-
cluding the idea of natural law, absolutistic moral
judgments, and how it has been unable, in her judg-
ment, to face not only new problems but old problems
which arise in a new context. Then she asked again,
"But what about you Mormons." I find it interesting
that in response to a series of letters that came to Elder
Bruce R. McConkie after the 1978 revelation on blacks,
letters which in effect said, "You have written some
things and here they are and they are not reconcilable
with what has now happened." He simply arose in a
group about this size and said, "I was wrong. I wrote
at the time with the best light I had. We now have
further light~’ That’s flexibility of a proper kind. I went
on to say to her that some kinds of flexibility are simply
betrayal. But that Mormonism (as I think McMurrin
says in a slightly different way) combines not simply a
heritage which makes it conscious of the past, but it is
wedded to the notion that it cannot be closed in either
direction, upward or downward. That is, it cannot ig-
nore further revelation nor the burgeoning of data and
scientific findings presently coming through.

A comment on myths. Science itself is a kind of a
myth. Of course, my colleague is using this to mean a
sheer ficton. I don’t think all that Mormons have said
about inheritance can be reduced to that kind of fiction.
Science itself is a myth but a very useful and helpful
myth. And it is growing and self-correcting. I would
use precisely those same words to describe the Mor-
mon commitment to the openness of revelation, "self-
correcting, adapting, and growing" but not giving up
that which is crucial and central to its message. In my
judgment it is that kind of flexibility and only that kind
that can actually claim in the long run to be a world
religion.
Truman G. Madsen is Professor of Philosophy at BYU and holds the
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TOWARD A MORE
SPIRITUAL. STMAS

IN DEFENSE OF SANTA CLAUS
Janice M. Allred

T he Puritans refused to celebrate Christmas.
While other Englishmen spent the day in noisy
revels and sports, with dice, cards, wine, and

mirth, they deliberately pursued their regular daily
routine. It was not the idea of a holiday that they ob-
jected to, for they had many of their own on which
they feasted and played. But the form of their fellow
Englishmen’s worship, with its incense and popish jar-
gon, smacked to them of idolatry. Religion permeated
their daily lives; the spiritualization of common things
was a regular exercise, and their strict Sabbath pro-
vided the form for their worship and religious celebra-
tion. They took great pride in the fact that they pro-
faned Christmas, however, (by which they meant sim-
ply that they made it like other days). The Puritans felt
no need to set Christmas apart as a special day for re-
membering the Savior; rather they felt the need to set
themselves apart from the dominant culture.

As Mormons we generally observe the Christmas
traditions of our native cultures, but not without some
reservations and misgivings. Unlike the Puritans we do
not fear symbols as subtle temptations to idolatry, but
we do feel a need to make our Christmas traditions
more spiritual. We feel successful when we give more
space to Christ and less to traditional Christmas obser-
vances. We concede to tradition by celebrating Christ’s
birth on December 25 rather than April 6, but hardly
anyone seems to feel that the spirit of Christmas is
violated by celebrating it on the wrong date. Other

traditions attract rhore criticism. Santa Claus especially
has been blamed for many of the ills associated with
the contemporary celebration of Christmas. I for one
would like to defend Santa Claus and point instead to
other traditions which I consider much more inimical to
the spirit of Christmas.

One major objection to observing the tradition of
Santa Claus is based on the assertion that it involves
dishonesty. We hear such arguments as "If we tell our
children there is a Santa Claus, they will lose their trust
in us and doubt what we teach them when they later
discover that Santa Claus is a myth," and "Since there
is no Santa Claus, it would be a lie to say there is."

Which of the following statements are false: Santa
Claus wears a red suit; he makes toys at his workshop
at the North Pole; his sleigh is pulled by reindeer;
Santa Claus brought you all these wonderful toys? For
those who think this is an easy exercise, consider the
truth (or falsity) of these statements: a unicorn has
only one horn; I guess a pixie must have washed the
dishes; I’m a doggie, arf, arf (uttered by a young child
on all fours); Hamlet killed Polonius.

Being honest involves more than telling the truth. A
person may lie while uttering a true statement and be
honest in asserting a false one. The person’s intentions
and his use of language are relevant in ascertaining his
honesty. Young children need to be taught this concept
carefully. They usually think that someone is lying if he
makes a statement they believe to be false, but they also
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Rather than becoming the authority on
Santa Claus,parents might participate
with the child in the delights of imagi-
nation and reason.

understand playing language games, pretending, and
imagining. A child may defend himself against accusa-
tions that he is lying with, "I was teasing" or "I was pre-
tending." My son, barely two, was crawling around
yelping, "Arf. Arf." "Are you a doggie?" I asked him. "A
pretend doggie," he corrected me. "I’m a boy." He
wanted to make certain I knew he understood not only
how to pretend but also the concept of pretending.

Aren’t statements made about Santa Claus closer to
those involved in pretending and imagining than those
used in describing objective reality? But, it might be ob-
jected, most children are taught and believe (up to a cer-
tain age) that Santa Claus is real. They do not realize that
they are involved in pretending and imagining. But do
they then think they are describing objective reality?
Most children young enough to believe in Santa Claus
are still struggling to learn what the real is. Perhaps this is
one child-like quality that adults should emulate. It is
important that parents realize from beginning to end that
they are involved in playing a game but not necessarily
that children do. Part of the game for children is discov-
ering that they are playing a game. The purposes of the
game include experiencing wonder and mystery and
exercising imagination and reason. For the very young
child the former purpose predominates; as the child
grows the latter takes over until the game ends in the joy
of discovery.

A child’s concept of Santa Claus is not constant; it
evolves as he matures. His parents are not the only
sources of information about this fascinating character;
books, television, friends, siblings, and other adults all
make contributions. As he attempts to understand and

integrate the various pictures into a unified image that
corresponds to his sense of reality, he asks many ques-
tions. His parents, rather than becoming the authority on
Santa Claus who must supply reasonable answers to all
such probings, might instead participate with the child in
the delights of imagination and reason, guiding him to
concepts that will satisfy his imagination and sense of
reality and logic as well as encourage the positive qual-
ifies symbolized by Santa Claus. Here is a sample conver-
sation:
Child:
Mother:
Child:
Mother:

Mother, is there a real Santa Claus?
What do you mean?
Does Santa Claus really bring us toys?
Well, you know that on Christmas morning
there are toys in the living room.

Child: But maybe you and Daddy bring them and not
Santa Claus.

Mother: Yes, that’s a possibility. What made you think
of that?

Child: Well, Jimmy told me that his parents told him
that they give his presents, not Santa Claus.

Mother: I don’t think Jimmy’s parents would tell a lie, do
you?

Child: No.
Mother: They probably really do give him his presents, if

they don’t believe that Santa Claus comes;
otherwise, they would think he wouldn’t get
any, and I’m sure they want him to have some.

Child: Maybe Santa Claus only brings presents to
those who think he will.

Mother: What if Santa Claus came into someone’s house
to bring them toys and he saw new toys already
set out?

Child: He might think he’d already been there.
Mother: He might be really confused. He’d look at his

list and say, "Now, I didn’t cross this house off
my list. I don’t remember being here."

Child: Maybe he’ll ask his reindeer, "Do you re-
member if we came here or not?"

When should parents admit their complicity with
Santa Claus? It seems to me that the best time is when
their child has reasoned it out for himself. The child in the
above example hasn’t done this. He is simply question-
ing his own ideas because of some information supplied
by a friend from an authoritative source. His mother
helps him to reason about what that information actually
means and encourages him to use his imagination about
possibilities. Notice that the above question is not the
same as "When should the Santa Claus game end?"
Older children enjoy changing their role in the game. If
their enlightenment has been gradual and their discovery
a pleasure rather than a disillusionment in which they
have been made to feel that their beliefs were silly, gulli-
ble or babyish, they will enjoy pretending with younger
children rather than taking pleasure in disillusioning
them.

While it is not necssarily dishonest to play the Santa
Claus game, it is possible to play the game dishonestly
using authoritative statements to persuade a doubting
child that a jolly man in red with a long white beard en-
ters his home to deliver toys on Christmas Eve, even
when his reason rej ects the idea, would betray the child.
If a parent wants to continue to play the game with his
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child after this discovery, he can do so honestly by using
game language and body expressions which will let him
know that his conclusions are right. Here is an example:
Child: Do you believe in Santa Claus?
Father: He always brings me something.
Child: But you really bring it, don’t you?
Father: Why do you think so?
(The child gives evidence of good, mature reasoning.)
Father: Santa Claus comes in the middle of the night so

he can give without anyone knowing who he is.
What do you think he should do if someone
caught him in the act?

Child: Say, "Merry Christmas! I hope you like your
toys!"

Father: Merry Christmas, dear. I hope you like your
toys.

Perhaps all this care to avoid dishonesty while play-
ing the Santa Claus game seems a bit too difficult. Why
go to all the trouble? Wouldn’t it be much safer for pa-
rents to simply make a decision that their children will
not believe in Santa Claus? Why go to all the trouble of
playing a game of baseball? Presumably it’s good physi-
cal and social exercise, as well as being fun. (The Santa
Claus game is fun and it provides scope for the exercise of
reason and imagination.) But the immediate reason for
getting involved in that baseball game is probably that a
lot of others are. Parents should not overestimate their
own influence. Can they really make a decision as to
what their children will or will not believe? (This does not
mean parents shouldn’t make decisions about what they
will teach their children.) But children learn from sources
other than their parents. My husband and I decided that
we would observe the tradition of Santa Claus in our
home but that the Easter Bunny would have no part in
our Easter celebrations. Although we never mentioned
him, our daughter when she was three somehow learned
about him and excitedly shared her new-found know-
ledge with us. Her father asserted that there was no Eas-
ter bunny, giving reasons why he considered the idea ab-
surd. His manner, however, was playful and teasing,
rather than solemn. I expressed skepticism about the
idea, but she clung to her belief and refused to be con-
vinced. It was reasonable to her and sounded like a lot of
fun.

Our two-year-old son is very frightened of witches. In
order to alleviate his fears I gave him the standard assur-
ance, "There are no witches." Of course, there really are.
Was I lying? His concept of a witch was completely diffe-
rent from the one I considered corresponds to reality. I
decided to change my strategy, not because I wasn’t tel-
ling the truth, but because I realized that the idea that
something did not exist was meaningless to him. Hadn’t
he seen pictures of witches? Hadn’t he observed his
brother and sister afraid to enter a dark room because a
witch might be there? So I told him, "Witches are far
away. Witches can’t come into our house." He under-
stands this and, though he isn’t completely convinced,
finds it comforting.

Not only should parents be skeptical about believing
they can decide whether or not their children will believe
in Santa Claus, but they should also be wary of uncriti-
cally accepting the idea that they automatically make it
easier for their children to accept ideas about God if they

While it is not necessarily dishonest to

 lay the Santa Claus game, it is possi-
le to play the game dishonestly.

don’t present the Santa Claus myth to them. Children are
as likely to resent their parent’s depriving them of the joy
of Santa Claus as they are to accuse them of being dis-
honest for fooling them about Santa Claus. The feeling
that being religious deprives one of fun is as likely to
hinder religious development as the possibility that what
parents teach may turn out to be myth.

Another frequent objection to observing the Santa
Claus tradition is that it encourages selfishness. There
seems to be no intrinsic reason why a myth about a kind
man who secretly gives children gifts should encourage
selfishness. Does giving another a gift encourage him to
be selfish? There is something wrong with the theory that
giving is essentially superior to receiving, for then isn’t
the giver selfish in preempting for himself the superior
role? Selfishness can, but needn’t be, attached to either
role; that is, we may give as well as receive either selfishly
or unselfishly. We should teach our chldren what is re-
quired in both roles.

We cannot give well unless we understand what is
good in getting, for to give well we must empathetically
realize what our gift will mean to the receiver. Childhood
seems a natural time to learn about the joys of getting. We
should not interpret a child’s extreme egocentricity as
selfishness but rather should make an effort to learn how
his concept of self and others develops. However, there
are generous as well as grasping, grateful as well as un-
grateful children. Parents should guide, not force, chil-
dren into ways of sharing and giving that will be possible
and meaningful for them.

Does the Santa Claus tradition encourage selfish or
unselfish receiving and giving? It would seem to depend
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Often gift-giving traditions more than
the Santa Claus myth foster selfish at-
titudes.
entirely on how the game is presented and how it fits into
other patterns of giving and getting. Often gift-giving
traditions more than the Santa Claus myth foster selfish
attitudes. One of these might be termed transactional giv-
ing.

Most of us have an obligatory gift list of people with
whom we "exchange" gifts of comparable value. A giver
who feels that his gift in any way obligates the receiver
(even to return gratitude) is not involved in giving gifts
but rather in making transactions. Furthermore, such
transactions are deceitful since he gives his partner no
opportunity to participate in setting the terms. Those
who habitually receive gifts resentfully or who have diffi-
culty receiving gifts often have a transactional concept of
gift-giving. How do we avoid teaching our children to
make transactions rather than give gifts? By taking care to
avoid doing it ourselves, by observing a child’s develop-
ing attitudes towards gifts, and by having good conversa-
tions on the subject, we take steps in the right direction.

Selfishness is also fostered by traditions that encour-
age acquisitiveness. Not Santa Claus, but the pile of pre-
sents under the Christmas tree, is the best symbol of ac-
quisitiveness. Observing our oldest child’s behavior over
five years taught us how the pile of presents contributes
to the desire to get. When she was very young, most of
her fun was in ripping the paper off the package. Later,
interest in what was in the package developed. From
about two to four years she was much more interested in
exploring and playing with whatever she’d found than in
opening the next present. Because we lived far away
from relatives and spent the day with just our small fam-
ily, we let her set the pace. When she was three and a half
it took us a day and a half just to open the presents, butby
the time she was five we noticed that her attention was
focused more on "opening the presents" (not the physi-
cal act of opening a present, but the game of "opening the

presents"). This is essentially what acquisitiveness is: not
joy in objects, but joy in getting them and possessing
them. We noticed that her learning to play the "opening
the presents" game made a great deal of difference in the
spirit of our day. Her two younger brothers were still
mainly interested in individual gifts; her "hurry up and
open that present so we can see what else is under the
tree" attitude led to clashes.

How did she learn to play the game? Small children
always want to open the presents before Christmas, but
we teach them that we can’t. Why not? Why must all pre-
sents be religiously placed under the tree and opened at
one time? There must be some point to it, and the point
seems to be to obtain pleasure in seeing a pile of shiny
new possessions. We decided to focus attention away
from the pile of presents by giving each member of the
family a special night on which he will give his gifts. This
helps him to experience more intensely the joy of giving
because not only is he undistracted by what he himself is
getting, but everyone else is focusing on his particular
gift. We also plan to discourage acquisitiveness by
teaching that gifts need not be material; they might in-
clude planning and assuming the cost of an outing or ac-
tivity, helping someone develop a talent, or sharing a ta-
lent.

There are some Christmas customs which contribute
to both transactional giving and acquisitiveness. Having
family members make lists (verbal or written) of what
they want for Christmas encourages ideas that lead to a
transactional concept of gift-giving. The creative part is
making one’s own list of wants; deciding what to give
another becomes a simple matter of checking his list and
finding something that falls within a given price range.
This focuses attention on getting and arouses expecta-
tions and demands. Children conclude that they are
supposed to get what they decide to "want" at Christ-
mas.

Some families use Christmas as an excuse for self-
indulgence. Because it is Christmas they can justify ex-
penditures which they normally wouldn’t make. Other
families plan to make many major family purchases at
Christmas. This is the time when most recreational items
and toys for the children are bought. Many parents seem
to feel (if not think) that these are luxuries and that some
special excuse is needed for purchasing them. Through-
out the year children are requested to wait until Christ-
mas for their special wants to be fulfilled; if they see some
toy they want they are told to ask for it at Christmas.
Christmas thus becomes a time when all desires are ful-
filled. It is natural for children to focus on what they will
get because they are taught that this is when they will get.
Children need toys. But instead of using Christmas as an
excuse for indulging children, parents could make sensi-
ble purchase of play items at other times as well. Children
could be encouraged to save money for toys from their
allowances, and families could plan and save together for
recreational items. If families find it convenient to do
most of their major purchasing at one period during the
year, why should that be at Christmas? Why not choose a
season when there is more time to make wise choices?
Christmas is busy enough without adding the pressures
of making a year’s purchasing decisions.

But the greatest harm done in associating Christmas
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with major getting is that it associates happiness with ac-
quiring. We do not always know the source of the happi-
ness we feel; if we did, happiness would not be such an
elusive thing for so many. Many intangibles contribute to
the joy of Christmas, but because these are more difficult
to perceive than the pile of presents, it is easy for children
to think that the presents are what is making them
happy. This misconception, unless it is rooted out
through experience and introspection, can result in a
frustrated pursuit of happiness centered in efforts to ac-
cumulate. This is not to imply that extravagant Christmas
giving is the only source and promoter of this misconcep-
tion, but it may become a powerful symbol and "proof"
of it.

There are practices in the Santa Claus tradition that
need to be eliminated if parents wish to avoid teaching
transactional giving and acquisitiveness. One is teaching
that Santa Claus gives conditionally. Many parents use
Santa Claus to elicit good behavior. The children are told
that if they don’t do this or stop doing something else,
Santa Claus won’t bring them anything. This practice,
besides being a poor method of discipline (uncertain
threats and bribes), depicts an image of Santa Claus that
has no value. He judges children (the standards are un-
certain) and rewards "good" children with material pos-
sessions (but all children are good and should be taught
that they are and not made to worry about whether they
are "good" or "bad"). Another way parents make
Santa’s gifts conditional is by telling their children that
they must give Santa money to pay for the gifts. This
makes him nothing but a delivery man and the pawn of
parents. Usually children are told this when they ask
why Santa can’t bring them more than the parents can af-
ford or deem wise to buy. Instead, children could be
guided into thinking about how Santa Claus gives to
many children.

Having children make Santa Claus lists can also en-
courage transactional concepts of giving and acquisitive-
ness. Children come to believe that they should get
whatever they want. Otherwise, why the list? Of course,
children may still make their desires known even if pa-
rents do not ask for a list, but parents at least maintain the
prerogative of wise giving rather than just wish fulfilling.

The questions we ask our children help to channel
their thinking. Some adults seem to feel that one advan-
tage of the Christmas season is that it gives them some-
thing to talk to children about. The knowledge that he
will have to answer many times the questions "What do
you want for Christmas?" and "What did you get for
Christmas?" cannot help but influence a child’s attitudes
toward his gifts. Teachers who ask their students to tell
what they got for Christmas encourage acquisitiveness
by setting up a situation in which children find it easy to
equate values with possessions. Envy, disappointment,
and competition are likely to arise. If teachers want to
give their students a chance to share some of their
Christmas enthusiasm, they could ask, "What did you do
for Christmas?" or "Would you like to tell us something
about your Christmas?"

The third principal objection to observing the tradi-
tion of Santa Claus is that it detracts from our worship of
the Savior. Does Jesus want us to focus exclusively on
Him in the sense that we think only of His person? We

A giver who feels that his g.ift in any
way obligates the receiver is not in-
volved in giving gifts but rather in
making transactions.

serve God through service to others. Whatever is good
does not take us away from but leads us to Jesus. Still,
Christmas seems an appropriate time for focusing on the
person of Jesus. Telling and reading the story of His birth,
dramatizing it, and displaying nativity scenes are all
good ways of helping children focus on Christ at Christ-
mas. It is not difficult to teach children to respond to
questions about the reason for Christmas by talking
about Jesus. But such catechism is not enough to fill the
mind of any child. Is a nativity scene necessarily a better
reminder of Jesus than Santa Claus? It is not the symbol
itself, but the meaning with which we invest it, that is
important. To make Christ a greater part of our Christ-
mas (as well as our lives), we must learn to let His spirit,
His principles, His love permeate all aspects of the
Christmas celebrations. Our Christmas traditions will de-
tract from Jesus only if they detract from His spirit. It may
not be necessary to center these traditions in the fact of
His life. Families should thoughtfully and prayerfully
evaluate what they do to celebrate Christmas. After each
Christmas they might ask: When did we feel the spirit of
Christ? How did what we were doing contribute to this
feeling? Were selfishness, irritability, or lack of love
manifested? How did what we were doing or trying to do
in our traditions contribute to such unpleasant emotions?

All our Christmas symbols, Santa Claus as well as the
Christmas tree, receiving as well as giving, can teach us
about and help us focus on Jesus if we endeavor to make
them consonant with His example. My five-year-old
daughter sat in deep contemplation, then said to me with
shining eyes, "I think Jesus and Heavenly Father must be
very proud of Santa Claus because he gives to everyone,
and that is very good; that is what Jesus wants us to do."

JANICE M. ALLRED is a freelance writer who received a B.A. in
English from BYU. She is the mother of four and lives in Tucson,
Arizona.
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by Sandra B. Packard

Since Aesop we’ve come to expect morals to our stories and have developed
the reverse talent of finding stories to support our morals. But some experiences
are not so easily circumscribed.

It was Christmas vacation, and I was home with my family for those too-
brief days between semesters. Among the many presents Christmas morning,
one captivated the attention of all the childrenma parrot, a gift from my brother,
Dennis, to our animal-loving sister, Connie. As green and cheerful as Yuletide
itself, she called it ’Christmas.’

After New Year’s, I returned to BYU and didn’t get home again until the
summer. I’d been home several days when I remembered ’Christmas,’ won-
dered why I hadn’t seen him, and so asked my sister.

And as near as I can remember she told the story: It seems that they’d had a
lot of fun with Christmas. In particular, they had taught him to play a delightful
game: They would let him out of his cage, turn out all the lights, except the light
in a room on the opposite side of the house, and there wait for him to search out
the light and find them. Then when he did, they would turn out that light, race
to another part of the house, turn on the light there, and again wait for Christ-
mas to fly to them. The merry chase progressed from room to room until they
tired, and put him back in his cage, there to wait for the next game of tag.
Christmas, however, was out of his cage on more occasions than these for my
soft-hearted sister hated to keep animals locked up. One such occasion was a
chill winter’s evening, just the time for a warm fire in the fireplace. With the fire
started, the family turned out the living room lights to watch it.

I guessed the rest of the story, as I’m sure you have. When they recovered
Christmas from the fire, his green feathers were blackened and he soon died.

Beneath the horror of this story, at the time my sister told it to me and to this
day, I felt that there was a profound lesson to be learned. I have thought of the
influence of all unwary light-bearers. Yet no moral I can find has quite the
impact of the story. Perhaps none can.

SANDRA B. PACKARD is working on her MS degree in child de-
velopment at BYU. She has three children with number four on the
way.
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Editors Note:

T he following essay was the address delivered by the
out-going president of the Association for Mormon
Letters at the Fourth Annual Symposium held at

Brigham Young University October 13, 1979. In addition,
six papers were delivered and awards given for outstanding
short stories, poetry, and essays published in 1978. The As-
sociation, organized four years ago, also sponsors regional
meetings (e.g. California, Virginia, New Mexico) where pap-
ers on Mormon letters are delivered and informal readings by
various authors of poetry and prose in progress. A quarterly
newsletter of reviews and notices of interest to members is
also published. The address is printed as delivered at the
awards luncheon.

I must confess at the outset that I have very mixed
feelings about presidential addresses, and I have long
contemplated this one with a gamut of sensations
ranging from eager anticipation to utter dreadumainly
the latter. The remarks of an outgoing president tend
to be a strange hybrid of the subjective and the objec-
tive, of much personal reminiscing, some scholarly in-
sight, and a final admonition; perhaps it can best be
summed up as a cross between a sentimental swan-
song and a full-throated, parting blast. Well, since I am
the outgoing president and have no choice but to give
this speech it is only fair for me to warn you that I
intend to invoke all and any privileges of the chair
which tratition accords outgoing presidents to say
those things dear to their hearts, which might not be
appropriate or even tolerated on any other occasion.

To begin on a sentimental note, let me say that
meeting with you on the Brigham Young University
Campus arouses in me strong feelings of nostalgia.
Now, that may sound strange coming from a faculty
member attached to that other institutionmthe Univer-
sity of Utah. But, you see, my favorite uncle, Professor
Benjamin Franklin Cummings III, taught here for many
years, and it was through his love of learning and his
dedication to the life of the mind here at B.Y.U. that I
was first tempted to consider an academic career. In-
deed, the special insights into the Gospel which he de-
veloped as a result of teaching languages, literature,
ethics, and religion here over a period of 31 years
strongly influenced my own testimony and have a di-
rect bearing on my remarks today. But I am getting
ahead of myself, and I will explain the relationship be-
tween Uncle Frank’s views and my theme in due time.

How can an organization such as the Association
for Mormon Letters justify its existence? How can a
group which has no official tie with the Church pre-
sume to serve as a valid outlet for serious scholarly and
creative writing on Mormon subjects, and as a con-
structive forum in which to air significant Mormon is-
sues? I would submit that the Association is a direct
outgrowth of a creeping identity crisis which is gnaw-
ing at the very heart of Mormondom and that the As-
sociation provides a partial but salutary resolution of
that crisis. Let me explain by relating a personal anec-
dote. As a graduate student at Stanford University, I
belonged to a study group which was inquiring into
the L.D.S. concept of deity with all the zeal one might
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expect of a group of devout returned missionaries. In
that connection, we needed to locate the King Follett
Discourse and were under the impression that it could
be found in the documentary History of the Church
edited by B. H. Roberts. We did find the King Follett
Discourse listed in the table of contents of the first edi-
tion of Joseph Smith’s History, published in ~ but
the chapter that was supposed to contain the discourse
on pp. 302 through 317 was simply missing since those
pages had been omitted at the time the volume was
printed. Other copies of the volume had the same ap-
parent defect. In fact, the page was numbered 301 on
one side and 318 on the other.1 Frustrated and in-
trigued by this circumstance, we sent an inquiry to
Elder Joseph Fielding Smith who was then supposed to
provide "Answers to Gospel Questions." We received
a reply, which was as terse as it was prompt, to the
effect that the reason the King Follett Discourse was
not published in the History of the Church was because
President Joseph F. Smith did not want it include& Of
course that reply raised more questions than it put to
rest, since no explanation was provided for President
Smith’s decision to delete the discourse. I have since
learned from a personal account by the late T. Edgar
Lyon that B. H. Roberts, who had a strong conviction
that the King Follett Discourse contained "many won-
drous truths," was infuriated at such highhandedness,
all the more so because he had been assigned to tour a
mission just before volume 6 went to press and dis-
covered the crucial omission quite by chance after his
return. The only reason that was given for this action
was a vague hint that "the Brethren" questioned the
authenticity of the discourse. He immediately pro-
ceeded to have 10,000 copies of the discourse printed
and distributed throughout the Church at his own ex-
pense~It is interesting to note that after all these

You can either lose yourself in the
Church, or you can find yourself in it.

years, B. H. Robert’s 32-page pamphlet is still on sale
at the Deseret Book Store--for 55 cents!3

This incident, which is admittedly only one of many
which could be cited if time and discretion permitted,
can serve as a paradigm of the phenomenon which
concerns me. B. H. Roberts set great store by the truth
as he perceived it, and he felt that the King Follett Dis-
course belonged in the History for two reasons. First, it
was an integral part of Church history, and, second, it
set forth theological truths which, however radical or
controversial, were essential to a grasp of Joseph
Smith’s teachings concerning the revealed nature of
man and God. On the other hand, President Smith, for
reasons which he never explained, decided that the
historical and theological truths which B. H. Roberts
prized so highly in the King Follett Discourse could be
overridden by considerations of personal or ecclesiasti-
cal expediency and suppressed the entire chapter. Al-
though most of the doctrines contained in the dis-
course were already available to the public in the Pearl
of Great Price and in the hymn "Oh My Father," one
can speculate that President Smith feared that pub-
lishin$ it might prove to be an embarrassment because
it set torth the radical notion of a p.lurality of Gods and
stressed a very literal anthropomorphism. The simple
fact is that the president of the Church chose to exer-
cise his prerogative as supreme arbiter of all religious
matters without the slightest gesture of apology or
even the courtesy of a perfunctory explanation.

However, it is also significant and reassuring that
there is nothing to indicate that B. H. Roberts was
taken to task for his rebellious gesture in publishing the
pamphlet and that he was fully vindicated posthum-
ously in 1950 when the King Follett Discourse was re-
stored to its rightful place in the second edition of the
History of the Church. 4

What does all this have to do with an identity crisis?
It is simply a prototypical example of the clash between
institutional authority and individual integrity and be-
~i:i~e i~etati~,~-of blind obedience arid-~he claims
of reasoned belief. Ultimately, it exemplifies a funda-
mental conflict between a metaphysical pluralism,
which emphasizes the eternal autonomy and the divine
potential of man, and a hyperorthodox, theistic ab-
solutism, which underlines the subservience of man to
deity and the subordination of individual members of
the Church to the hierarchical superstructure.

If we are torn between an image of ourselves as
having the intrinsic, timeless worth affirmed by Joseph
Smith in the King Follett Discourse and the neoor-
thodox view of human nature as a corrupt embodiment
of the arm of fl~sh whose only hope lies in abject sub-
mission to the will of an inscrutable, omnipotent God
acting through his prda~i__n_~d_ ~e~ya~t_s_,_ then we are in-
deed confronted with a major identity crisis.

It should be noted that, although the tension be-
tween these conflicting views has greatly increased
within recent years, it has always been present in the
Church. For instance, in support of the integrity of the
individual, Joseph Smith stated categorically that "all
men have the privilege of thinking for themselves upon
all matters related to conscience. Consequently, then,
we are not disposed.., to deprive anyone of exercising
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that free independence of mind which heaven has be-
stowed upon the human family as one of its choicest
gifts .... ,,s A few years later, as though deliberately
contradicting this statement by Joseph Smith, Heber C.
Kimball admonished the membership of the Church to
"learn to do as you are told both old and young.., if
you are told by your leader to do a thing, do it. None
of your business whether it is right or wrong.’’6 He
went on to justify this approach with an argument
which ominously reechoed the rationalization for the
kind of unthinking obedience which has been fostered
over the centuries by totalitarian regimes: "If you do
things according to counsel and they are wrong, the
consequences will fall on the heads of those who coun-
seled you, so don’t be troubled.’’7 If over the years this
conflict between the enhancement and the disparage-
ment of personal integrity has been in evidence at the
highest levels of Church leadership, then it stands to
reason that it will be at least as noticeable on the lower
echelons. I know of no better example of this rep-
lication of the issue at the middle-management level
than an unfortunate incident which occurred toward
the end of Uncle Frank’s life, and which, because of its
relevance to my topic, I owe it to his memory to relate
here today.

Although he served many years here as chairman of
the Department of Languages, his first love was
teachingBparticularly his courses on religion and
ethics. As a natural outgrowth of that teaching experi-
ence and in response to requests from many of his
former students, he devoted his post-retirement years
to the preparation of a manuscript which would serve
as a personal, spiritual, and intellectual legacy con-
taining the fruit of his efforts over the years to syn-
thesize his insights into "’the origin and destiny of
Man, the nature of God and Man, the creation, and the
meaning of existence.’’8 His main concern centered
around "the concept of the nature of the Self," and in
developing this concept, he drew heavily on Joseph
Smith’s King Follett Discourse.9 Since he was a
member of the Church in good standing and had en-
joyed a distinguished career on the B.Y.U. faculty and
since his manuscript provided affirmative and percep-
tive insights into the Latter-day Saint system of beliefs
and values, he naively assumed that it would be pub-
lishable with some measure of official endorsement. He
sent it through channels for consideration. After a year
of the most tedious and disheartening bureaucratic
runarounds imaginable, he decided to publish the book
at his own expense, which he did entitling it the Eternal
Individual Se!f. Then came the crowning blow:’*l~’6 ap"~’~-
pr6ach~6a~ man then serving as the manager of the
Deseret Book Store--an individual he had always con-
sidered a friend--to ask if it might not be possible to
place a few copies there on consignment, only to be
told after more polite temporizing, that his request
could not be granted. The only reason given for the
negative decision in both instances was that "it might
not meet w~.th the approval of the Brethren." There is
something heartrending about a benevolent old man, a
kind of intellectual "true believer," having the quintes-
sence of his life work rejected by the Church that mat-
tered to him more than all else. As Samuel Johnson

wrote to Lord Chesterfield in response to the latter’s
belated offer of patronage, "I had done all that I could;
and no man is well pleased to have his all neglected, be
it ever so little.’’1° Uncle Frank died, literally nursing
his wounds, a short time after this final indignity.

With all due allowance for the unusually personal
nature of this second anecdote, I would submit that it
can be regarded as an updated lower-level recapitula-
tion of the first anecdote. Both incidents led to the
publication of an officially unapproved document
bearing on the King Follett Discourse, and, although
publishing the first was a gesture of defiance whereas
publishing the second was an act of resigned despera-
tion, both represent individual initiative on behalf of
personal integrity in the face of hierarchical hostility or
indifference.

Another way of viewing the theological and
ecclesiastical dichotomy which has produced the iden-
tity crisis to which I have alluded is to recognize a fun-
damental split among members of the Church which in
turn bespeaks a corresponding duality in human na-
ture. You can either lose yourself in the Church, or you
can find yourself in it. Many of those who lose them-
selves do so by renouncing their autonomous identity
through blind obedience and mindless activism. Those
who find themselves through Mormonism, do so by
taking literally the L.D.S. maxim that "the Glory of
God is Intelligence" as well as the precepts set forth in
the King Follett Discourse. We have an innate capacity ;~
which has been ours for all eternity and a God-given:
mandate with the Gospel plan before us to think for
ourselves in working out our own individual salvation
as we each separately see fit and according to our own
lights.

Those who lose themselves in the Church constitute
the majority. Some of them minimize or even disregard

One of the current trends in Mor-
monism can best be described as a kind
of "cloning from the top."
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the identity crisis to which I have alluded because they
find it convenient to refer their problems and worries
to the "sure voice of authority" and let the Brethren
think and plan for them. Those who seek to find them-
selves in the Church have difficulty basing their convic-
tions solely on faith-promoting experiences but must
also wrestle with their misgivings, reach their own
thoughtful conclusions however painful, and forge
their individual testimonies in the crucible of private
doubt and personal despair. As Dr. A. C. Lambert,
former dean here at B.Y.U., so aptly put it, those who
seek to find themselves are "gnawed inside at times
by...clear fallacies or even tyrannies in the strictly au-
thoritarian pattern." 11

One of the current trends in Mormonism which
provides strong reinforcement for the tendency to lose
oneself in the Church can best be described as a kind of
"cloning from the top." It is probably a natural con-
comitant of the rapid growth rate of the Church which
produces a practical administrative need for increased
conformism at all levels. The most dramatic instance of
this cloning trend which has come to my attention was
related by a close personal friend who visited the office
of one of the highranking apostles some years ago
when Joseph Fielding Smith was President of the
Council of the Twelve. At one point in the conversa-
tion, the general authority in question, wishing to
dramatize the need for conformity based on zealous
obedience, pointed to a decorative picture hanging on
one of the walls of his office. "If President Smith came
into my office and expressed displeasure with that
painting, the next time he came in it would have been
replaced!" Contrast this ethic of total compliance even
in areas of personal taste with the attitude of President
Brigham Young when he declared: "My independence
is sacred to me---it is a portion of that same Deity that

In the realm of practical affairs,
whether ecclesiastical or secular, one
must guard against a natural tendency
to sacrifice truth to expediency.

rules the heavens... The Lord has not established laws
by which I am compelled to have my shoes made in a
certain style. He has never given a law to determine
whether I have a square-toed boot or a peaked-toed
boot...". 12

Heretofore, I have given the Mormon identity crisis
a predominantly anthropocentric focus. Shifting to a
more theocentric perspective, it might be helpful to ask
a question which, though academic, may prove to be
fruitfully provocative: Do we worship the
Truth" or "the God of Expedien..~.~"? A scriptural basis
f~)~"~his qtiedtion ~a~’~"be"~f~6~i~ri~i~’ in John 16:7 where
Christ at the Last Supper declares: "Nevertheless, I tell
you the t£~; it is ex~i~ent for you that I go away; for if
I go not a~ay, the Comforter will not come unto
you.’’~3 The Savior speaking of his divine calling uses
"truth" and "expedient" in the same sentence, and
thereby suggests that at least for deity it is possible to
reconcile the two. This recondliation is further encour-
aged by the etymological fact that in 1611 when the
King James version of the Bible was completed, the
word "expedient" had only the positive meaning of
being "clear of difficulties, fit and proper."~4 It was not
until the eighteenth century that the term took on the
more pejorative and even Machiavellian meaning of
being "condudve to advantage by going cg.~nter to that
which is right."’~s There is a general religiou~-tradition
that, when literal truth and practical ecclesiastical ad-
vantage come into conflict, it is somehow deemed more
godly to seek the advantage than to tell the truth. A
classical example of this tradition as it pertains to the
Church occurred in 1850 when one of the leading el-
ders, though an ardent practidng polygamist with six
wives, found it expedient under admittedly extenuat-
ing circumstances to deny the facts in these terms: "In-
asmuch as this Church of Jesus Christ has been re-
proached with the crime of fornication and polygamy,
we declare that we believe that one man should have
one wife and one woman but one husband .... ,,16

A more recent example which demonstrates that the
tradition of expediency is alive and well with the
Church today can be found in the strictures of another
high-ranking general authority on what has been called
by some the "New Mormon History," in an address
delivered to religious educators in 1976: "... facts
should not only be taught as facts; they should be
taught to increase one’s faith in the Gospel, to build
testimony .... We would hope that if you feel you
must write for the scholarly journals, you always de-
fend the faith. ~_~9~i~d......e~xp~.r~eossi.~. o~.~a~d~.t~er~m.__~ol~gy~i
W,_.h_~c.h..~o_ffend..~ Brethren .... "~7 There is something
disquieting about the manner in which that term, "the
Brethren," can be invoked at all levels within the
Church as a vaguely lurking sanction or threat,
suggesting a kinship not so much with the brotherhood
of man as with the ubiquitous "Big Brother" of George
Orwell’s 1984. It epitomizes the kind of authoritarian
expediency which, in the name of efficiency, conveni-
ence, or simply the perverse arbitrariness of what
Joseph Smith termed the "unrighteous dominion"
exerdsed by "almost all men as soon as they get a little
authority" negates the fundamental truths embodied in
the King Follett Discourse.~ In summary, I would



suggest that, whereas theologically there can be no
conflict between that which is true and that which is
expedient, in the realm of pra~t~’cal affairs, whether
ecclesiastical or secular, one must guard against a
natural tendanc¥ to sacrifice truth to expediency.

If, as Joseph Smith declare~,~lt is indeed the first
principle of truth and of the Gospel...to know for a
certainty the character of God, and that we may con-
verse with Him the same as one man converses with
another, and that He was once a man like us...,,19 and
if, on the other hand, for reasons of expediency this
core truth is being supplanted by a redefinition of our
nature as compliant pawns of an awesome God who is
as inscrutable as He is inaccessible, then our identity
crisis, even though evident only to a sensitive minority
within the Church, nevertheless strongly suggests that
the Church is losing its theological moorings and may
be drifting into the mainstream of traditional Christian
belief.

Professor Hugh Nibley declared some years ago
that "if Joseph Smith were to walk into a conference of
the Mormon Church today he would find himself com-
pletely at home; and if he were to address the congre-
gation, they would never for a moment detect anything
the least bit strange, unfamiliar or old-fashioned in his
teaching. ,,20

Anyone willing to face the Mormon identity crisis
realistically must ask himself if Joseph Smith’s im-
agined return to the Church today might not bear a
closer resemblance to Christ’s less-than-cordial recep-
tion in fifteenth-century Seville as conceived by Dos-
toevsky in the Grand Inquisitor episode of The Brothers
Karamazov than to the cheery scenario depicted some
time ago by Dr. Nibley.

It should be clear by now that I am defending a
value which I consider to be the main distinguishing
feature of Mormonism, which I personally hold very
dear and which makes me proud to be a defender of
the faith; namely, man as an "et~l individual self"
and embryonic God so stirring~ des~i’~6d~n~h6 ~ng
Follett Discourse as the core truth of the restored Gos-
pel. Of all the teachings of Joseph Smith it is the offe
com.~letel~, original, concept which at the time h~6t’~i~
forth cou~cl not be foundin any other philosophy,
"~g~};;re~igi0n~or belief system on the face of ~
earth. In saying this, I realize that I am contradicting as
knowledgeable a commentator on Mormon theology as
Sterling McMurrin who states that there is "noth~

X ° ’’e~x.~ to the "ideas that importantly cha~-’~~"
Mormon theology.’’~ Nevertheless, for me, this
teaching offers at least one compelling piece of evi-
dence to the most skeptical observer that Joseph Smith
was either a divinely inspired prophet or, at the very
least, a uniquely gifted religious thinker.

There are two paradoxes relating to this core con-
cept which ought to be noted here.

First, it is precisely those who lose themselves in
the Church, those who readily submit to "cloning from
the top" and who surrender their autonomy to the sure
voice of authority, who most readily consider them-
selves to be well along the way to godhood. And yet,
on the face of it, there is much irony in the notion that
one can develop divine maturity and insight by ab-

dicating initiative and trading integrity for spiritual de-
pendancy. It seems inconceivable that an unquestion-
in~.~devotee cultivati~g’~’f~i~el ~i~i~n on fhe v~ay toper-
tr~ct’~i~on can~somehow be metamorphosed into a God!
Conversely, those who struggle to find themselves in
the Church rarely receive the coveted "seal of ap-
proval" so readily conferred on the unreflectingly obe-
dient, and yet they achieve a breadth of feeling and a
measure of understanding which is far more godlike
than the mimicry of the mindless activist who would
toady his way into the celesh-~[kingdom!

The second paradox can be seen in the fact that the
King Follett Discourse has been given wider official dis-
tribution in the Church during the last 40 years than in
the preceding 94 years since the discourse was first de-
livered, and yet the practical impact of the teachings it
contains is less evident now than in the past.22 In this
connection, we must commend three scholars, Donald
Q. Cannon, Stan Larson and Van Hale for their splen-
did historical survey, textual reamalgamation, and doc-
trinal analysis of the King Follett Discourse which ap-
peared in the Winter, 1978, edition of Brigham Young
University Studies.

At the beginning of my remarks, I said that the As-
sociation for Mormon Letters is a direct outgrowth of
the identity crisis which is the subject of this address.
Clearly in the tradition of nineteenth-century blessing
meetings and various twentieth-century study groups,
the Association does provide an outlet for those heirs
of the Mormon tradition who wish to think for them-
selves and give expression to their own creative im-
pulses and their deepest feelings about the restored
Gospel, without feeling diminished or passed over by
the official impersonal leveling process which is
epitomized by "Correlation."

There is irony in the notion that one
can develop divine maturity and in-
sight by abdicating initiative and trad-
ing integrity for spiritual dependency.
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As an organization like the Mormon Church grows
in size and strength, there is less and less room for in-
dividuality. Church leaders often like to speak of Mor-
mons as "a peculiar people," but woe unto the indi-
vidual member who chooses to be a "peculiar person"
in the way he views his church or practices his religion!
I suppose this is simply in the order of things because,
speaking in purely practical terms, if the Church were
to encourage each member to give full expression to his
every personal quirk and bias in doctrinal matters and
religious practices, it could only lead to ecclesiastical
chaos. On the other hand, those in positions of au-
thority too often become obsessed with the fear that to
tolerate even a modicum of spontaneous, individual
input from the rank and file would be to open the
floodgates to disaster. It would be encouraging if the
leaders of the Church could consistently grant to the
membership the same kind of autonomy which ray
grandfather granted to my father as a boy of eight.
Rather than impose his patriarchal will in the matter,
the father simply asked the son very explicitly whether
or not he wanted to be baptized and why. The fact that
such autonomy is not the order of the day does create a
practical and moral need for an appropriate setting in
which to maintain one’s integrity as an individual in a
Mormon context. It seems to me that the Association
does this admirably well and in so doing it serves not
only the best interests of individual members who wish
to maintain,explore, and express their individuality,
but, given the Association’s positive orientation toward
Mormonism, it serves the Church’s best interests as

Those in positions of authority too
often fear that to tolerate even a mod-
icum of spontaneous, individual input
would be to open the floodgates to dis-
aster.
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well. I would even go so far as to predict that there are
ways in which the Association can contribute to the
"building of the Kingdom" which "the Brethren"
themselves will eventually approve!

And now for the admonition! May those of you
who are committed to all that the Association stands
for ensure its ongoing vitality by giving it the benefit of
your best creative and scholarly efforts, and by making
its activities and goals known to others who share your
own concerns and interests.
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p andora’s box for the Book of Abraham was
opened in 1912 when Reverend F. S. Spalding
published the pamphlet Joseph Smith, Jr., as a

Translator. 1 In it the Episcopalian Bishop of Utah
printed letters which he had solicited from eight of the
world’s leading Egyptologists about the three facsimiles
of the Book of Abraham and the correctness of Joseph
Smith’s interpretation of them. Without any apparent
collaboration, each of the scholars affirmed that the
prophet’s interpretations were fradulent. No one in the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints was pre-
pared to make more than preliminary, responses.2

Finally in 1936 it was a nonmember, J.C. Homans
under the pseudonym Robert C. Webb, who penned a
detailed apology for the Book of Mormon and the Book of
Abraham.3 There matters stood for the next thirty years.

Then in 1967 another controversy about the Book of
Abraham began to evolve when the Joseph Smith Papyri
were presented to the Church. The Mormon apostate
Jerald Tanner and his associates have raised relevant
questions about them in their efforts to demonstrate that
Joseph Smith was unable to translate ancient docu-
ments,4 while the Mormon apologist Hugh Nibley has
concentrated on them in numerous articles and in his re-
cent magnum opuss as part of his efforts to defend Joseph
Smith as a prophet and translator. In addition, three
eminent Egypotologists, Klaus Baer, Richard A. Parker,
and the late John A. Wilson have analyzed them from a
strictly Egyptological viewpoint.6

The Tanner group has maintained that there is no
connection between the Book of Abraham and a) its three
facsimiles or b) the Joseph Smith Papyri, which contri-
butes to their conclusion that Joseph Smith was an im-
poster, not a prophet.7 Nibley, on the other hand, has
maintained that Joseph Smith indeed was a prophet and
that he should not be condemned until one can account
for all of the possibilities.8 Unfortunately many Latter-
day Saints remain un informed because they are natur-
ally reluctant to read the material published by the apos-
tate Tanners, while they have difficulty following the
wide-ranging arguments of Nibley. The Egyptologists
have avoided making statements about Joseph Smith’s
prophetic status, thus remaining free from the polemics
of the Tanners and Nibley.

Part of the controversy involves the facsimiles of the
Book of Abraham and the extent to which they were re-
stored by the prophet Joseph Smith or under his supervi-
sion.9 This issue has bec6me polarized into two ;¢iew-
points:
a) If Joseph Smith is ultimately responsible for exten-

sive restorations and alleged misinterpretations of
Facsimiles 1, 2, and 3, he could not have been a
prophet; or

b) Since Joseph Smith was a prophet, the facsimiles as
Reuben Hedlock made them faithfully represent the
originals.
As a consequence, some Latter-day Saints have left

the Church because they have discovered that restora-
tions were made in the facsimiles and so were con-
vinced of the veracity of the first position, while others
have refused to recognize the validity of any evidence
of substantial restoration so that their testimony of
Joseph Smith as a prophet would not be threatened.
The result in either case is unfortunate---on the one
hand, those who have left the Church have thrown out
the baby with the bathwater; on the other, those who
are unwilling to openly confront the issues (and thus
are unprepared to handle them) stand in danger of one
day becoming convinced that the first viewpoint is the
only reasonable one.

Very little exploration has been made into a third pos-
sibility, which is that Joseph Smith is ultimately respon-
sible for the extensive restorations of Facsimiles 1 and 2
and can yet be a prophet.

The purpose of this paper is to lay foundation for a
study of that possibility by introducing and analyzing
certain areas of disputed restorations on Facsimiles I and
2 of the Book of Abraham and drawing what conclusions
are possible from the evidence.

I n relation to the lion-couch scene of Facsimile I (Plate
1) it has been claimed that "no clear instances" of re-
storation "have been demonstrated.’’1° However,

close examination of the evidence leads to the conclusion
that such instances indeed are demonstrable.
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A copy of a portrait of Lucy Mack Smith has been
utilized as evidence for the assertion that Papyrus
Joseph Smith I was intact, or very nearly so when the
Prophet acquired it, but had deteriorated somewhat by
the time Mother Smith’s portrait was made. (Illustra-
tions I and 2) Therefore it is contended that:

The [portrait] artist has drawn a jagged line right ac-
ross the top of the facsimile, cutting off the top both of
the priest’s head, and of the bird’s head but left the
rest, including the knife in the priest’s hand un-
touched. The area above the jagged line is of a slightly
lighter shade than that below, and in the original may
be of a different color: It seems to mark the limit of the
papyrus, i.e., the damage to the thing sometime after
the Mormons had acquired it. 11

However, it must be noted that the "jagged line"
extends horizontally across both the left and right ver-
tical sides of the frame and into the curtains, indicating
that the artist did not draw that line, but that it is prob-
ably a water stain suffered by the entire upper portion
of the portrait that left two large vertical ripples in the
copy of the facsimile: one through the recumbent figure
and the other on the right of the bird.12 Further, the
line intersects the black figure from the left at well
below the shoulder and drops down beyond the but-
tocks, then ascends up again through the middle of his
head, finally exiting above his eyes, but immediately
dropping again at the front of his face and intersecting
his forearm. It then proceeds up to the figure’s shoul-
der level again, progressing to the right until it reaches
the hands of the person on the lion couch where it
makes another precipitous drop as a discolored ripple
through the latter’s forearms and body into the lion
couch itself. Back at shoulder height, it continues to
drop slightly to the right into the wing of the bird, pas-
sing through its body well below its head, and then
again dropping precipitously in a discolored ripple
through the bird’s outer wing and ending in a drip at
the base of the small offering table. If that line indeed
indicates the damage which the papyrus had suffered
since it was acquired in Kirtland until the time of the
portrait of the prophet’s mother, then in some in-
stances there would have been less original than is ex-
tant today. For example, there would have been no left
shoulder of the priest, another part of the lion couch
would be missing, and there would have been no por-
tion of the bird’s head extant. (Illustration 3) Thus it
seems to be quite clear that this "jagged line" has had
nothing to do with marking the papyrus’ limits. Fur-
thermore, the area above the line definitely is not
lighter than that below; it in fact is a noticeably darker
brown and therefore cannot indicate where the edge of
the papyrus meets the backing sheet, for the papyrus is

darker than its backing sheet. Thus it seems that this
copy of Facsimile 1 is just that--a copy of Facsimile
1--complete with the numbers for the figures.

Another argument used to support the assumption
that the prophet Joseph Smith did not restore or
supervise the restoration of the lion couch scene is that
the glue on the backing paper of Facsimile 1 indicates
that there was more of the papyrus than the parts sur-.
viving today. (Illustration 4) That is, "the mere pre-
sence of those ugly patches, where the mounting was
otherwise so nearly done, casts serious doubts on [the]
theory that the surviving parts of the Facsimile 1
papyrus are all that the Mormons ever saw of it.’’13
However, it is known that "the process of minute and
gradual flaking...leaves marks on the glue of the
mounting paper...,,14 Close examination of the glue
above the head and to the right of the black standing
figure reveals absolutely no trace of papyrus fragments.
Furthermore, Papyrus Joseph Smith X and XI both
have extensive patchs of glue on which no papyrus
fragment is visible (Illustration 5), pointing to the con-
clusion that the mounting process in general was not
"so neatly done"; rather it was quite messy, with the
papyrus being placed onto the pre-glued backing
sheet. In places the glue has actually formed an edge
around the papyrus which has since flaked away. (Il-
lustration 6) All other glued areas from which papyrus
has flaked have left fragments and traces.

Finally, the outline of the top edge of the papyrus is
helpful in establishing how long ago the damage along
the upper edge of Papyrus Joseph Smith I had occur-
red. It has been established that Papyrus Joseph Smith
I and Papyrus Joseph Smith XI fit together as parts of a
single document. That relationship has been made by
examination of the right edge of Papyrus Joseph Smith
XI with the left edge of Papyrus Joseph Smith I where
it can be seen that the cut lines as well as the papyrus
fibers match exactly,is The outline along the top of
both documents presents a recurring pattern common
to papyrus rolls~6 which are damaged before they are
unrolled so that on the unrolled documents the dam-
age will repeatedly appear. ~7 (Illustration 7) When the
upper outline of Papyrus Joseph Smith XI is superim-
posed upon that of Papyrus Joseph Smith I it is readily
apparent that they neatly correspond to each other as
would be expected for a papyrus which was damaged
before it was unrolled. (Illustration 8) Furthermore, it
has been conclusively demonstrated that the upper
edge of Papyrus Joseph Smith XI was already damaged
in 1835 (and certainly by the time that they were
mounted, according to the evidence of the glue edges
on the backing sheet), in that conjectural signs were
drawn into the Egyptian Alphabet and Grammar where
the present lacunae exist. 18 Thus it is apparent that the
upper edge of Papyrus Joseph Smith I was virtually the
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same in 1835 as it is today, indicating that any material
above it constitutes restoration. (See Plate 1)

It is just that material which has been controver-
sial. 19 Parenthetically, it is significant that those are the
very items that should be expected to differ from the
usual lion couch motifs if the restoring artist(s) had no
knowledge of ancient Egyptian religious art. At the
points where they intersect the top edge of the
papyrus, four items of Facsimile 1 are disputed: the
~pe of head which the standing figure (Fig. 3) has--
~hht of a man or that of a jackal; whether or not that
figure has~ knife in his ~iand; whether the upper
"hand" ~-t~e~e~m.,bent figure (Fig. 4) is really a ha~d
or the edge of a bir~d_~.S._~ng; and whether the heh~l 0f
the bird is the head of a man. (See Plate 2) There are
indications still left on flie:d-~maged edge of Papyrus
Joseph Smith I that can help establish what material
originally existed above it~indications minute enough
to have been insignificant or even unnoticed by Hed-
lock or the prophet.

For instance, upon close examination of the upper
torso of the black standing figure (Illustration 9) two
important differences appear between the original and
Hedlock’s woodcut" the ankle of ascent of the Hedlock
shoulder is not nearly as ve~r~cal as that on the origi-
nal,~° and on the original, parts of the shoulder consist
6fnarrow verti~a! st~P~es which again do not appear in
the Hedlock version. The second difference is small but
very important. In the Hedlock copy a W._.h_i_te_..!~e pro-
ceeds up the trunk of the standing figure to his shoul-
der and then turns sharply to, th~ l_e_ft. However on theoriginal, where the entire top third, of the line is intact,

there is no sharp turn to the left, indicating that Hed-
lock utilized artistic license there.

Those traces are significant in that they are a clear in-
dication of the god Anubis who is closely associated with
the Osiris mystefie-~. ~i~-li6-narrow stripes clearly are the
bott~)~n’~6~g6 6f~nubis’ headdress. (Illustration 10) The
white line represents part of Anubis’ clothing, as does the
rest of the black figure’s clothing such as the vest and kilt.
(Illustration 11) In addition, the very color of the
figure--black--is another indication of Anubis, as is the
arm band which Hedlock failed to include in his wood-
cut. With high probability, Fig. 3 should be restored as
Anubis~ and not as a human-headed individual. (Illust-
ration 12)

There is no direct evidence about whether or not the
standing figure has a knife in his hand, because that
part of the papyrus is completely missing. (That it was
missing when the prophet first saw the papyrus may
be concluded on the basis of the evidence about the
upper limits of Papyrus Joseph Smith I and Papyrus
Joseph Smith XI noted above.) Therefore scholars are
reluctant to state that Anubis has a knife in this in-
stance,23 in that he is not known to have been rep-
resented wielding one, at least while in this aspect.

The direct evidence is meager about whether the
upper "hand" of the recumbent figure is really a hand
or the tip of a bird’s wing.~ Except for some slight in-
dications, it could be seen to be either one. (Illustration
13) The lower hand betrays a characteristic very com-
mon to Egyptian art canon concerning hands, hamely
that the fingers are all represented as being nearly the
same length~s with the thumb pointing away from the
hand. (Illustration 14) At first glance the upper "hand"
does not resemble the lower hand in that the fingers
appear to be tapered. But under close examination it
a                                                                  "¯        "c n be seen that the extra length of the upper fingers

may be due to preliminary ~ketching or to later addi-
tiofis (the lines are a lighf~r color tl~n the rest which
are of the same length). Without those lines the upper
"hand" closely resembles the lower hand. Further-
more, if the upper "hand" was a wing it is most logical
to assume that the Egyptian artist (who seemed to be in
a big hurry as evidenced by his sloppy workmanship
and crabbed penmanship) would have outlined this
wing in the same way that he did those of the bird on
the right. Thus, given its general resemblance to the
lower hand and the fact that it is not drawn in a man-
ner similar to the wing of the bird on its right it is
plausible to consider the u~per "hand" as a hand.
However, the two little bl6~hes wi~hif~ the"hand"
present a problem, in that they res6rnbie the mottling
technique used to portray feathers on the bird on the
right. The blotches appear to be intentional and not
remnants of a solid line, in that no damage to the
papyrus has occurred immediately around them. This
indicates that the upper "hand" may have been some-
thing other than a hand--such as the tip of one of the
wings of Isis hovering over Osiris,~6 just as she does in
other scenes depicting the same event. (Illustration 15)

The final controversial item from Facsimile 1 to be
considered here is what type of a head should be on the
bird (Facsimile 1 Fig. 3; Illustration 16). That it could have
been a human head has been resisted by such observa-
tions as "of the thousands of people who have looked at
it, it took a shrewd and determined observer to detect"
traces of a human head, and that those who have main-
tained that the bird did have a human head are making an
assertion that can only "tax the imagination.’’a~ Also,
presuming that the original head still was intact when
Hedlock made his copy from it, it has been argued that
since Hedlock was "an expert draftsman" he would have
done a much better job if he were trying to invent a bird’s
head.2a Finally, because the bird lacks feet it has been
contended that it could not have had a human head. ~9

It has been correctly observed that human-headed
birds (called b3 birds) have "claws’’30 (Illustration 17)
whereas this example, if it is a b3 bird, is without feet.
But the importance of that problem seems to have been
overrated,3~ in that sloppiness or haste appear to be the
most adequate exlanation for the omission of the bird’s



feet, for the artist was not doing a good job on this
vignette. Both the offering table and the outer wing of
the bird intersect the vertical frame line on the right;
the lion’s mane is executed with speedy strokes; too
many fingers are on the lower hand; the crocodile is
messy, as well as the recumbent figure’s legs and the
canopic urns of ’Imsti and H. py; and there are "erasures"
of the ,lion couch wh~’e it intersects Anubis and of
Anubis arm where it,.!~~ntersects the upper legiof the
recumbent figure. (See plate 1.) Thus, if the bird was
intended to have had feet, it is not at all inconceivable
that the scribe forgot to include them.

As with the representation of Anubis, there are
small but important clues where the bird intersects the
upper edge of the papyrus which tend ,to support the
co~clusio~ that it ori~ihally had a man s hedge32 thus
representing a b3. It is very fortunate that the artist had
drawn another bird’s head and another human head in
his vignette so that his style for the two forms is ob-
servable. The bird’s head on Kbh-snw.f is of a falcon
and is the same type of head that would most likely be
on the bird, if the bird had a bird’s head (Illustration
18), and "Ims ti bears a human head, the type of which
would most likely be on the bird if the bird had a
human head. (Illustration 19) The lines of the falcon
head do not match the traces left on the bird. (Illustra-
tions 20 and 21) The lines from "Imsti however provide
a close parallel (Illustration 22), for his head shares
with the bird’s head the same basic face profile, chin-
line, beard, bottom edge of the eye, and hairline with
the result that the traces of the bird’s head at the bro-
ken edge of the papyrus represent clear indications of a
human head. (Illustration 23)

It is apparent that Reuben Hedlock’s Facsimile I is a
conjecturally-restored copy of Papyrus Joseph Smith I.
Two primary pieces of evidence have led to that con-
clusion: a) the upper edge of Papyrus Joseph Smith I is
virtually identical with the upper edge of Papyrus
Joseph Smith XI which is p_ro~en to have already been
damaged by 1835, making it evident that the damage
had occurred while the two pieces were still connected
in a roll; consequently, no more of the upper edge of
Papyrus Joseph Smith I existed in 1835 than exist_s
today; and ~ small but significant traces at the upper
edge of Papyrus Joseph Smit~h I ~where the standing
b~re and the bird intersect~ ~t )defimtely indicate
a jackal-head-----e-~ Xhhb--i~ ~o~ on--~i anfl~ human-headed
b3 bird for the other. From direct evidence, nothing can
be said about whether or not Anubis may be holding a
knife. (Plate 3) As for the upper "hand" there are
parall"~-~els for having a bird hovering over the recumbent
figure, but there are no parallels for a .re.~cu~..e_~__fig_u_.~

,~wi~t~o,~,~rms raised, 33 so taking into ~f~count th6
otherwise °~ne~-~x~p~-blotches it seems that the upper
"hand" may be a wing, although direct evidence from
the papyrus cannot strongly support that conclusion.

A nY study of the second facsimile of the Book of
Abraham is hampered because the original
document is not available. In spite of that, a

reasonably good copy of the original, before it was re-
stored by Hedlock, has been preserved and is in the
Church Historian’s colection of the Joseph Smith Egyp-
tian Papers in Book of Abraham folder 5. (Plate 4)
Moreover, there are many other hypocephali available
for comparison.

The Church Historian’s (CH) facsimile is different
from the Hedlock version (Plate 5) in one very impor-
tant way: it reveals that the original papyrus was dam-
aged in the very areas in which Hedlock’s version radi-
cally differs from other Egyptian hypocephali~in
otherwords, the same phenomenon that has occurred
with the first facsimile apparently recurs with the sec-
ond.

The integrity of the CH facsimile has been chal-
lenged, however, in an effort to defend the Hedlock
version. One claim is that the artist of the CH facsimile
"was at sea" (i.e., was lost) because "the base-line that
runs beneath the two ships and Figure 2 does not run
straight across...,,34 But that does not necesarily mean
that he "was not at all sure how the original looked.’’3s
Instead, it seems to be more indicative of poor spacing
on a somewhat hastily-produced sketch with the result
that some items were missed or misplaced. The mis-
sing serpent on the right of Fig. 136 was probably left
out due to oversight; it is quite obvious that the head-
dress of Fig. 2 has been misplaced3~ because the artist
wanted to align it with the reed leaf that begins the
inscription around the rim, just as it does in the Hed-
lock version; and the projections coming from each
shoulder of Fig. 23~ merely are variants of the same fi-
gures, only they are drawn much better than those on
the Hedlock version when compared to two other very
similar hypocephali (BM 8445a and BM 8445c).

Additional problems are apparent on the CH fac-
simile. For example, all of the vignettes are drawn has-
tily: the right (facing) arm of Fig. 2 is badly squeezed;
the bird, Fig. 4 is hastily sketched, with the lines on the
bow of the boat sloppily intersecting each other; the
baboons are very quickly sketched with the crown of
the sun and moon entirelv missing from the left one
and not squarely on the head of the one on the right;39
the four sons of Horus (Fig. 6) are leaning backwards,
two of whom do not have feet; the cow is sketched
very hastily, as well as the female figure behind it; and
the feet of Fig. 7 are two lines instead of one, just as
with the first two sons of Horus. The "missing"
hieroglyphs at the left of Fig. 1~° are discussed below.

There are places, on the ottter hand, where the CH
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copy has more accurate features than the Hedlock ver-
sion. When compared with other Egyptian hypocephali
(Illustration 24), the CH cow (Fig. 5) properly has the
udders, which in the Hedlock version are not clear, its
horns are drawn more accurately than on the Hedlock
version, and its collar has what correctly resembes an
amulet, unlike the Hedlock copy. Moreover, the CH
seated figure (Fig. 7) properly has a hand at the end of
his upraised arm (the serpent’s arm does also), and it
portrays the wing accurately, which the Hedlock copy
~loes r~ot. Finally, it has bee~ claimed that the Hedlock
version "clearly shows" a serpent presenting a wd3t
eye to Fig. 7 just as in "the other hypocephali.’’41 But
c6mparison does not support that assertion; his "ser-
pent" definitely does not resemble those on other
hypocephali. (Illustration 25) Instead its body clearly is
a conjectural restoration, adding elements that do not
exist on the serpents of other hypocephali. That the
serpent may have a bird’s head as in other examples4~
is possible, although the CH copy shows a clear dis-
tinction between the head of the bird (Fig. 4) and of the
serpent. (Illustration 26)

Concerning the layout of the CH facsimile, the artist
evidently began by outlining in pencil the damaged
areas of the hypocephalus onto his compass-drawn cir-
cle, and then copied the inscription around the rim, in
that he tried to match the headdress of the later-drawn
Fig. 2 with it, putting the latter out of alignment. Most
probably he then drew the boundary lines for the up-
permost panels, because they were obviously executed
without the benefit of a straight-edge which he used
for the rest of his boundary lines. Probably one of the
last areas to be copied included the right panels of text
(Figures 12-15) in which there was extensive damage;
since he had already established the border of the
damage, he drew the vertical boundary line of that
panel up to the damage line. Neat vignettes obviously
were not his intention, and he is not to be faulted for
their sloppiness.

For without a doubt the overriding purpose of the
artist of the CH facsimile was to correctly copy the in-
scriptions, judging from the number of times he re-
stroked lines on the glyphs compared to virtually no
restroking on the vignette figures. That was not the
apparent purpose of Hedlock however, for the glyphs
on his copy are much less legible. In addition, the
former was careful to include the lines which were ex-
tant next to the damage line, such as the blotch next to
Fig. 1, the curve in the upper left-hand corner of Fig. 3,
and the broken lines on the right side of panels 12
through 15.

Thus, it seems that the artist of the CH document
was not "at sea"; nor does it seem that he was"not" at
all sure how the original looked," or that he was not
able to "make heads or tails" of some of the figures.~3
Instead, it is quite apparent that he was not concen-

trating on perfectly executing the vignettes as much as
he was trying to correctly copy the hieroglyphic texts.
Furthermore, while he did leave out or misplace some
items which were correctly drawn in the Hedlock ver-
sion, he properly included others which were omitted
or poorly executed in the latter. Therefore, although
the vignettes of the Hedlock copy are neater, the CH
document has to be considered as quite valuable in that
its glyphs are much more accurately drawn, and in that
it precisely demarcates the damaged portions of the
papyrus--the very portions which are disputable in the
Hedlock copy.

One of the most obvious differences between the
Hedlock woodcut and ancient hypocephali concerns
Fig. 1. Instead of the usual two- or four-headed ram
(Illustration 27) the Hedlock version has a double head
which very closely resembles the head of Fig. 2, in-
cluding the shoulder protrusions but excluding the top
part of the crown. (Illustration 28) The CH copy indi-
cates that no head was extant for Fig. 1. In addition,
the clear remnants of the combined w3s-’nh-dd sceptres
on each knee of the figure in the HC copy (which are
paralleled in other hypocephali--see Illustration 29),
have been combined into an entirely unique trunk and
arm assembly in the Hedlock woodcut, with the arm
extending from one of the protrusions which resembles
those which extend from the shoulders of Fig. 2.
Moreover, the angle of the ink trace next to the
damage-line of the CH document is appropriate for the
beard of a two- or four-headed ram (Illustration 30),
while it does not match any of the lines on the Hedlock
copy.

Thus it appears that the head of Fig. 1 on H_edlock’s
copy is a product of c~onjectural restoration.44 The
hieroglyphic text on the left of Fig. 1 is also restored,
obviously coming from the bottom four characters of
the text on the left of Fig. 2. (Illustration 31) It is not
due to oversight that that text is "entirely missing"
from the CH document;4s it is because it was not there
in the first place.

Another difference between the Hedlock woodcut
and ancient examples of Egyptian hypocephali is found
in the lower right-hand corner of the panel containing
Fig. 2--the very area shown to be missing in the CH
copy. The Hedlock version is unique because the feet
of Fig. 2 are facing the wrong direction and because a
small offering table is included--neither of those fea-
tures occurs in ancient examples. (Illustration 32) The
dark vertical line which Hedlock slightly elaborated
may represent a portion of a hieroglyphic text.

Fig. 3 is almost entirely rni~sing in the CH copy, the
small trace possibly indicating the prow of a boat.’~6 At
any rate, a falcon-headed figure in a boat was appa-
rently copied from Papyrus Joseph Smith IV and in-
serted into this spot (Illustration 33), with the text be-
hind the seated figure closely resembling rubrics from





BD 104 and 106 (Illustration 34) on the same
papyrus47mthe same deity appears in that spot in other
Egyptian hypocephali, but in none of them is he seated
on a throne with an offering table in front of him. (Il-
lustration 35)

Although the serpent opposite Fig. 7 has already
been discussed, it is significant to note that the small
stick figure at its feet in the CH document has an exact
parallel in Hypocephalus BM 8445 F, whereas in the
Hedlock version it has been elaborated onto a staff with
another limb extending out at its right (Illustration
36)--further evidence of apparent hypotheticl recon-
struction in the Hedlock copy, and another instance of
the basic integrity of the CH document.

Finally, attention must be given to the hieroglyphic
texts of Facsimile 2 even though they "are not a subject
of inspired commentary" and have been considered as
not being "too important.’"~8 On the contrary, they are
ve~ lrn_pim ........ ortant in that they help to conclusively iden-
tify the daniaged areas in the Hedlock woodcut (which
are already outlined in the CH copy), as well as to pro-
vide information about the "instruction [Joseph Smith
gave to Reuben Hedlock] concerning the arrangement
of the writing on the large cut, illustrating the princi-
ples of astronomy [i.e., Facsimile 2].,,49

It comes as no surprise then, that the areas in which
the Prophet conceivably could have given "instruction"
to Reuben Hedlock "concerning the arrangement of the
writing" are those where lacunae exist in the CH
document but in which the Hedlock version has mate-
rial, mostly written upside down and backwards in a
different script, the subject matter of which radically
differs from that of the rest of the texts on the
hypocephalus. (Plates 5 and 6) Otherwise the CH copy
and the Hedlock version are virtually the same, with
the exception that the writing is much clearer on the
former.

The basic document with all of the conjecturally re-
stored material reveals, in addition to the vignettes al-
ready discussed, many signs that have come from the
small snsn text (or Papyrus Joseph Smith XI, which was
originally attached to Papyrus Joseph Smith I see
Plate 8); they appear along the right side of the rim
panel and are interspersed on the right side of panels
12-15. As already noted, these texts are part of a diffe-
rent contextual unit, written upside down and back-
wards in the hypocephalus, and are in a different script
from the rest of its texts. Why those characters were
chosen, apparently by the prophet, to fill in the lacunae
is not exactly known, for other signs written in hierog-
lyphic instead of hieratic were available and their style
would have more closely approximated that of the
hypocephalus. One possibility may be that those par-
ticular signs may have been well-known to the prophet
in relation to the Book of Abraham manuscripts (Plate
9), with the result that he "gave instruction" to Hed-

lock to arrange them within the hypocephalus.5° Con-
sequently, the fact that the prophet "gave instruciton
concerning the writing on the large cut,’’51 together
with the fact that that same writing is connected with
th~eoB~ook_ of Abraham manuscripts, implies that the
prophet hadsome positive connection with the prod~c-
tior~ 0f the Joseph Smith Egyptian Papers. Therefore,
even though involvement with them on his part has
been d, jsp,u,_te~,52 thoughtful reexamination of the evi-
dence~’lead~-~t0 the conclusion that the prophet was
connected with the entire project. 53

In another location where the CH copy shows a
lacuna, signs appear out of context in the Hedlock ver-
sion. On the left side of the rim text of the latter, a
group of signs appears which is virtually the same as a
group in Fig. 22 from the CH copy (Illustration 38), and
in the lacuna on the left side of Fig. 9 another group
appears which is virtually identical to parts of a group
on the left of Fig. 2 of the CH copy--the same group of
signs (minus a stroke) that has been added at the left of
Fig. 1. (Illustration 39) All of these represent apparent
conjectural restorations.

The basic document with Egyptologically-proper re-
storations (Plate 7) would include a completion of the
w3s-’nh-dd scept,res on the knees of Fig. 1 along with
two or four ram s heads on its shoulder~; these would
be in agreement both with the traces on the CH copy
and with parallel Egyptian hypocephali. Fig. 2 would
have its feet pointing in the other direction according to
parallels in other hypocephali. Fig. 3 would not be on a
throne or have the offering table in front of him, while
the Hpri beetle would probably be drawn above him.
The written sections would merely include the rest of
the spells provided from parallel Egyptian documents.

~- t can be clearly ascertained that portions of Reuben
Hedlock’s Facsimiles 1 and 2 were conjecturally re-

~ stored. Moreover, according to the diary entry for
Friday, March 4, 1842, in the History of the Church, it is
apparent that the prophet was connected with their
production. But these two facts are not compelling
reasons to assume that Joseph Smith was a .fraud ~and
not a .prophet; nor can they be considered to contribute
to such a proposition.

For one thing, the prophet never made any at-
tempts to hide the incomplete papyri even after appa-
rent conjectural restorations of them were published in
the Times and Seasons and had made national headlines.
If he were trying to perpetrate a hoax, he certainly
would have tried to destroy the damning evidence.

The fact is that he probably was not as concerned
with having historically accurate restorations of Fac-
similes 1 and 2 as he was with having complete pic-
tures to publish in the Times and Seasons. Neither he nor
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Reuben Hedlock would have known that a standing
human body would have had a dog’s head (Facsimile
1, Fig. 3), nor that a bird would have a human head
(Facsimile 1, Fig. 1). They would have had no way of
knowing what kind of a head belonged on Facsimile 2,
Fig. 1, that they were looking at a serpent facing Fac-
simile 2, Fig. 7, or that the feet of Facsimile 2, Fig. 1
should face to the right and not to the left. As for all of
the areas of missing text, they would not have known
what should have been in them. It seems that they
completed each damaged section with what was to
them logical or important for whatever reason: a man’s
head on a man’s body in Facsimile 1, Fig. 3; a bird’s
head on a bird’s body in Facsimile 1, Fig. 1; the strange
double-headed head of Facsimile 2, Fig. 2 on the
strange body of Facsimile 2, Fig. 1; an Egyptian text
with which the prophet was already apparently famil-
iar, and so forth. Indeed, it seems that in Joseph’s
mind the restorations

were not made with an eye to supporting [his] in-
terpretations, e.g., two heads do not express the
idea of a universal god better than four heads; a
clothed sacrificial victim is not more convincing than
an unclothed one; a priest with a mask is no more
authentic than one without a mask, etc.$4
Secondly, it is significant to realize that the

prophet’s connection with the Joseph Smith Egyptian
Papers does not necessarily mean that the latter consti-
tuted the material from which he produced the Book of
Abraham. The Egyptian Papers may well represent his
initial efforts at studying out the problem of the con-
tents of the papyri in his own mind ...... before ap~proaching
the Lord according to the translation methodology de-

" s~ibed in D & C 9:8-9. Perhaps after he received a re-
velation comprising the Book of Abraham, he tried to
match his revealed text with that of the snsn text in an
effort to decipher Egyptian heiroglyphics. Even a year
after he published the Book of Abraham, he was still
thinking about "preparing a grammar of the Egyptian
Language.’’ss It seems that he still felt challenged by
the papyri to decipher ancient Egyptian.

There is a possibility that the prophet may not have
felt that he had translated the Book of Abraham from
any of the Joseph Smith Papyri. For example, the cap-
tion for the Book of Abraham manuscript of ca. 1835
stated "Translation of the Book of Abraham written t~y~
his own hand upon papyrus and found in the
catacombs of Egypt." (Illustration 40) In the 1841 man- ~
uscript the caption was enlarged to "A Translation of
some ancient records that have fallen into our hands,
from the catacombs of Egypt, purporting to be the
writings of Abraham .... " (Illustration 41) Those are
the same words used when Joseph published the first
installment of the Book of Abraham in the Times and
Seasons of which he was the editor. (Illustration 42) If
he had been more completely confident about the re-

lationship of the papyri to the Book of Abraham, it
seems certain that the three important words "pur-
port ng to be would not have been printed, for he
both authored and edited them.

Moreover, he only "translated" the vignettes of
Facsimile 2, oddly not rendering the meaning of any of
the hieroglyphic texts. (Illustration 43) When he chal-
lenged the world to "find out these numbers," he may
have been admitting that as yet he could not. Therefore
the prophet cannot be held responsible for establishing
a relationship between the Joseph Smith Papyri and
the Book of Abraham when he may not have been sure
about it himself.

Finally, although he was uneducated, he was a very
dynamic man concerned with the big picture and not
small details. Concerning his revelations, he wrote:
"We did not think so much of the orthography [spel-
ling] and manner, as we did the subject matter ....
Moreover, it seems that scholastic accuracy was not
one of the prophet’s goals, while one of his overriding
concerns was an "urgency to disseminate important
ideas, even before obvious grammar and spelling errors
had been corrected .... ,,sT Indeed, to him the proces-
ses of translation had very "limited relationships to
manuscripts and dictionary meanings. They [had]
much to do with basic ideas and doctrinal relevance to
a modern world.’’s8 Those who are trying to destroy
his reputation by critcizing him about details concern-
ing which he was not especially anxious are in effect
erecting a straw man and then knocking it down. It is
his ~.e.~.~ge, not his method which concerned the pro-
phet. If he is to be judged, therefore, it should not be
for his methodology; it is the value if his work which
should be determined.
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A TR ANSIiATI()N
Of some ancient Records that have fallen into

our hands, from the Catecomba of Egypt,
purporting to be the writings of Abraham,
while he was in Egypt, called the Boo~( oF
ABaAna~, written by his own hand, upon
papyrus.

Whe Book of Abraham,

In the land of the Chaldeans, at the
residence of my father, I, Abraham, saw
that it was needful for me to obtain anoth-
er place of residence, and finding there

Illustration 42

Tllus~ation 43....





~ attached by way of explanation. He showed us that at-crypts in their possession and were lrreslstiblv drawn to
~ tached nature; ~aEati0ns of the papyri are givensearch for clues. The deciphe~ent of Egyp’~an was a
as Jos_ep___~ Smith s o~ and-not as Abraham’s. One ofproblem which excited many of the ti~e. Brother
th-~-rn~-i~~i~i°g~~hiii~about the new Apocalypse~shment hit it on ~e head ~hen he wrote "’it seems
of Abraham, disco~,ered ih 1895, was that it ~s w~ienthat he (Joseph Smith) felt challenged by the papyri to
n the first person. It starts out: I, Abraham, and sodecipher ancient Egyptian.
forth. The same phenomenon marks our Book of Ab- This is more than a surmise. Among the Kirtland
raham, which begins: ’I, Abraham." But in the explan-papers we have some of Phelps’ independent attempts
ations to the cut, Abraham is in the third ~..erson, andat translation of the Bible. In Section 8 of the Doctrine
Brother Ashment has shown us oth~’-~i:~)~s for ac-and Covenants we learn how eager Oliver Cowdery
c~ting its detachment from t,h,e text of Abraham. It iswas~one of that group~to get into the engravings of

~~c~t~v;~i~i~i~~tl~itar~’’ but’this shows Abraham onold records which are ancient. The instructions given
th~e~a~~i:~i~-~~6"h~6rtable ~[6~ii~hm~h~i~~h~6~~~hr~Cowdery in the matter are extremely ~portant: he is

°~~~he pictures is to illustrate the.Abraham sto~;not to expect power to translate to come to him as a
they are beihg used "as su~h~°~i~e~~anne~ ~(~i~l~gift, but must first study it out in his mind and only
hundreds of Egyptian autobiographies are illustrated,
using conventional scenes with minimal alteration;
sometimes they use more, such as in the study I was
referring to from Germany; for example, they would
use the reception scene again and again and again to

~.~Le~cribe to~ly different, event~.~t~Kp.!ace. That is,
them~iii-i them6i~th~sarri~; 15~t it is a different family,
a different occurrence, on a different occasion for a dif-
ferent reason, and so forth--different things going on.

So the Egyptians were much freer than we think.
This is a thing we overlook, too. We think of them just
as the popular artists, dancers and so forth, have us
thinking the Egyptian people always moving in pain-
fully angular and strained positions; everything has to
be at a forty-five degree angle or an Egyptian cannot do
anything. In the same way Egyptology has always con-
fined Egyptian to a painfully limited scope of ideas and
expressions. But they were much freer than we think.

Incidentally, concerning the last thing Brother
Ashment said: It is a very good conclusion of what
went on. I have written material which is just a con-
tinuation of what he has told us. It goes along like this:
But was not Smith in on it? He was inde,e_d s~ar~.ing his
ideas with others for both works~the Alphabet and
Grammar ~nd the~ranslations (connected with it) were
purely speculative and exploratory. How do we know
that? Because the five men participating each makes his
own contribution; no two of their interpretations are

then must he ask if it be right--no guarantee of accep-
tance. This is the process we see going on in these
Egyptian exercises. They were studying it out in their
own minds. They got a blind alley here and they im-
mediately dropped it. This is very important.

It is important also to note that the prophet had a
real interest in ancient languages, perfectly legitimate,
and studied them the hard way, but only after he had
completed all of his inspired translations. Thus, he
studied Hebrew and German along with the brethren
and looked about for a Greek teacher. But that lively
interest in ancient languages blossomed in Kirtland
only after he finished his new translation of the Bible,
tra~nslati.’.~_the Book of Abraham at the same time---by
th~~ne ~ethod, incidentally. Greek and Hebrew dic-
tionaries and grammars were available for their studies,
but what about Egyptian? They would have to make
their own, exactly as the great Joseph Justus Scaliger
urges his students to make their own dictionaries and
grammars of Greek, Latin, and more exotic languages.
Joseph Smith’s translation of the Old Testament is one
thing, his Hebrew and German lessons from the wri-
ter’s great grandfather long after were something else.
Likewise, his translation of the Book of Abraham was
one thing while his discussions and speculations and
intellectual flights with the brethren in Kirtland were
again something else. You mean they were interested
only in making a grammar? Well, that is the wildest

identical and the whole thing is quite fluid as Brothersuggestion of all! Just look at the documents, Could
Ashment says, for corrections were made with theanyone possibly use them for anything? Just ~ it!It
Phelps manuscript, has been wildly proclaimed that the grammar showed

The most ambitious version of the grammar,how Joseph did his translations--the precise modus
Phelps’ of course, ground to a halt after a single page,operendi. Let someone show us how the modus
His equally ambitious alphabet was given up after aoperendi worked. To date no one has tried to turn the
page and a half, before the second letter was corn’key, understandably, since it will not fit into any lock,
pleted. Then what is behind it? Obviously, they are Aside from the wild nature of the stuff, we have

tryingh to do what they say they are---to       produce .....an al- seen that it is not nearly enough alphabet and grammar
p abet and grammar of the Egyptian language, Noth,to be of use to anyone. The point is that they were
ing said abo~t the translation o~ Abraham Their inter’giving it the old college try Jose h Smith alwa s did
est.......in such an ente~rise was perfectly leg~’timate andThey were challenged to do it~ The Lord said "do your
understandablei They had priceless Egyptian manus,besf" to Oliver C~dery; "you wanted to transl~t~



iEgyptology has always confined Egyptr tg a pdihfully limif .d scope of iambs
and expressions.

you have to work on it first and then I will let you
know."                                                          .

fii_nce hearing Brother Ashment I have to make
chang’4s--in what I have said already. Do I have to

~fi~"hi~y-~h~°ad and go hide or somethi~{g like that be-
cause I have been discredited? These things are being

! ~6h~d o~t~ill the fi~e. Th~ere are lots of things thdt
Brother Ashment pointed out that I should have
noticed; but I notice I could point out a lot of things
that he has not noticed.

But who can do all that stuff? We, like them, have
to do what we can, and certainly the main thing is to

you, Brother Ashment! That is all I will say for now.

Editors" Note
The preceding response has been printed as given at the 1979 Sunstone
Theological Symposium by Dr. Nibley. However, he wished to make some
additional comments and to clarify a couple of his points made earlier.
Therefore, some paragraphs were omitted from the oral response as gwen and
have been altered slightly for inclusion in this addendum. This was done
primarily for the purpose of elucidation, not for altering the position or point
of view. The following, then, constitutes a written addition to Dr. Nibley’s
response which we publish at his request.

The Sunstone Symposium on August 24-25, 1979
was not the time or place for a serious discussion of
things Egyptian. We ~ould have gone on for days ar-
guing about what might have been contained in the
missing parts of the three Facimiles in the Book of Ab-
raham, while ignoring the parts of the Facsimiles that
are not missing. In view of the enormous mass of
documentary material which Joseph Smith has put into
our hands for testing, this business of going far out of
the way to dig up l~ighly dubious information is inex-
cusable.

The two rules to follow here are 1) to ask the right
questions, and 2) to keep looking. What is the one
question which the Book 6~ Abrah0~n confronts us with
before all others? Simply this: Isit a true hist~? I ~e-
lieve th~:..iL~is, and h~ve al~a~s BelI~~C[ it.~~i-~m
b~ed~~-~ther people believe thdt it is not, and have
always believed that: they have never been able to take
the question seriously, let alone look for an answer. So
there is a deadlock~we can stop there. But if either
side from idle curiosity should feel inclined to step
away from square one, the Big Question must be bro-
ken up into little questions that are easier to handle.
For example, at present some non-LDS scholars are
taking very seriously such questions as, Is there any-
thing to the proposition [suggested long after J.S. pub-
lished it] that Abraham wrote an autobiography in
Egypt or under very strong Egyptian influence? Are the
Testament of Abraham and the Apocalypse of Ab-

raham attempts (cir. the 1C A.D.) to reproduce the au-
tobiography? Was it originally illustrated by vignettes
from the Egyptian Book of the Dead? Believe it or not,
all these questions are being answered in the affirma-
tive today by serious students. Has anyone noticed that
the first appearance in English of the Apocalypse of
Abraham, i~ the same yedr it was rend(~red 6~; Bon-
wetsch into German, was in the pages of the Im-
provement Era, with due notice of resemblances to the
Book of Abraham?

Egyptologists, even more than other scientists,
have always lived in a world of invidious comparison,
every one of them concerned first and foremost with
the impression he is making on others. Moreover, be-
cause very few people study Egyptian, which is not
even written in a decent alphabet but with mysterious
little pictures, it has always been easy for students of
the subject to bamboozle the public. With Joseph
Smith, they have had a field-day, never being required
to produce any evidence beyond their credentials.

So to our point number two: keep looking! One emi-
nent Egyptologist objected that the idea of the hawk as
a messenger, "the angel of the Lord" in Facsimile No.
1, was alien to the Egyptians. Just as he made that
statement an article appeared in the Zeitschrift fur
Aegyptische Sprache on the subject of the Hawk as a

;Messenger in Egyptian traditioh. Again, competent
EGYPTOLOGISTS PROTESTED THAT nothing is
known of an Egyptian interpretation to match that
given for Fig. 4 on Fac. 2: l) Raukeeyang expanse or
firmament of the heavens, 2) a numerical figure...
signifying 1000, 3) functioning in the measure of time
in the cycles of the universe. A trip to the Woerterbuch
III, 230, would have shown the word, written with the
ship symbol 1) called "its soul is a thousand fold,"
2) measuring the passing of time at the New Year, and
3) representing the expanse of the starry heavens. Of
these things and much, much more we speak in what
we hope is a fprth~orni~gab,..99~.~.

If there is~a pb~~ib~ility that the Book of Abraham is
authentic, then there is something seriously missing in
ou~,.~kno~.e_.~ge~,gf..t~e Egyptians. The latt(J’r possibility
~has aI~ays haunted Eg~t016~sts and intrigued the
public.

The Egyptian Abbaton has always had an irresisti-
ble fascination for any who have come in sight of it,
inviting the wildest excesses of speculation. To put
Egyptology on a sound footing it was felt necessary to
call a halt to this sort of thing: The Ermans and the
Gardiners shut the door with a resounding bang. Un-
fortunately, in so doing they also locked themselves
out of the temple, and threw away the key. How can
we expect a science to make progress when the inviol-
able rule of research is to limit all inquiry to what we
already know? Is it any wonder they have so little to
teach us?                              HUGH NIBLEY
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THE UPSTREAM
SWIMMERS

F 1 P    " "ema e rotagomsts
Mormon Novels

by Linda Sillitoe

A n Amory Blaine, a Nick Adams, or a Holden Caul-
field is familiar to readers of American literature as
the uninitiated protagonist, seeking a place in a

bewildering and frequently hypocritical world of travel,
education, war, and sexual exploits. In Mormon
novels, beginning in the 1940s and continuing to the
present, the uninitiated explorer is more likely to be a
young woman. She also explores a male world which is
closely overseen by the Father and even more closely
by his servants: men who hold His priesthood and thus
govern and preside. From prophet to deacon, the chain
of authority includes virtually all men, but the
women--Clory, Kate, Mercy, Chel, Matilda, and the
others--are a part of that chain only tangentially where
they attach like barnacles to their husbands. Perhaps
because they are only adjacent to the strain of author-
ity, some women are less loyal to the link above their
husbands than are the husbands themselves, who are
always more loyal to Brother Joseph or to Brother
Brigham than they are to their wives.

These women, then, are known as rebels, although
most of them live their lives "within the system." The
rebellion is an internal see-saw more than an outward
riot, as they confront and secretly reject doctrines and
customs that seem quite comfortable to the rest of the
community.

Due to the limited space and time of this paper, we
must abridge our considerations. Place as belief and as
a struggle with the earth cannot be discussed here, al-
though it is important in the novels; nor can doctrinal
belief as a whole, nor even comparative literary value. I
have selected seven novels from more than twice that
number (ranging from Samuel Taylor’s Family Kingdom
to Joyce Eliason’s Fresh Meat/Warm Weather.)These
seven bring variety as well as unity in considering what
is at the core of these rebellions: a woman’s relation-
ship with men--her husband and sometimes, her
lover. The graph is to acquaint you or refresh your ac-
quaintance with the characters, and to save time-
consuming explanations as the paper progresses.

A primary cause of rebellion in Mormon novels is
the practice of polygamy. This is the case for Kate
Hamilton, Nancy, Mercy, and Clory. Interestingly, all

but Clory are first wives who are horrified at the
thought of their husbands marrying a second time.

In Blanche Cannon’s Nothing Ever Happens on Sun-
day Morning, Eben (on a mission in England) converts
and marries the beautiful May. He keeps their marriage
a secret from his wife Matilda, even after they both
come to the United States, until he decides the time is
ripe to run for ward bishop. He is aghast to find that
Matilda cannot remain friends with May.

Burns Hamilton, of the recently published Watch for
the Morning by Elizabeth McDonald, is a loving, though
zealous, missionary-husband (again in England) but
becomes increasingly monstrous as he adds wife after
wife in Utah.

Simon, in A Little Lower Than the Angels by Virginia
Sorensen, is counseled by Brigham Young to take
another wife when Mercy’s health breaks. As Simon
listens, he feels "a weakness, an excitement that was
like something he remembered from the years when he
was very young.’’1 Mercy soon finds herself a helpless
and hating observer as young, healthy Charlot assumes
all Mercy’s wifely responsibilities.

Nancy thinks she can beat the system (in For Time
and All Eternity by Paul Bailey) by marrying the first
gentile she finds. She watches with mixed emotions as
Joel converts, becomes a patriarch in Zion, and eventu-
ally a polygamist.

Only Maurine Whipple recognized the dramatic
possibilities of a later wife, in The Giant Joshua. Clory is
raised by her Uncle Abijah and Aunt Bathsheba but be-
comes Abijah’s third wife when she is seventeen. "Isn’t
it funny," Clory thought one night, "here we are, three
womefi married to one man and to only Sheba is he
’my husband;’ to Willie and me he’ll never by anything
more than ’Brother Mac’.’’2

Kate Alexander, in The Evening and the Morning by
Virginia Sorensen, was the young second wife of a
widower rather than a polygamist. From that vantage
point she explains to her daughter, Dessie, the adjust-
ment of values necessary in polygamy:

Once polygamy was established and accepted
in a community pride wasn’t a matter of being
well loved by one man any more, holding him
firmly in a house, keeping him contented enough
and obligated enough to stay there. A woman
could be proud of how well she got along with
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the rest of the women. She had a reason to see
that the meals in her house were always good and
the beds always clean. And she didn’t have to be
afraid like so many women are now--a man was
always accounted for .... 3

Matilda, who wept as she listened to May’s and
Eben’s laughter through the thin walls of their double
house, would not have agreed; nor would Nancy, who
refused to let Joel marry his young friend until he an-
nounced that she was pregnant and disgrace would be-
fall the entire family. Kate Hamilton slaved masochisti-
cally despite her husband’s callous ingratitude and his
relish for younger wives. Clory found Sheba’s interfer-
ence and bullying nearly unendurable, but she found a
mother in her sister-wife, Willie. In addition to the in-
securities and adjustments that seem inevitable in such
a system, these women endured outrages (some of
which I have mentioned) which I have distinguished
from polygamy itself by the term "abuse of patriarchy."

Inherent in the belief in polygamy as a religious and
social order is the concept that it is socially acceptable,
morally upright, and even holy for a man to love more
than one woman; and that he is (or can become) per-
fectly capable of loving them equally, though separ-
ately. Clory in her dugout, Matilda rocking her beaten
son, Mercy helpless in her bed, didn’t believe it. Even a
much younger Kate Alexander than the woman who
talks about polygamy as a shift in pride was devastated
when she glimpsed her husband, Karl, kissing her
younger sister. Much later, Kate discovered that the
kiss had not mattered to anyone but herself, but by
then she had learned about the possibilities of love.

The reverse of that male-multiple-love concept is
also considered in several of these novels, sometimes at
counterpoint to polygamy. In every case, however, it is
considered socially unacceptable, morally repugnant,
and evil for a women to love more than one man. Yet
Clory loves Free, Abijah’s son, with such joyous pas-
sion that she thinks of him as Kissy’s father, although
only Abijah has reached her sexually. Kate Alexander
loves Peter (who is married to Karl’s sister-in-law) with
varying degrees of joy, guilt, and passion, and gives
birth to his daughter, Dessie, which nearly scared Peter
to death. Chel gives herself to Erik, though she is be-
trothed to Jens, his half-brother. Chel cannot follow
through on that gift, however, and marries Jens any-

way, which ravages all three. Chel endures the temple
ceremony in "lying white," slowly separating herself
from herself during the long ritual so that Jens is left
with only a cold, compulsive ghost. These women be-
lieve in their love, yet they believe they are wrong to
love.

When Clory, big with Abijah’s child, stepped into
the night for fresh air and found Free, who was taking
his irrigation turn, all the months of pretense were for-
gotten.

She leaned suddenly and kissed him. Beyond
the guilty feeling in her heart was an older,
headier clamor. But she hadn’t expected this wild,
tumultuous bliss, this joy that struck her to the
core. Her very flesh seemed to dissolve--a voice
rode triumphantly over the dark waves in her
mind, "I never knew kissing could be like this .... "

"You have to say it, Clory--that way we’ll
know we’re not sneaking, it’s not wrong--"

Her head came up proudly, and she looked him
in the eye.

"I do love you, Free," she said steadily. "I
guess I’ve loved you for a long time and just
didn’t know it. We shouldn’t have let it happen,
but now it has, I’m not ashamed. I’m glad."

...They sat through the long night among the
crushed bergamot and made plans, quite as if
they could make plans...

...But run where? There were deserts stretching
endlessly on either side...

And the ugly facts would not be downed. Run-
ning away would justify all Abijah’s suspicions.
Blood atonement, and the transgressor’s blood
going up as an incense to the Lord in expiation.
The law gave Abijah the right to do that to a wife
who transgressed her marriage vows.

"No, Free," she said softly, "there’s no use
trying to hang on to it. Our lives were marked out
by Somebody bigger than us and we’ve got to live
them the way He’s set us down. At least we know
about our love and we can use it to make us
stronger, finer. Every time I look at you I can say
to myself, ’There’s the person who has made my
life richer, who is always in my heart’--I’ll look at
you and know that as long as I live I’ll never be
lonely again-’’4
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Each triangle contains a husband who is a priest-
and makes his mark as a solicitous bishop.)hood bearer, a dutiful spouse, a good provider, and is

obedient to authority. Free, Peter, and Erik all repre-
sent in truly archetypal fashion the forbidden fruit.
They are younger, passionate, attractive, less bound to
orthodoxy, inclined toward rebellion themselves, (and
two of them are musical). An authoritative setting is a
striking background for an illicit love affair, and both
Whipple and Sorensen wield that suspense skillfully,
letting their characters lean first toward one love and
righteousness, then toward the other love and joy.

The same night Kate Alexander sees Karl and her
sister kiss, Peter asks her at a dance if she is flirtatious.
Confused, Kate replies that she is married, but weeks
later Peter finds her alone and asks her again.

She looked up at him, then, and cried, "A lot of
us are married, Peter, and it doesn’t seem to make
any difference," and began to laugh hysterically,
though it was not funny, it was even a tragic re-
velation she had spoken. But he began to laugh
with her, and leaned down and drew her up and
they rocked together in laughter which released
their muscles and their stiff nerves and they
moved together freely as if they were dancing
steps they both knew well.

"I didn’t know it before," she said, limp and
very gay. "Maybe I am flirtatious then!"

He drew her to the comer of the room, by the
curtain, and then he ceased to laugh and the
muscles of his face were suddenly harsh and
drawn and he began to kiss her with so deperate
a longing it seemed at first more misery than joy.
"Kate, my Katie, my Katie," he was saying, "of
this I have dreamed night and day."

...That night she dreamed of Peter again,
dreamed awake, and the dream was become real,
including the actuality of his beard, the true feel
of it upon her true face, and a smell of wood
shavings about him, very fresh;... She asked him
about this fragrance, and he smiled and said he
kept his shirts in resinous cedar shavings in a
chest he had made for himself a long time ago.5

(Young men, by the way, who are passionate,
musical, attractive, and freedom-loving fare no better
than do women rebels in Mormon fiction. Erik is killed
after accidentally killing Jens, Free is killed by Indians,

and Peter scoots for cover when Kate’s world caves in

Ellie and Mary Ann are also young rebels, although
they differ from the others in that they are unmarried
and are not protagonists. Ellie loves the bishop’s son
and becomes pregnant. Unfortunately, she is the
drunkard’s daughter and the bishop’s son goes off to
Harvard. Mary Ann loves Tom, an adopted Indian,
and confronts social taboos. Both defy the culture that
will not acknowledge them after they follow their
hearts cross accepted lines of conduct.

In addition to the triangles between wife/husband/
lover indicated on the graph, and the multi-angled
geometrics of polygamous marriage, there is another
abstract triangle consisting of wive/husband and pa-
triarchal authority--whether that be Brother Joseph,
Brother Brigham, Brother Erastus, or God, the Father.
The men often must choose between the counsel of
that leader and the counsel of their wives.

When Willie fails to deliver the afterbirth when her
daughter is born, Clory pleads with Abijah to bring in a
doctor. But after counseling with higher authority,
Abijah annoints and blesses Willie and forbids medical
help. Willie dies a lingering, horrible death, which is
not inapproprate as we will see.

As in Eden, then, a woman is seen as an intersect-
ing point between God and man. Abijah breaks all the
rules of propriety when Clory becomes his wife, and he
visits her nightly to the excited speculation of the
camp, and to the exclusion of his other wives. As he
walked there:

... he was nevertheless wondering uneasily if
anything he enjoyed so much as sleeping with
Clory could be right. He resented women anyway,
because he thought in his heart they were the
means of keeping him from being absolutely
pure. Women couldn’t quite belong to the King-
dom. He felt that Brother Brigham and he saw eye
to eye on that. But since they seemed to be inevit-
able, one might as well get what one could out of
them, always remembering to keep them in their
place. His favorite sermon was on the theory that
behind every sin a man ever committed you could
find a woman .... He ground his teeth. She was
like a drug in his veins, and he hated her.4

Thus, Abijah joins Clory for a night of love.
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Ironically, perhaps, the women in these books agree
with that elevation of the male, seemingly oblivious to
the required sublimation of the female. Most of the
women revere their husbands as gods, certainly as
gods-in-the-making. Kate Hamilton and Mercy joined
the Mormon Church because they loved their husband,
not because they loved the gospel. (Kate felt that a
woman wasn’t expected to understand it.) Nancy and
Chel are similarly inarticulate; they live within their re-
ligion, not by it.

Man’s place versus woman’s place in Mormon
novels is explored by L. L. and Sylvia Lee in a discus-
sion of the works of Virginia Sorensen:

Simon Baker is a farmer, one who delights in
his contact with the earth. Yet his love for the
earth is mixed with his need to control it. In truth,
for Simon the earth is female and must be made
to bear.

This dream of living with the land is set against
the Mormon doctrine of polygamy, a doctrine that
asserts the dominance of the male over land and
women. 7
Mary Bradford summarizes this point neatly in a
study of Sorensen’s books:
If the women in the novels see their men as gods,
the men in her books see their women as one
with their surroundings, celebrating a love of
place.8

Thus, man is god and woman is earth; man acts,
woman is acted upon. We see, then, through Erik’s
eyes, how Jens who had the best of all abundance takes
pride in his intended wife, Chel:

¯ ..Jens and all the rest of the big Eriksen boys
and their pretty selected wives. As they selected
their cows and their fields and the properly sea-
soned lumber for their gigantic barns, the Eriksen
boys chose their women. It was a good way, of
course; their lives were rich for it and their chil-
dren strong and beautiful. Jens had waited longer
than most of them...but now he had this girl.
Lovely as a madonna, chiseled and perfect, a crea-
ture who appeared to have been cultivated over a
thousand years. 9

Women, then, represent the physical, the body, the
earth which is brought to bear. In The Giant Joshua,
alone, there is Bathsheba with her superstitious magic

and Clory’s instinctiveness and mystical smile; there is
Pal, the "mother in Zion," and Willie, the enduring
martyr, and the Yeast Lady, the earth mother. The
physical is, of course, the antithesis of the rational or
the spiritual. Men represent the mind and the spirit.
Mormon novels have female protagonists but they are
true to the traditions and myths of patriarchy, for
women are prized as possessions--sown, used, made
fruitful, neglected, and abused however absent-
mindedly. When her feelings do not match his feelings,
when her plans don’t fit the Plan, it is understandable.
They are only women, in need of spiritual and rational
guidance, prized perhaps, but not regarded as think-
ing, striving individuals. Even the rebels spent their
lives trying to adjust themselves to that mold, only to
burst out again under pressure.

Laurel Ulrich in her essay "Fictional Sisters" notes
that "it is no accident that several of the writers of
Mormon novels...were once little girls in Primary,
too.’’1° Later in the essay, she examines further the
stereotypes that dominate the novels; these novels,
after all, concern a religious patriarchy within a pa-
triarchal literary tradition within a patriarchal cultural
and legal system.

These novelists see Mormonism as reinforcing
two innate male qualitiesmthe capacity for unlim-
ited sexual experience and for devotion to an
abstract ideal. They see it inevitable that the
peculiar virtues of womenmtheir fidelity, their
devotion to domestic practicalities~become bat-
tered in such a system. The plaintive little cry of
Mercy Baker, "We women like things we can
touch sometimes," speaks for them all.
"Polygamy was infinitely harder for a woman,"
muses Erastus Snow in The Giant Joshua, "for a
woman was not like a man~a woman since time
began craved just one man all to herself, and the
secure possession of one man’s love. No gospel
could ever mean so much to any woman as her
own home, her own mate, and a little sucking
mouth at her breast." Or as Ilse puts it in The
Everlasting Fire: "A man will give up his life for
something that has meaning to him~as a woman
will give her life for man." Thus, polygamist
wives are victimized in the novels, not by Demon
Lust but by their own natures. 11
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It might be noted that men involved in love trian-
gles in these novels did not consider a woman’s love
for more than one man any easier to adjust to than did
the women in polygamy. (Of course, that was diffe-
rent.) The gap between men and women in these
novels becomes an abyss, then, for the stereotypes pull
them apart from one another and from themselves.
Men love the gospel and women love their men, but
even here it is not that simple. Women also give up
their all for Zion (remember Willie’s scored knees and
elbows?) and men love their women, at least by turns.

Interestingly enough, the moments that unite
women and man, that center them in love and faith,
are linked to priesthood and patriarchy. After Free’s
death and before Abijah’s mission, Abijah takes Clory
and their daughter, Kissy, with him to inspect some
land. On the return trip, the wagon overturns and
Kissy is injured. Both Clory and Abijah work to revive
her:

But Abijah was like a madman. "Help me,
Mother," he said, holding the child up, putting
his ear against her chest, fanning her face. Not
until after did Clory remember he had called her
"mother." "I haven’t any oil," he said, "but--"
He had always prayed as if God were there beside
him, but now, placing his hands upon Kissy’s
head, he pleaded with such desperate eloquence
that Clory leaned to kiss the horny knuckles. At
that moment, with the blood of his wound, the
dust of the accident, the sweat of his terror still
upon him, stripping him of overlaid emotions,
stripping him to the core, she loved him. All her
life there would be instants lost in memory, when
the authentic passion for Free returned, ~hen the
glow, the warmth, even a breath of the old rap-
ture brushed her and was gone like the falling of a
leaf. But she could live with Abijah. She knew it
now. She saw beneath the shell, and with what
she saw, she could fashion a life. Even in the
agony of suspense, even watching the stillness of
that little body she adored beyond hope of
heaven, something within her rose and sang. 11

Unfortunately, the center cannot hold and before
too many more pages are turned Abijah is away on a
mission, C!ory’s children are dead of plague, and
Abijah sees in their deaths the wrath of God because of

Clory’s love for Free.
Kate Alexander, the most introspective and consis-

tent rebel of them all, finds upon reflection that she
and her husband, Karl, could have found a unity of
love.

It was tragic to me that Karl died so soon, for I
would have stayed more and more often in the
place where he was and I was beginning to know
it. I would have built a strong thing of all those
details of my life which we shared, he and I,
stronger than anything he possessed with his
Christine. I would have learned--I am sure I
would have tried to learn--that my other love was
only the real and recurring deviation and not the
fundamental swing of my life, and having loved
Peter I was able to accept that Karl had loved
Steen, and even other living women. Tradition
would have had its pleasant way with Karl and
me, and the ties would have remained, moving
into the pleasant casualness of common age as we
remained together. But this did not happen. 13

Clory, Kate, Chel, Mercy, Matilda, Nancy, and Kate
Hamilton all love their husbands, sometimes worship
them. Clory, Kate, and Chel also love someone else.
All of them question and confront, reject as well as ac-
cept, and all of them suffer. Kate Alexander explains
what rebellion does to a woman’s life:

If you were a woman and a rebel the only thing
you could tear to pieces was your own life. So
you turned upon yourself. There was no institu-
tion you could rend except at the place where it
touched you; and so always you were the thing to
be cut apart. You struck where family held your
arms pinned in a place around certain ones,
where a house like every successive child, bound
with its constant dirtying, dirtying. And you
struck the very longing that took hold of your
body in the night and sometimes made you feel
beautiful and assuaged, but in the morning had
left you with a fresh burden which did not di-
minish but grew, grew, grew for the rest of your
days. 14

What are we to think of a literary tradition that fre-
quently us6s women as protagonists, only to have each
,~=s,ioye,~ in one ~vay or another at the end of the
book? I believe there is a message in that pattern,
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which is repeated, with variations, too consistently to
be accidental.

Each of these characters is a part of a moving cur-
rent which sweeps her along with it, regardless of her
own wishes. Although she may swim against the cur-
rent from time to time, the waters are relentless: Zion
must be founded, missions must be filled, tabernacles
must be provided for waiting spirits, homes and
families must be cared for and raised unto the Lord.
Although there is only one rape in these books in the
physical sense of the word (and even that might be
legally questionable, since aggressor and victim are
married) these women are coerced emotionally,
economically, and spiritually through righteous and
unrighteous dominion.

When Abijah is overcome by lust for Clory, when
he has thus far restrained due to Brother Brigham’s ad-
vice because of her youth and because of the awkward
logistics of travel, he drives her far from home and
suddenly takes her by force:

The girl, drowned in his urgency, could only
push futilely at his strength, turn her head away
from the masculine sweat-odor of his armpits--
she who so disliked smells. His fumbling hand in-
side her bodice filled her with an ancient clamor
that left her panic-stricken.

This is it, thought Clory; this is what it’s all
about .... Just Abijah suddenly like a man gone
mad and her own wild alarm at the touch of his
hot flesh. This, she thought, is what they meant
by obedience...

When it was over, the girl lay staring at the blue
sky with the tears slipping silently down her
cheeks. Abijah was willng now to be tender...

"Remember," he said, avoiding her eyes, "re-
member our union is sacred in the eyes of God;
He decrees ye shall replenish the earth...woman
is a vessel of His will..."

Clory turned and started back to the buggy.
Well, there’s one thing he won’t have to worry
about any more, she said fiercely to herself; I’ll
never think of him as an uncle again!is

Submission is a fact of life for these women, par-
ticularly since their men have that exclusive priesthood
channel to ultimate answers. Mercy’s health breaks
from the rigors of childbearing; Clory dies of too many

miscarriages, and Abijah believes more in the "waiting
spirits" than in her need to recover her health. Chel
confesses to murder rather than fornication and finds
"order" within herself, a Plan which is madness, but
which bridges the split in her love. Nancy, Matilda,
and Kate all are devastated emotionally although they
are still faithful wives and mothers in Zion.

These "sad" endings are expected of women pro-
tagonists, particularly of women who are willful and
foolish enough to rebel, even inwardly, against the es-
tablished order. All these dead or ruined women are
still, remember, "Zion-bound," here and in eternity.

In her documentary history of rape, Susan
Brownmiller explains:

Through legend and lore, history has mythified
not the strong w6man who defends herself suc-
cessfully .... but the beautiful woman who dies a
violent death while trying. A good heroine is a
dead heroine, we are taught, for victory...is a
male prerogative that is inconsistent with
feminine behavior. The sacrifice of life, we learn,
is the most perfect testament to a woman’s integ-
rity and honor. 16

Thus Clory, who finds a deathbed testimony, Mercy
who dies as the wagon heads toward Zion, Matilda,
Chel, Kate Hamilton and Nancy who endure to the end
as walking wounded, are the sort of women we respect
and admire in Mormon fiction and in the larger tradi-
tion of literature. They are our heroines, yet while re-
bellion makes fascinating reading, the readers are not
encouraged to question, resist, love excessively or
wrongly--to rebel.

One character does not fit the above description--
Kate Alexander in The Evening and the. Morning. When
Kate sees her inevitable destruction on the rapids of the
moving current, she does not endure a stony but right-
eous death. She gets out of the stream. Driven by
scandal and guilt, grief and betrayal, she and her boys
leave her "woman’s place" and she becomes a
businesswoman. (She leaves her daughters with their
domestic aunts.) Kate supports herself and her chil-
dren, never remarries, and apostatizes from her pa-
triarchal church. She does not leave the "man’s
world", of course, for she returns not only to confront
and resolve her past, but also to collect Karl’s pension,
to which she is entitled.
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Book

The Giant Joshua

by Maurine Whipple
Houghton Mifflin
1942

The Evening and
the Morning

by Virginia Sorenson
Harcourt & Brace, 1949

On This Star

by Virginia Sorenson
Harcourt & Brace
New York, 1946

A Little Lower
Than the Angds

by Virginia Sorenson
Knopf, 1942

For Time and
All Eternity

by Paul Bailey
Doubleday, 1964

Nothing Ever Happens
on Sunday Morning

by Blanche Cannon
Putnam’s Sons, 1948

Watch for th eMorning

by Elizabeth McDonald
Charles Scribners
Sons, 1978

Rebel Men Conflict Religious Outcome    Personal Outcome

Abijah Polygamy
Clory Abuse of "testimony"

Patriarchy
Free Triangle

dead

Karl

Kate Triangle "apostate"
Alexander Peter ,

past resolved, single,
"still in motion"

Jens
Chel Triangle discovers "plan" mad

Erik

Mercy Simon Polygamy "Zion-bound" dead

Polygamy
Nancy Joel Abuse of orthodox old, failing, still

Patriarchy jealous of 2nd wife

Matilda Eben Polygamy

Ellie Jasper love affair

othodox "mother in Zion"

estranged from ward single, pregnant, outcast

Kate Polygamy
Hamilton Burns Abuse of orthodox

Patriarchy

Mary Ann Tom love affair orthodox--sort of

withered and wounded

withered and wounded

Kate is still selfish and willful sometimes, but she is
also generous and wise. She cannot undo all she has
done, but she does heal Dessie’s torn family with her
loving acceptance of each member. She confronts
Peter, wh6 deserted her, and finds him guilty and
complacent all at once, and, at last, she lets him go.
Kate sees herself borne into the future through her
granddaughter, Jean, who has Peter’s red hair and
Kate’s disposition. Kate is alone, but so are Clory and
Mercy, Nancy and Matilda. Kate is still herself, still in
motion. But unlike her sisters in rebellion, she is no
longer assured that gleaming crown in heaven nor that
mansion shared by a husbandmand, in most man-
sions, another wife.
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H e knew it was Tuesday because he could see that
the butcher’s cart had a sow tied to the end of it,
and behind the cart walked the peasant women in

single file, like some kind of funeral procession, each
waiting for her cut of meat. From where Elder Heaton
sat on the roof of Pit Prebol, he could see ~the butcher
stopping in front of his three-sided meat shop. He was
wearing a pair of grey labor-pants and a greasy blue
work shirt that was spattered with dark brown stains.
The donkey jerked when the butcher pulled on the
reins and the knives and cleavers, hung from hooks on
the side of the cart, clattered and glistened in the
morning sun.

Dismounting the cart, the butcher tethered the sow
to the leg of his work bench and placed the sign, Car-
niceria Abierta on a peg. The women stood around
watching him, each with her arms folded over her pot
belly. After he had sharpened his tools and hung blis-
tered slabs of black-smoked bacon and strings of
goat-milk cheese around the opening of his shop, he
centered his attention on the sow. The women im-
mediately came to life, lining up behind his work
bench, stretching to see him work.

The butcher took the sow by the front leg and rear
flank and threw her over on her side. She squealed
horrendously. The butcher then placed a sandaled foot
in the middle of her chest and held her, letting her
squeal to notify the women in the barrio that it was
Tuesday--pork-day. After a few moments, he reached
to the bench with one hand and grabbed the boning
knife. With a quick motion, he sliced the sow’s throat.
Soon the gargled squealing stopped. The women, lined
at the bench, looked on in a sort of stoic fatigue.

Elder Heaton turned away as the butcher started
cutting the warm meat. Some of the women were
squabbling like vultures, pointing crooked fingers at
the fleshy flanks, while others were picking through
the entrails.

The butcher shop irritated Elder Heaton. He hated
the odor; it bothered him in the hot Venezuela after-
noons. Despite the President’s request that they read
the Book of Mormon during the siesta, the elders slept.
The heat was too much.

Heaton knew that reading the Book of Mormon was
important. Once when Elder Heaton was a boy he had
seen his father cry when he spoke of the Book of Mor-
mon. His father had been a mechanic with a State Road
crew, and as far as Elder Heaton remembered, he had
never seen him cry; but there he had stood in tes-
timony meeting, crying in front of them all, holding his
blue, paper-back Book of Mormon, saying, "I know
that this book is true, and I know that reading this
book you can find out ’bout anything you need to
know."

He knew that the President wanted him to read it,
he knew that it was important, but up until this time of

his mission he had never felt the need to read itnhe
had read it already, once years before, and he knew
most of what was in it.

While thinking of his father, he remembered that he
was especially busy that morning; he had to prepare
the funeral service for Sister Gallegos’ illegitimate girl
that had died of dysentary the day before. He had got-
ten up late because a movie had kept him and Elder
Jensen out late the preceding night.

Shuffling from the roof to his room, he marked a
discussion C on the informe since he had talked about
Joseph Smith with a young couple that was waiting in
the movie line.

Elder Jensen lay in his hammock with his Book of
Mormon reading intensely. Slapping Jensen’s foot,
Elder Heaton said, "I thought that you’d have break-
fast by now, flipper."

"I’ll get it already--leave me read,"said Elder Jen-
sen.

Ducking under Jensen’s hammock, Heaton walked
into the bathroom and locked the door. He liked it
there: it was cooler than the rest of the house because
the toilet leaked and ran over the floor and green moss
grew at the perimeters of every tile; and he was se-
cluded there--he could be alone for a minute. At
home, when his older brother Johnny moved away, he
had his own bedroom with a lock and before he had
come on his mission, he had spent long moments
stripped to his skibby shorts in front of the full-length
mirror admiring his sun-tanned skin, his bleached-
blond hair, and most of all his rounded and toned
musdes. He was proud of his body: at dances when
Susan put her hand on his chest he would flex, hoping
she would feel; and at work he would stack eight two-
by-four studs, more than anyone of the crew had ever
lifted, and carry them proudly to where he would use
them, hoping someone would see. Before his mission
he had been at the height of physical condition--his
body was almost perfect and he felt omnipotent some-
times.

As he stood in the bathroom and stripped to
shower he looked into the small, cracked mirror. Be-
cause of his diet of rice, beans and corn flour arepas, he
was developing a bulge above his belt-line, and he was
getting flabby now. The tropical heat made him sweat
profusely and great pimples and blackheads dotted his
shoulders and neck, and his blond hair looked greasy
after ten or eleven in the morning.

He quickly turned from the mirror and got ready to
shower. The shower was a ten-foot length of rubber
hose that connected to a faucet and the water was cool.
Since the water came from a great tank on the roof of
the apartment building it was better to shower in the
mornings because the afternoon sun made the water
warm, almost hot, and besides in the afternoon the
mosquito larva left the surface and swam down by the
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He felt as though his body were somehow
rotting or dying, and he could do nothing
about it.

drain of the tank and sometimes they ran out with the
water.

In the shower Heaton was careful to scrub his
armpits and groin thoroughly but tenderly. He had a
rash; the Latins called it "Mushrooms." When he first
got it he had tried everything to get rid of it. Other
missionaries had told him to use footpowder, to stand
naked in front of the fan for thirty minutes a day, and
to use petroleum jelly, but nothing worked. He first
noticed the rash when he was in Caracas on his first
assignmentmhe was standing in front of the mirror
making a muscle, and he saw it, a small red dot under
his armpit. It grew from there and it terrified him; he
felt as though his body were somehow rotting or
dying, and he felt he could do nothing about it.

After Elder Heaton dried himself and dressed he
walked into the front room. Sitting at the table, Elder
Heaton pulled out his Bible, Book of Mormon, and D &
C and looked until he found a scripture, and read
"And what if I will that he should raise the dead, let
him not withhhold his voice." He thought for a mo-
ment. No, no, he thought, it wasn’t what he wanted.
What does she need? he asked himself. He pictured
himself standing there in the cemetery above the open
grave. He would open his scriptures and raise a finger
to expound; then he would bear fervent testimony of
life after death. No, he thought, he couldn’t do itm
couldn’t feel right. From dust thou art, and to dust
thou mustm; crud no, he couldn’t say it. It wouldn’t
sound right.

Even though he had been in the mission field for
over eight months, he had never gotten to the point
where he was comfortable enough with the plan of sal-
vation to teach it. As a junior companion, he had sim-
ply refused to participate in the discussion. Now that
he was a senior comp, in a two-missionary town, he
had just never given it, never confronted himself with
having to teach concepts that he understood, but not
really. The whole idea of life after death boggled him.

As a cl~ild of ten he had been swimming in the St.
George pool. As he had walked around to the other
side, to where Michael was splashing some girls and
needed some help, he saw a form in the comer of the
deep end. Thinking that it was one of the older girls
swimming along the bottom, holding her breath, he
thought nothing of it, and jumped into the pool along
side Michael, kicking valiently and splashing the girls
as he went.

Behind him, he could hear a girl yelling at the life
guard, "Hey lady, look down there---what’s that girl
doing?"

The young life guard stood on her pedestal,
squinting at the water, but the sun was too bright; she
couldn’t see anything. As she descended the ladder, all
of the children got out of the water and stood at the
edge of the pool surrounding the deep end. Elder
Heaton remembered how he had crowded to the edge

of the pool, and how he had heard the children
whisper, "What’s she doin’? Hey, there it is, down
there---no, over there in the corner; yes there."

After leaning over the pool and squinting, the life
guard fell back, her face blank. In a hoarse voice, she
softly cried, "Oh God, she’s drowning." Then turning
towards the office, she ran frantically yelling, "Oh
God, help! Help, someone, for God’s sake!"

Elder Heaton remembered how he had turned to-
wards Michael, shrugging his shoulders.

He and Michael waited and watched as a man dove
into the water and pulled the girl to the surface. Then
the ambulance had come and had taken the girl away,
lips and fingernails blue.

And he and Michael had walked home slowly from
the pool, kicking the Coca Cola cans as they went. He
thought of the girl a lot, and for weeks he saw her in
his mind’s eye when he lay in the bottom bunk bed,
with his brother Johnny up above. When he closed his
eyes he saw her, he saw her as he lay in the dark, and
that’s all he saw. Therela Romney was her name, and
he saw her lying there at the side of the pool, her
cheeks pale, almost_ green, her limbs strewn about her
in disorder. He saw the water that ran from her nostril
and formed a dark circle around her head as it spread
on the dry cement. And then he saw her unmoving
figure under the gray blanket they laid over her. For
weeks he was afraid to close his eyes and he had
watched the street light out his bedroom window until
he could hold his eyes open no longer. For weeks he
had awakened at night crying, "I don’t want to die; I
don’t want to die!" Once his mother came into his
room and sat on his bed in the dark.

"Mommy," he had said, "what happens to you
when you die?"

His mother had smiled and said, "You go to the
spirit world."

"No morn," he continued, "I mean what happens
to your body?"

"First they take it and they do things to it, and then
they put it in the ground."

"I mean but what happens to it?" he had pressed.
"Well, it decomposes, Paul, I suppose."
"You mean like the rabbits on the highway; like the

pollywogs that dried in the ditch? It goes all smelly and
that?"

"Yes, I suppose so, Paul."
Elder Heaton remembered that he had felt a sort of

emptiness, or a coldness, as if that’s all there were to
it--you just died, rotted, and that was it.

Elder Jensen started moving about the apartment,
clanking pans and cooking breakfast. Elder Heaton left
his books, thinking that he would come up with some-
thing during the day.

Elder Heaton ~ind Elder Jensen left Pit Prebol about
nine, walking down the dirt alley past the butcher shop
and corregated-tin huts ’til they arrived at Avenida
Bolivar, the only paved road in the village. A beggar
child with bulging joints and watering eyes approached
Elder Heaton and raised a thin arm, extending his cup-
ped hand towards Heaton’s face. The beggar bowed
his head and hid one eye behind his raised arm as he
asked for a pulla to buy bread with. Elder Heaton pul-
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led a handful of coins from his pocket and selected a
copper piece. He plopped it into the child’s hand and
turned his back. He could hear the padding of the
boy’s feet as he ran excitedly through the yellow dust
towards his shanty in the barrio.

God, he thought, thank you for bringing me to
earth in the bounty of Zion in the promised land,
where the fear of death stands aloof, instead of hang-
ing ominously over the heads of Thy children.

The government had erected a metal bench there at
the bus stop but it was too dirty to sit on, so Elder
Heaton waited in the sun. It was already hot and
Heaton was starting to sweat and his rashes were ir-
ritating him like they always did when he started
sweating. He turned to look at the fellow behind the
Chicharron stand, and then, sure that the fellow wasn’t
watching, Heaton scratched at his crotch.

There were flys in the glass cases of fried hog hide
at the Chicharron stand and the smell reminded Heaton
of rancid cooking oil. The glass cases were spattered
with oil and fat from the inside, but Elder Heaton could
still see the umber chunks of hide, crisp, salted, and
wrinkled, and here and there on the hyde were patches
of yellow hair.

Looking at the stands, Heaton remembered the long
summer evenings when he had sat in the dining room
looking out the picture window at the horses in the
corral, and the steer grazing farther off in the pasture,
and the rows of corn in the garden; and he remem-
bered eating buttered rolls made of cracked wheat,
dipping them into bowls of bottled applesauce, sea-
soned with cinnamon. Oh God, he thought, thank
you.

He turned from the stand when he heard the bus
and fished another pulla from his pocket for the fare to
Los Obscuros, the government housing tract where
Sister Gallegos lived with her aunt.

On the bus, Elder Jensen asked, "So have you
thought about what you’re going to tell Hermana Gal-
legos?"

"Flip," replied Elder Heaton, "what can I say? It’s
kind of tough talking to a woman who’s just lost her
child."

As he rode the bus, Elder Heaton thought about
what he was going to say to her when he saw her.
When Elder Heaton was sixteen, his Uncle Orson had
died of cancer, and he had walked through the viewing
line and looked at him--at his yellowing hands, at his
sharp red lips standing out poignantly against his dry
plastic face. And then he had walked towards Aunt
Edna. Before they had come to the viewing, he had
rehearsed with his mother just what it is one says to a
dead person’s wife, but as he saw her with her sockets
red and sagging loosely around the eyeballs, he had
been struck with an emptiness--almost a coldness, and
all he could do was hold Aunt Edna and cry. He had
been confused and afraid; they lived in Hurricane, and
he had only seen his aunt and uncle once or twice on
Thanksgiving; but there he had stood, holding Aunt
Edna, sobbing with fear.

"I’ve thought that we’d go by Sister Araneda’s
place to see if she wants to come and help or some-
thing," said Elder Heaton.

He had walked through the viewing line and
looked at him--at his yellowing hands, at his
sharp red lips standing out poignantly
against his dry plastic face.

"Sounds good to me," Jensen muttered as the bus
stopped in Los Obscuros. They walked silently to
Araneda’s.

Sister Araneda, a fat Chilean, lived in Los Obscuros
about a half a kilometer from where the child had died.
She was the President, and the only active member of
the Relief Society in the branch. When the Elders ar-
rived, she was standing in the back of the one-room
home near the kerosene stove, standing underneath
the black smoke trail that ran up the red-brick wall and
pooled on the ceiling. She stood barefoot on the ce-
ment, padding the thick corn paddies of arepa flour and
laying them in the cast-iron bowl of oil over the
kerosene flame.

"Manos!" she exdaimed as the elders came to her
open door; "Come in."

Before he sat at the wooden table, Elder Heaton
asked, "Have you heard the news?"

"What news?" she asked rubbing her hands on her
muslin apron and kicking at a half-bald hen as she ap-
proached the elders.

Elder Jensen sat down backwards on his chair and
looked out the door at the orange haired children,
playing in the yellow dust along the vereda. Elder
Heaton leaned forward and said, "Pablo came by Prebol
a while ago and told us that Sister Gallegos" girl has
died."

Sister Araneda stood frozen. First her jaw dropped;
then her hands came to her fat cheeks ’til she looked
distorted, and she whispered hoarsely, "Sweet Mary,
mother of God, what next?" She rambled towards a
chair shaking her head and uttering "no, no, no."
Seated, the color came back to her cheeks, and she
asked, "But when--how?"

"Pablo said it was like the others; she got dysen-
tary, couldn’t drink enough, and died." said Elder
Heaton.

A cock jumped to the door jamb and Elder Jensen
stamped his foot, bringing up a cloud of yellow dust
and scaring the cock out to the brush along side the
ditch, under the tamarind tree.

"Anyway," continued Elder Heaton, "we were
wondering if it would be good for you to go to them
with us---maybe to help or somethingwI don’t know."
A drop of perspiration dropped into one of Heaton’s
eyes and made the eye burn.

The three of them walked down the rows of houses,
across the aquaduct that the ditches ran into, and
down a trail secluded under the long, dried leaves of
sugar cane, to vereda C, where Sister Gallegos lived
with her Aunt. The apartment had been dark, the win-
dows had been boarded even under their metal bars,
and the door had been closed tight.

Elder Jensen knocked as Sister Araneda stood be-
hind the elders wringing her hands nervously. The
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The house smelled of heat, of candles, of
sweat, and of something more, something
terrifying.

door opened, at first only slightly, and then fully, and
Sister Gallegos stood in the darkness with her aunt.
Both women were dressed in black, the aunt mumbling
prayers, counting them one by one on a string of yel-
lowed beads, as if stopping would make her lose her
place and her sense of urgency.

"Come in," Sister Gallegos said, swinging her arm
back as if it were an imaginary door.

Entering, they saw the girl. She lay on a table to the
rear of the house. Along the wall in back of the girl
were shelves covered with flickering candles that emit-
ted smoke, stinging the eyes, hazing the vision. The
apartment had a rusted, tin roof, and was hot anyway,
but the candles heated the room more. Heaton felt suf-
focated when he stepped into the apartment, and the
sweat began to pour off his body. He could feel that his
shirt stuck to his flesh like a wet rag in the middle of
his back, and the rashes in his armpits and crotch were
no longer dry and scratchy; they were moist, and they
stung where the sweat ran onto them. After shaking
Sister Gallegos’ hand, he shifted his shirt and
scratched at his armpit, but it only made the rash hurt
more.

As they came nearer the table where she lay, Elder
Heaton could see the silver coins that were laid over
her eyes. Her dingy yellow dress reminded Elder
Heaton of the dogs in the dust, the dogs that roam the
villages, rooting in the ditches and panting lazily in the
garbage piles. The dead child’s prominent ribs re-
minded him of a dull tan colored puppy he had seen
pushing a tin can through the dirt with his nose, lick-
ing the dried contents. As the elders had stood watch-
ing the puppy outside the door of the shanty that day,
three men had appeared, one of them leading a donkey
cart upon which was an old machine crate. The
youngest man crouched suddenly when he saw the
dog, pointing at it and whispering to his companions.
Two of them advanced at opposite angles to the dog,
and captured him. Elder Heaton had watched as the
two men carried the yelping dog to the donkey cart
and flopped it into the crate. At the instant they
opened the door to the crate, the other dogs within
whimpered and barked pathetically. A small woman
had appeared at the door of the shanty and Elder
Heaton had had to make the contact, so he looked
away.

Later, Elder Heaton had seen the younger fellow in
the Mercado. He told Elder Heaton that they had sold
the dogs to the ranchers who used them to divert the
piranhas in the river by cutting the dog’s throats and
throwing them into the water, and then crossing their
herd unmolested downstream while the fish were busy
devouring the dogs.

Elder Heaton looked again to the child. Below her
protruding ribs, her hands were folded nearly with a
golden crucifix and a rosary placed between her tiny
fingers. Looking at her, her small, sunken eyes, her

dried and wrinkled lips, and her faded face, Elder
Heaton felt empty and cold. The house smelled of heat,
of candles, of sweat, and of something more, some-
thing terrifying. He glanced back at Sister Araneda, her
huge arm draped across Sister Gallegos’ stooped
shoulders. He thought about the doctrine of the mil-
lenium and that women could raise their deceased
children during that thousand years. The age-of-
accountability doctrine, he thought. No, he thought, he
wouldn’t be able to tell her he couldn’t feel right
doing it. He felt responsible for what he said he just
knew he couldn’t tell her. He wondered at times why
he’d come on his mission. He disliked things mis-
sionaries did. He didn’t feel right. He couldn’t talk
about resurrection or life after death. Death, he
thought, was real, while spirits and resurrection were
vague, untouchable and unseen. He couldn’t; he
wouldn’t feel right.

"Er, we just wanted to say," stuttered Elder Jensen,
"How much we’re sorry about Julia, and if it’s any
comfort to you, Sister Gallegos, I’d like to say that I
know that Julia is with our Heavenly Father, and that
she’s happy, and that you’ll be with her again. And I
say it in the name of Jesus Christ, Amen." A long si-
lence followed except for the sound of the aunt’s
prayers, and Elder Jensen looked out the door, as if he
had exhausted what he had to say and wished he were
elsewhere. Elder Heaton couldn’t believe it--Elder Jen-
sen had said it almost as if it were part of the discus-
sions he had memorized in the Language Training Mis-
sion; he had said it with almost the same sing-song ca-
dance as the aunt used for her prayers. As he watched
Elder Jensen looking stupidly out the door, Elder
Heaton wondered if he himself were normal. Maybe I
should just quit thinking about what I’m saying, he
thought, and just say it, and then look stupidly out the
door. Why am I so damned responsible for what I say?
He couldn’t feel right doing it.

The aunt still muttered prayers on her beads, with
the same urgency, rocking in her chair as she went.

"Mano," uttered Sister Gallegos, "Did Pablo tell
you we want you to do what they do by the
graveside?"

"Yes, he did; but I haven’t had time to prepare
much. He only told me last night. I’m sorry; I
really..."

"That’s alright," interrupted Sister Gallegos. "We
have to bury her soon because of the heat--no?--she
already started. My brother, he already made a coffin,
and we don’t got enough for the priest. All we need is
a short, graveside talk, sort of."

"What time will it be?" he asked.
"Can you make it at one in the afternoon?" she

asked softly as if expecting to be refused.
"Today? Well yes. No, no; it won’t be any prob-

lem."
Elder Heaton glanced back at the girl. How, he

thought, would this resurrect? The musdes of her face
were dry and tight, pulling her lips back, exposing her
teeth, like some snarl. Suddenly Sister Gallegos arose
and shuffled to the child to scare a fly that lit on her
cheek.

Walking back to the Araneda’s, Elder Heaton
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thought and watched the yellow dust.
During the siesta, when the village was dormant,

Sister Gallegos, her brother and aunt, Sister Araneda,
and the elders stood around the grave. Behind them
was the pile of yellow earth and in the depths of the
grave was the small box.

Elder Heaton had spent his noon hour studying--
studying feverishly, looking for something to say. Ash
to ashes, dust to dust, he had thought; no, he wouldn’t
be able to do it. He couldn’t believe that the bodies of
swine, dogs, or people could ever resurrect. He had
thought about the rabbits on the highway and the tad-
poles in the dried puddles of Southern Utah. No, he
thought, how could it ever happen? Death had become
so real to him--so tangible, ominous; life after death
and resurrection, these were the vague, formless ob-
jects that stood far off, hazed by the distance. From
dust thou art, and to dust thou must return, he
thought; good Lord, the child had never left the yellow
dust: she was born in it, she played in it, she ate in it,
and finally she died in it.

During that noon hour Heaton had frantically
searched the scriptures for something to say to them,
to Sister Gallegos especially. He had spread his books
out in front of him, and had looked at them, and finally
had realized that he was searching for something for
himself, not for anybody else. Then he had laid his
head in his sweating palms and cried, cried quietly.

He remembered when he had seen his father crym
his father cried quietly--and the only way anyone
knew he was crying was that the tears ran down his
sunburned cheeks that day in testimony meeting. And
his father had held his worn Book of Mormon in his
hand, the blue copy that he always read, the one with
the dog-eared edges. And his father had said, "I know
that this book is true, and I know that reading this
book you can find out ’bout anything you need to
know."

During noon hour, crying with his head in the
sweaty palms of his hands, Heaton had muttered,
"From dust thou art--good Lord."

But now, during the siesta, when the village was
dormant, as Heaton looked into the grave, he still felt a
certain despairma fear.

The afternoon was hot and the trees in the distance
looked blurry, almost watery through the heat waves
that rose off the plains. As he stood in the sun, Heaton
started sweating again and the rotting in his armpits
and groin started to sting again. The rash made Heaton
feel inextricably involved with all he saw around him,
as though he too were now a part of it all, caught in it
somehow.

Sister Araneda, her arm still over Sister Gallegos’
shoulders, looked at Elder Heaton, shook her head and
whispered, "It’s time."

Elder Heaton held his hands together tightly behind
him and started; "Brothers and Sisters, we are
gathered this afternoon to give respects to one of our
little sisters." He squeezed his hands tighter. His throat
started to hurt, and he felt he was going to cry. Why
not, he thought, that’s what you’re supposed to do at
funerals. But Elder Heaton knew that he would be
crying for himself--not for the dead child, and not for

Behind them was the pile of yellow earth and
in. the depths of the grave was the small box.

Sister Gallegos--and it bothered him. Why am I so
damned responsible---why not cry? he thought.

His eyes clouded and he wept.
"More than any message," he continued in a hoarse

voice, "that I could give you, I think that the important
thing is that life goes on, and Julia would want
you..." He gasped and lowered his head. The open
grave before him seemed to reach out at him. He was
afraid; he didn’t want to go on. Oh God, he thought,
please God, I don’t want to die, I don’t want to. Oh
grave, he thought, here is thy--no I can’t. His whole
body shook as he wept.

Looking up suddenly, he realized that they were all
watching him, depending on him for strength.
"Brothers and Sisters, may we all live in such a way as
to return to where Julia is. She’s happier now; I know
it." He had thought that saying it would make him feel
better, but it didn’t. He lowered his head again.

"Have you anything to add, Elder Jensen?"
"I just wanted to say," he said, "how sorry--how

very sorry I am, Sister Gallegos."
They all stood looking into the grave for a time, and

finally Elder Heaton said, "Let’s pray." The group
knelt in the dust. "Would you like to offer the prayer
and dedication of the site?" Elder Heaton asked, nod-
ding to Elder Jensen.

Elder Heaton could hear the sing-song prayer above
the buzz of the cicadas in the tamarind tree, but he
didn’t listen. Dear Lord, Elder Heaton prayed to him-
self, please God, help me; strengthen me. Tell me
there’s more to it than dying and that’s all. Elder
Heaton clutched his hands tighter and tensed the mus-
cles in his arms and chest. His rashes still stung, and
they terrified him. Tell me there’s more to it, he
prayed. He still felt the same emptiness, and he still
wept in despair.

After Elder Jensen finished, and after they shook
everyone’s hand, the elders walked towards the Av-
enida. Elder Heaton looked at the yellow dust as he
walked. Behind, he heard the buzz of the cicadas and
the working of the brother’s shovel in the yellow dirt.

At their apartment, Elder Jensen took off his tie and
his shoes, and lay in his hammack to sleep like the el-
ders always did. But Elder Heaton sat on the roof,
reading his blue, paper-back Book of Mormon, looking
for something in its pages, and listening to the rythmic
pounding of the butcher’s cleaver.

Editor’s Note:
This story won first place in the 1978-1979 Vera Hinckley Mayhew
Short Story Contest at Brigham Young University-a contest open to
students at the school. Sunstone is reprinting "Yellow Dust"
which was originally published in BYU’s student journal,
Century II, because we feel that fine work by student writers
should be encouraged and given as much exposure as
possible. The story "A Blessing of Duty" which we published
in Sunstone Vol. 4, No. 3 was also a winner in the contest.
Joseph Peterson was born in Monticello, Utah, and reared in various

parts of the State. He served a mission in Venezuela and is cur-
rently a senior at BYU, studying English.



Arthur R. Bassett

J oseph Smith, in his famous letter to John
Wentworth of the Chicago Democrat, maintained
that for the Latter-day Saints the first principle of

the gospel is faith in Jesus Christ. For purposes of this
paper, I would like to extend that concept and suggest
that faith or trust in Christ and his approach to life is not
to be viewed simply as the first link in a chain of gospel
principles, but rather as the central hub around which all
other principles, revolve---first therefore in order of im-
portance.

I am currently of the opinion that what Thomas a
Kempis called the imitation of Christ is what the gospel or
good news is all about, that it is the bond that binds to-
gether all of the teachings of the prophets from Adam to
the present, 1 and that the ultimate purpose behind all the
organizational and sacramental phenomena associated
with the Church is simply to help bring everyone in-
volved to a life style similar to that of Christ.

However, I personally am uneasy about the term
"imitation of Christ" because it has always connoted to
me a partial loss of one’s individual initiative. So with
apologies to the a Kempis followers, I will use a different
terminology and speak rather of a "knowledge of
Christ." I have chosen this phraseology following the
lead of scriptural passages similar to John 17:3, in which
Jesus states, "And this is life eternal, that they might
know thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ, whom
thou hast sent."

Since this passage is central to the thrust of this paper
I would like to point out that salvation and exaltation in
the Mormon sense of those terms are based upon our ac-
quiring this knowledge of Christ. According to the Doc-
trine and Covenants (19:6-11) "eternal" is another name
for God. Hence eternal life is God’s life, i.e. life with God
or celestial life. Thus, according to the passage in John,
entrance into the celestial kingdom is predicated on one’s
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coming to know God and Christ.
This same point, it seems to me, is made in other

scriptural passages. I will simply cite two others to illus-
trate my point. One of these comes from the Sermon on
the Mount delivered near the beginning of Christ’s
ministry and one from the parable of the ten virgins near
the end. Both passages were directed specifically to the
membership of Christ’s church rather than to the world
in general.

First from Matthew 7:21-23. Speaking to some who
had prophesied, exorcized, and done many wonderful
works in His name~members of the priesthood of His
Church, according to President John Taylor~-~the Savior
informs them at the time of their judgment that they must
now depart from him, according to the King James Ver-
sion, because He never knew them. However, Joseph
Smith in his translation of the Bible significantly renders
the passage to read: "And then will I say, Ye never knew
me; depart from me ye that work iniquity." (Inspired
Version, Matthew 7:33)

In the parable of the ten virgins (Matthew 25:1-13),
again directed to members of the Church,3 the same
phraseology is used. The five foolish virgins are refused
entrance into the presence of the bridegroom (Christ) be-
cause they lack knowledge of him. Again Joseph Smith
changed "I know you not," to "Ye know me not." (I.V.
Matthew 25:11).

These scriptures point emphatically to the conclusion
that entrance into the presence of God or the celestial
kingdom in the life beyond this is predicated on one’s
coming to know Him.

But how is the word "know" used in this context?
Obviously there are several possible levels of meaning.
"Know" might describe a casual acquaintance or at the
other end of the spectrum connote complete empathy,
literally an "in-feeling," a sense of total oneness with the
individual involved so that in thinking and feeling like



him one understands him completely. I believe that the
latter condition is what Jesus was talking of when he
prayed to the Father that His disciples might be one with
Him as He is with the Father: "That they all may be one;
as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also
may be one in us." (John 17:21).

Ultimately this type of knowing, which I will call em-
pathetic knowing, involves one’s being like him in
thought and character as nearly as possible given that in-
dividual’s potential. When this oneness has been
achieved then the purpose for the Church will have been
accomplished. That is what I understand Paul to be say-
ing when he writes concerning the organization of the
Church, that it is to remain until "we all come in the unity
of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of God, unto
a perfect man, unto the measure of the stature of the ful-
ness of Christ." (Ephesians 4:11-13). This type of know-
ledge of Christ represents for me the apex of faith in Him.

Now, having laid this initial premise, I would like to
shift my focus slightly to address the problem of how one
comes to know the Savior empathetically: (1) through
knowing, in a cerebral sense that I will later distinguish
from empathetic knowledge; (2) through doing; and (3)
through being. Using this trifurcation of the larger prin-
ciple I hope to illuminate some possible areas of concern
for Latter-day Saints in our quest for life with God.

The first part of the triad is knowing in a cerebral
sense, acquiring the factual information concerning the
life and teachings of Jesus. Obviously one must first
know about Christ before he can knowHim. I think no one
would argue with Paul when he states, "And how shall
they believe in him of whom they have not heard?"
(Romans 10:13). There are, it seems to me, at least two
important considerations: (1) What type information are
we seeking? and (2) How does one seek this information?

One comes to know Jesus by studying the man himself
rather than the teachings he espoused isolated from the
facts of His life. My own experience has led me to the
conclusion that we should do more to make Jesus the
man a central focal point in our meetings and lessons.
Theological principles become much more meaningful
when viewed in the context of a life. People inspire us
much more than principles do.

I suspect that is why Jesus repeatedly used himself as
a visual aid of sorts. Rather than engaging in extended
polemic, he often would simply remind His disciples that
his life style was what they needed to know most. A brief
reminder was sufficient: "I am the way; I am the truth; I
am the light." Perhaps that is why in the sacramental
prayer we are instructed to "always remember Him"
rather than to always remember His teachings or His
commandments. Recalling His life calls to mind his
teachings, while the opposite is not always true. I am of
the opinion that no lesson or sermon in the Church
should be given that is not anchored firmly in the con-
creteness of the life of the Master.

I also believe that no study of Christ is complete with-
out an accompanying study of mankind, his major pro-
ject. I suspect that no one comes to know the Master until
one comes to understand what He was attempting to do,
and no one understands what he was attempting to do
until he understands the problems of mankind which He
addressed. For example, after reading the writings of

Sartre and Camus on absurdity, despair, and alienation
or apathy, I think I understand much better the Savior’s
urgency in stressing the antithetical principles of faith,
hope, and charity.

Through a study of man we discover the problems
(and often the joys) of life; through a study of Christ we
discover the answers to these problems. Neither is fully
understood without the other. All of which leads my
major concerns, students who come into my classes in
the humanities feeling that no one outside the Churchn
especially those who deal with the suffering in life--have
anything to teach them. Far too often we as a people be-
come insular and talk only to and about ourselves. No
one will begin to approach a measure of the stature of
Christ in this life or the next until he makes an honest ef-
fort to understand the dimensions of life’s problems.

As to how one seeks the cerebral knowledge of Christ
the man I would suggest four major avenues: (1) through
personal conversation with God in prayer, (2) through
guidance from those who have in this life come to some
knowledge of Him, (3) through participation in the ordi-
nances of the Church, and (4)through a careful and
constant study of the scriptures. I will just pass over the
first two and comment briefly on the latter two.

We can better prepare our people for participation in
the ordinances of the Church by talking more about the
value of symbolic communication. To those students in
my classes who complain about poets communicating
indirectly through the use of metaphor and simile, I keep
emphasizing the fact that the Savior was perhaps the
greatest indirectionist of all. It was His style of teaching,
even though it brought His apostles to a point of frustra-
tion at the last supper, for example, when they asked
Him to speak plainly. It is a style of teaching that goes far
beyond what can be done through more direct styles of
discourse. I think we could all work more toward dis-
cerning the deeper truths that God has couched in simple
ceremony.

I am also deeply concerned that our people seem so
indifferent to the value of scriptures as a means of com-
munication with God. Frankly I worry when I work with
some of our returned missionaries in religion classes or
adults in Gospel Doctrine classes who have been exposed
to scripture all their lives, and I note the level of their per-
ception. It seems to me that we of all people have been
given an excellent opportunity to pursue knowledge
through this channel; I wish we made better use of these
opportunities than we do.

Some of the scriptures we know rather well. Scrip-
tures used in defending the position of the Church on au-
thority or Church organization, for example, are
thoroughly familiar to our returned missionaries. And
some among us, those I call the Carnivorous Christians
because they seek a steady diet of meat with no milk to
use Paul’s metaphor, go beyond the mark in their desire
to master all the esoteric doctrine unique to Mormonism
and spend long ponderous hours pouring over scripture
of that genre. There are other scriptures, however, that I
feel we neglect more than we should. The neglected
scriptures often teach the simple basics or milk of the
gospel, those first and last principles such as faith, hope,
and charity that to me are the things that really matter in
an eternal sense. Simple they may be, but at the same
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time they contain the most profound insights God has
given us in our search to understand Him. And with
apologies to my orthodox Jewish friends, I submit that
God has served us milk and meat in the same dish, and !
feel that we can do much more in seeking a knowledge
and understanding of these.

I have listed "doing" as the second dimension in our
quest to know the Savior. It is in this aspect of the Christ-
ian experience that one comes closest to what I would feel
good about calling an imitation of Christ. Existential in-
volvement adds depth to cerebral activity. I think I need
not belabor this point. All of us have experienced the fact
that reading or thinking about an activity is a very diffe-
rent phenomenon from actual participating in the same
activity. Reading a romantic novel is never a fitting sub-
stitute for being in the arms of the one you love.

James has dealt with this point at great length in his
general epistle. According to James, works are an integral
aspect of the principle of faith. Works are the outward
manifestation of the inward faith. Faith and works are
not separate aspects of the gospel; they are two sides of
the same phenomenon.

Religious activism has thrived in the soil of Mor-
monism. We have been kingdom builders from the first
and are proud of ourselves for molding out of the sun-
baked soil of the wilderness and carving out of the great
granite of the mountains that socio-political phenome-
non called the Great Basin Kingdom. That struggle
against the wilderness has given us the focal point for our
activity.

The mythos that a people weaves about itself tells
much about the self image of the group. We have en-
shrouded ourselves with the mantle of ancient Israel and
taken upon our shoulders the task of kingdom building.
We have filled our hymns with the metaphors of labor
and battle, even though these have mellowed somewhat
with time. We no longer sing of treading on the necks of
our foes, but we still envision ourselves as the hope of Is-
rael, Zion’s army. Last year I was with a group of saints at
a sacrament meeting in Jerusalem, and we were singing
the hymn, "Hope of Israel." Suddenly I started to listen
to what I was singing, and the words took on a new con-
text in that setting. As we sang of sounding the war cry
and flashing the sword and rising in might to disarm the
foemen, I thought of the Arabs passing in the street, and I
suddenly got chills down my back, wondering what they
would think of the hymns coming from our place of wor-
ship.

In these hymns we are continuously putting our
shoulders to the wheel or sowing, daily sowing, or doing
some good in the world today. Our arts in general have
until recently glorified our pioneer heritage. We have had
very little art commemorating the New York, Ohio, Mis-
souri, or Illinois periods of Church history. Some of our
art has been centered in the first vision and the restora-
tion of the Aaronic priesthood, but primarily we have
built monuments to the memory of the pioneersm
families at gravesides at Winter Quarters, bedraggled
soldiers of the Mormon Battalion, handcart companies,
seagulls. We have chosen the beehive as our symbol, and
much of the pioneer syndrome is still with us. When we
talk of a person’s spiritual well being, we speak of his
being active or inactive.

Perhaps some of that is changing with the worldwide
expansion of the Church. The pioneer metaphors do not
work as well as they once did when the Church was
primarily a Utah phenomenon. The hymn "I Am A Child
of God" may be replacing "Come, Come, Ye Saints" as
the way we choose to sing about ourselves. At the BYU
Mormon Arts Festival last spring the pioneer theme was
noticeably absent. If these casual perceptions are accu-
rate, then perhaps that in itself says something about
what may be happening to us as a people.

It will be interesting to see how we view ourselves as
doers in years to come, for it seems to me that we are
headed in two different directions currently. Ironically,
as our field of operation as a Church enlarges from the
Great Basin Kingdom to the world, our focal point of em-
phasis as a people is contracting from the world or
Church as a whole family setting. Does this mean that in
the future the bulk of our people will become more cos-
mopolitan and urbane in their outlook or more insular
and provincial?

One of the most important questions one must ask
concerning the stamp of activism, however, centers in
what is happening internally as a result of all our doing?

This brings me to the third point of the triad, which
frankly concerns me most because it receives so little at-
tention. That is the principle of "being," what we become
as a result of our cerebral knowledge and our activity. Far
too often we work on the assumption that if we continue
with the externalities of religious activity that all will be
well with us.

We always ask, "What must a person do to enter the
celestial kingdom?" when we catechize our youth. The
answer comes back, "Be baptized and married in the
temple." While this response is accurate as far as it goes, I
think the implications our young people draw from this
type of question are clear. ! would like to see us rephrase
the question to ask, "What must one be to enter the celes-
tial kingdom?" I think the discussion this question would
generate might be far more profitable in terms of our ul-
timate quest.

Whereas in the hymn "I Am A Child of God" we used
to sing "teach me all that I must know to live with Him
someday" (which I would suggest in passing raises some
extremely interesting questions), now we sing "teach me
all that I must do to live with Him someday." We have
three verses in "I Am A Child of God." I would like to see
us keep the first chorus as it was and sing "teach me all
that I must know.’" The second chorus we could sing
"teach me all that I must do," and then with the third sing
"teach me all that I must be to live with Him someday."
And then I think we will develop the full picture of our
goal.

Our attitude toward doing is perhaps based on the
well established fact that we will ultimately be judged by
our works and the term "works" has come to connote
only external activism. But it seems to me that the Lord
judges on the internal climate of an individual as well as
on the external activity. When we judge an act as good or
bad, like Samuel seeking David, we often judge solely by
the exterior.

The Lord, however, looks upon the heart; if the
character that motivates the action is not good, then the
work, by definition, is not good. Mormon writes, "By



their works ye shall know them .... For behold, Goal
hath said a man being evil cannot do that which is good."
Note that he does not say they cannot perform what out-
wardly seems to be a righteous act, but rather that the act
is not counted as a good work in the eyes of God. He con-
tinues, "If he offereth a gift, or prayeth unto God, except
he shall do it with real intent it profiteth him nothing. For
behold, it is not counted unto him for righteous-
ness .... wherefore he is counted evil before God. And
likewise also is it counted evil unto a man, if he shall pray
and not with real intent of heart." (Moroni 7:6-9). That is
an interesting concept, praying oneself into hell.

It is not my intent to belabor this point because I think
it is the same one made by Paul in his famous epistle on
love (I Corinthians 13). According to Paul, a person may
have all knowledge and gave everything he has for the
building up of the kingdom, including, ultimately, his
life. However, if he has not acquired the attribute of love
as the dominant aspect of his personality, he remains a
cipher .,~o far as the celestial kingdom is concerned.

Love is our ultimate goal, love and its many subdivi-
sions. In his second epistle Peter, who knew Christ well,
writes, "And besides this, giving all diligence, add to
your faith virtue; and to virtue, knowledge; and to
knowledge, temperance; and to temperance, patience;
and to patience, godliness; and to godliness, brotherly
kindness; and to brotherly kindness, charity."

Then note carefully the following verse. "For if these
things be in you, and abound, they will make you that ye
shall neither be barren nor unfruitful in the knowledge of
our Lord Jesus Christ." (2 Peter 1:5-8). Here then is the
ultimate definition of what I have been calling empathetic
knowledge, the quality of becoming more like Christ.
Into the hands of such a person God can deliver all that
He has, including the sword of His power for He knows
for certain that it will be sheathed in the scabbard of gen-
tleness and understanding and forgiveness.

It is relatively simple to gain knowledge of the cereb-
ral variety. It requires more effort, perhaps, to perform as
we ouglht. However, restructuring the human personal-
ity is the most difficult of all tasks. Some of you have read
Ben Franklin’s account of his experiment in this realm.
He isolated one attribute of character to work on each
month,, but finally gave up. his project of self-
improvement in discouragement. He found the key~no
pun intended~of drawing lightning from the heavens to
his soul. He tried to do it on his own, as some of us do, by
a sheer display of will.

I do not believe that we can change our character to-
tally by ourselves no matter how many goals we set nor
how strong our will power. That appears to come as an
act of grace, as a gift of God. We seldom talk about grace
in the Church except to use it as a foil in a discussion of
salvation by works. Still the Book of Mormon, like the
writings of Paul, is filled with such doctrine.

I do not mean to imply that we can do nothing about
aiding in this dispensation of grace into our lives. I am
emphatically not a Calvinist. But I believe we change only
when we reach the point that we have "a broken heart
and a contrite spirit," to use scriptural terms, when we
reach the point that we realize we can do nothing on our
own and then surrender our pride and yield ourselves to
God’s direction. William James was right when he locates

such phenomena at the edge of our extremity. In condi-
tions of financial and social success such a surrender is
obviously difficult for most of us.

Whereas we now pray like of Augustine of old~
"Give me virtue and deliver me from concupiscence, but
not yet, not yet"~we learn in our Gethsemane to pray to
Christ in His. We will probably not receive angels to
strengthen us, but I believe that we will receive strength
beyond our own, for I am not speaking of a stance which
is totally passive. For the Christian the surrender of one’s
own will is the most courageous act possible, involving as
it does not a surrender of effort but a redirecting of will
that requires far more effort, thought, and creative
energy than the old stance. It seems to me a frightening
thing to kneel before God and ask for your assignment as
a Christian rather than presenting Him with a list of
things you want done that day.

The qualities of character we seek in the climate of our
inner souls as Christians are few in number. Paul’s list of
the fruits of the spirit by which a Christian is known in-
cludes the following: love, joy, peace, long-suffering,
gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, and temperance.
(Galatians 5:22-23). Note that the list is almost identical
with Peter’s. Ten small words, but in them resides eternal
life. These are the inward core of good works; the out-
ward manifestations are legion.

Joseph Smith lists these same qualities as the prime
motivations from which all priesthood activity should
flow. Let me conclude with a statement from that same
letter from which the section on priesthood (D & C 121)
was extracted, written by the prophet from Liberty Jail. i
wish that it also had become part of our scripture.

"The things of God are of deep import, and time, and
experience, and careful and ponderous and solemn
thoughts can only find them out. Thy mind, O man! if
thou wilt lead a soul unto salvation, must stretch as high
as the utmost heavens, and search into and contemplate
the darkest abyss, and the broad expanse of eternity~
thou must commune with God." And then he condudes,
"How much more dignified and noble are the thoughts of
God, than the vain imaginations of the human heart!"
(DHC 3:296).

It is there, in the human heart and its feelings, that we
should look ultimately for our record of achievement as a
people and as individuals. It is there that we develop our
knowledge of Christ and come to understand the mean-
ing of faith in Jesus Christ as the first principle (the prime
prindple) of the gospel from which all other principles
flow. It is there ultimately that we qualify, with the help
of God, for eternal life.

Footnotes
~John the beloved (Revelation 19:10) defines the spirit of prophecy as

the testimony of Jesus. I interpret this to mean that the motivating spirit
behind all that the prophets had to say was their testimony of Christ and
his mission.

~From a sermon at a conference of the Salt Lake Stake, January 6,
1879. See Smith and Sjodahl, Doctrine and Covenants Commentary (Salt
Lake, 1957), pp. 462-463.

~Harold B. Lee in CR, October 1951, pp. 26-27.

ARTHUR R. BASSETT received a BS/MRL in Religious Education
from BYU and a Ph.D. in humanities at Syracuse University. He is
currently Associate Professor of Humanities at BYU.
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A
RESPONSE

Lowell Bennion

A rthur Bassett’s paper on knowing, doing, and
being is impressive to me. I share his senti-
ments, and I find it extremely difficult to take

issue with him (which I like to do if possible).
Christ ought to be~he really isn’t, but ought to

be---the center of the Latter-day Saint religion. I believe
that and I wish it were true. I think we’re prone to
emphasize the distinctive features of Mormonism, the
things that distinguish us from other Christians, in-
stead of utilizing core features of the restored gospel
such as the priesthood and the Holy Ghost that could
make us more effective disciples of Christ. I hope Ar-
thur will submit this manuscript to the Ensign and I
hope they will publish it; I’d like the whole Church to

read it. I agree that to know Christ it has to be done in
at least three dimensions: knowing cerebrally or
academically about Christ, doing the things that Christ
did, and being Christians in our feelings, in our hearts,
in our relations with people. I had to read this several
times to find anything to criticize, and then I feel like I
am nit-picking. But I am going to mention three or four
little things that I came across.

He says that the gospel is the bond that binds to-
gether all the teachings of the prophets from Adam to
the present. I’m not sure that all the prophets of the
Old Testament understood the gospel of Jesus Christ.
As I read the Old Testament, if I read it in its own
context and not read back into it, I just don’t find that
understanding of the gospel, of the mission of Christ,
in all of the prophets of the Old Testament. They may
have understood it, but they did not express it.

Another thing he talked about is our quest for the
celestial kingdom and for exaltation. I wish he had
elaborated the meaning of these concepts. I’m afraid
that those of us who seek the celestial kingdom and
exaltation as a reward or as a gift are not going to find
it. I am sure that with more time he would have de-
scribed the celestial kingdom in terms of doing and
being, rather than as some sort of place or as some-
thing given to us--something gained.

He says that no lesson or sermon in the Church that
is not anchored firmly in the concreteness of the life of
the Master ought to be taught. At the same time we’re
supposed to understand all the problems of mankind
and be respectful of other religions and their points of
view. So I doubt that every lesson can be centered con-
cretely around Christ. But I do wish we could have
courses of study centered in Christ. I don’t know why
we don’t in the Sunday School and the priesthood
classes have a year devoted to Christ, His character,
His teachings. I find references to Him pretty sketchy.
(Pardon me, that’s a bias).

In his elaborations on doing, Arthur spent consid-
erable time on the pioneer heritage and the pioneer
way of doing things in the Church and didn’t discuss
as directly our Christian obligation which is to seek out
the downtrodden and to render service where we can,
both within and outside the Church setting. I wish
he’d had time to elaborate opportunities, ways, and
means of expressing the Christian life and rendering
service to the downtrodden.

I certainly like his conclusion about making room
for the grace of Christ. In that connection, one thing
we as Mormons seldom think of or talk about is build-
ing a relationship with Christ. That’s part of doing and
being. We talk about Christ as doctrine; we talk about
His activities, but how often do we think of our re-
lationship to Him, our feeling for Him, our sense of His
presence. I find Protestants talk more in that
framework than we do.

I think it was a great paper. It was well organized
and written very simply and clearly without jargon,
and I am very sincere in saying I hope it is published
for the Saints everywhere.

LOWELL BENNION is former professor of Sociology at the Univer-
sity of Utah and former director of the University of Utah Institute.
He is presently Director of the Community Services Council.



A Mormon and Wilderness:
The Saga of the

Levi Peterson

AY mother has just published a book about her an-
cestors, the Savages. With this book my mother,
now in her mid-eighties, culminates twenty years

ot research. The book has the usual content of amateur
genealogy: long columns of names and dates, tradi-
tions gathered from family lore, anecdotes conveyed in
the letters of aging uncles and aunts, minor biographi-
cal essays written by this cousin or that. For most read-
ers, it will not be vital or dramatic or beyond the ordi-
nary. But for me, raised on the saga of the Savages,
having seen it daily in the face of my mother when I
was a child and seeing it yet among the living Savages,
this book is tense with emotion and conflict. I am
drawn to the Savages by the fact that they suffered and
survived the American wilderness. They were a part of
that historical phenomenon called the frontier experi-
ence. From 1759 until well into the present century,, the
Savages were at the periphery of American settlement.
It is no accident that my love for wilderness and my
love for my ancestors are inextricable. In the image I
carry of the American wilderness, I find a color, a trace,
a scent of the Savages.

The first Savage was named John. He was a private
soldier in the army of James Wolfe. Family tradition
says that he stood near Wolfe when the general was
mortally wounded at the battle of Quebec in 1759.
After the battle, John Savage deserted from the British
army and went into western Massachusetts. He mar-
ried a red-haired Irish woman, fathered four children,
quarreled with his wife, and escaped by the skin of his
teeth when his wife betrayed him to British officers. He
fought in the war of the American Revolution on the
side of the patriots. He made his living as a common
farmer, and he signed his documents with an X. He
was born an Englishman; every other fact about his
origin has been swallowed by the Atlantic Ocean. I do
not mind that he was illiterate, common, and obscure. I
like the sharp, clean beginning he gives our family: we
spring to life in the New World and know nothing of
the Old. I also like the fact that John Savage always
lived in backwoods places. When I travel in the East

and drive among farms bordered by brush and wood-
lots and when I pass through the residual forests of the
Appalachian mountains, I think of John Savage. While
he lived, America was still a continental wilderness.

The migration of the Savages went on. John’s son,
Daniel Savage, went into western New York around
1790 and settled down to raise a family. One of the
sons of Daniel Savage, Levi Savage, Sr., moved to
Ohio where he married Polly Haynes in 1817. Shortly
afterward, Levi and Polly migrated to Michigan. They

I like the sharp, clean beginning he gives our
family; we spring to life in the New World
and know nothing of the Old.
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had eleven children, of whom five died in childhood.
In 1840, Levi and his family heard the Restored Gospel
and believed in it. When the exodus from Nauvoo
began, he took his family from Michigan and joined the
Saints on the Iowa plains. Polly Haynes died in camp
during the winter of 1846. Levi made the crossing of
the plains in the summer of 1847, bringing with him a
young woman named Jane Mathers, who helped care
for his motherless children. She would later marry his
son. In the Salt Lake valley, Levi married plural wives,
built up several farms, and participated respectably in
the community of Zion. He died in old age at the home
of a son in Willard. My home in Ogden is twenty miles
from Willard. I take comfort in knowing that the bones
and dust of Levi Savage, Sr., lie near me.

The second Levi was a Mormon Odysseus. Levi
Savage, Jr., joined the Mormon Battalion on the Iowa
plains in 1846, and participated in the Mexican War by
marching with the Battalion to Santa Fe, Tucson, and
San Diego. He arrived in Utah in October, 1847. In
1848 he married Jane Mathers. Jane bore a son in early
1851 and died before the year was out. Brigham Young
called Levi on a mission to Siam. He began at this time
to keep the journal in which he wrote intermittently for
the rest of his life. He left his infant son with a sister
and departed on a journey that led him to a complete
circumnavigation of the earth. He embarked from San
Francisco and sailed to Calcutta. From there he found
passage to Rangoon, but he never reached Siam. He
spent depressed months living as a dependent upon
kind English colonials. He converted no one. In fact, he
rarely preached the Gospel and at last considered him-
self fortunate merely to receive passage on a vessel
bound for America. From New York he made his way
to Florence, Nebraska, the marshalling point of the
Saints for the crossing of the plains. It was August of
1856. He had been gone from the Saints for four years.
He found them moved by a new enthusiasm. It was
the Lord’s will that the handcart be used to transport
immigrants to Zion. Levi warned the members of the
Willie company that the season was too far advanced,
but when he was shouted down, he joined their fated
trek, earning himself a place in Bancroft’s History of
Utah. Bancroft quotes him as saying, "Brethren and sis-
ters, what I have said I know to be true; but seeing you
are to go forward, I will go with you. May God in his
mercy preserve us." There is nothing of such eloqu-
ence in his journal, but his entries nonetheless record
the worsening circumstances of the company stranded
by early storms on the high Wyoming plains:

October 24, 1856. Friday. This morning found
us with thirteen corpses for burial. These were all
put into one grave. Some had actually frozen to
death. We were obliged to remain in camp, move
the tents and people behind the willows to shelter
them from the severe wind which blew enough to

He was not a prominent man nor, if I believe
his sparse and ungrammatical journal, was
he educated. But he was a representative
Saint.

pierce us through. Several of our cattle died here.
Levi Savage, Jr., married a widow whom he met

during the plains crossing. She had two teenaged
daughters. When they reached maturity, he also mar-
ried them. He migrated southward from Salt Lake City
and at one moment pioneered in Kanab. Fearful of In-
dians, he retreated to the barren soil of Toquerville
where he lived out his days. In late 1887 and early
1888, he served six months in the Utah penitentiary for
illegal cohabitation with his plural wives. He was not a
prominent man nor, if I believe his sparse and un-
grammatical journal, was he educated. But he was a
representative Saint. He went through it all: the march
of the Battalion, a circumnavigation of the globe for the
purpose of preaching the Gospel, the handcart pas-
sage, pioneering in southern Utah, imprisonment for
the peculiar institution of Mormonism. I am proud of
his endurance. I am also proud that he lived close to
wilderness during most of his life. He gave no indica-
tion in his journal that this fact was important to him,
but it explains a great deal about me.

The infant son whom Levi Savage, Jr., left behind
when he went to Asia was named Levi Mathers Sav-
age. He grew up to be an intelligent man, and he took
life very seriously. In an early journal, he recorded that
a little girl at play in Toquerville shouted at him,
"Cousin Levi, come help us dingburst these boys."
Levi considered such language a mark of degeneracy.
Having gone with his father to Kanab and Toquerville,
Levi returned to Salt Lake City as a young man and got
a little education at a business college. He taught
school at Coalville and married a tempermental wife
there. He yearned for a mission, and when a call came
to go to Arizona, he was ready. He went first to Sun-
set, a United Order village under the direction of Lot
Smith. One day Wilford Woodruff sat with Levi on the
banks of the Little Colorado and persuaded him to
obey the principle of plural marriage. Levi took my
grandmother, Lydia Lenora Hatch, to St. George by
wagon and married her. His first wife, pregnant with
her third child, rampaged. Lot Smith had her bound to
a chair, and when a wagon going to Utah came by, he
put her and her children into it. That was the end of
my grandfather’s first family. He grieved all his life for
the three children he never raised. Later he married
Hannah Adeline Hatch, sister to my grandmother. He
moved his two wives to Mexico for a while, came back
to Snowflake to teach briefly in the stake academy, and
went finally as bishop to the new colony of Woodruff
at the confluence of the Little Colorado and Silver
Creek. He remained as bishop of Woodruff for
twenty-seven years. He was released only after his son
informed the general authorities of the Church that his
father was kept a prisoner to duty by a stake president
who could not dispense with his leadership in Wood-
ruff. Woodruff was a bleak, windblown, impoverished
hamlet. Levi Mathers Savage superintended the
building of thirteen dams on the Little Colorado. All of
them washed out. He spent his last days doing temple
work in Salt Lake City. He daily walked seven miles
each way to and from the temple until he died of
pneumonia at eighty-three. He said that he never
wanted to see Woodruff again.
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Levi Mathers Savage lies by the side of Lydia Len-
ora Hatch in the cemetery on the avenues in Salt Lake
City. But his return in old age to the city is deceptive.
Most of his life he was a groundbreaker. He too was
either in wilderness or at its edge.

Hannah Adeline Hatch lies in the red, wind-stirred
soil of the Woodruff cemetery. In one respect, Adeline
was more fortunate than my grandmother: four of
Lenora’s seven children died in childhood; none of
Adeline’s five children died. Otherwise Adeline had a
difficult and handicapped life. She was seven years
younger than my grandmother, and she married my
grandfather four years after my grandmother’s mar-
riage to him. Adeline was passionate, intense, and in-
telligent. I conclude this from observing the lives of her
children and from reading her unusual journal. She
badly needed a settled, structured society. She would
have done well, perhaps even brilliantly, in Salt Lake
City. Instead she had Woodruff. She was bedridden
during most of her married life. She suffered from a
bad back, from dizzy spells, from vague internal pains.
Her compensation lay in spiritual gifts. Her journal al-
ludes to her illnesses and briefly records births, mis-
sions, marriages, and deaths. But principally it is an
account of her touches with divinity. She knelt in
prayer-circles with Sisters, she anointed and adminis-
tered, she prophesied, she spoke in tongues and inter-
preted them, she received miraculous healings, she re-
ceived portentous promises for herself and her chil-
dren. Nothing elevated her so much as the visit of
these favors from God. She tabulated them, remem-
bered them, recorded them in vivid detail. This pas-
sage from her journal radiates her hope and ecstasy:

January 16, 1898 I also received a blessing...at the
hands of my much beloved Sister M. J. West
wherein she made these promises that my chil-
dren would grow up without sin and that when
my hairs were white that my eyes would beam
with brightness even the Spirit of God would
beam through them and those who knew me
would be surprised and also myself at the great
labor I had performed and the children that I had
brought forth with my weak body, that I should
accomplish a greater work than thousands be-
cause their minds would not be so enlightened
and that I would receive a most glorious crown
whose brightness would be dazzling, and that the
promise made to me by my sister May would be
so that the fruit of my womb would come forth
perfect in form and feature.

Adeline’s journal has inspired her descendants.
Some of them characterize it as informal scripture, as a
family revelation. It is also tragic. There is a disparity
between her fervent belief in "a glorious crown whose
brightness would be dazzling" and the actualities of
her life in Woodruff. Within a day or two of the beauti-
ful blessing quoted above I know her life subsided to
its drab, impoverished, bedridden routine. I see in
Adeline’s journal how compulsively a person to whom
health, status, and an amplitude of things are denied
turns inward and beyond, seeking in the spirit the ful-
fillment that she cannot find in the world. The wilder-
ness was not a fit habitation for Hannah Adeline

Hatch. I am desolated by her lonely, barren grave in
the Woodruff cemetery.

Observing Adeline and observing my grandmother
who also was often ill, my mother made a decision that
she would not be an invalid. Lydia Jane Savage still
lives at Snowflake, twenty miles south of her birthplace
in Woodruff. She keeps her own house and makes her
own bread. Her house is not elegant. Colors and laces,
draperies and fixtures, appliances and furniture have
not been within the range of things her conscience
could easily allow. But within her possibilities her will
has been direct and determined. Growing up, I knew
unquestioningly the behavior she expected of me.
Sometimes I have judged her to be too stern and unre-
lenting toward duty. Yet now I am moved to an en-
larged admiration for humanity itself because of the
ripening of spirit I have seen in my mother. No other
person I know feels such compassion for errant and
sinful people, nor so insistently overrides her impul-
sive indigation. She converses daily with God. She is
strongly dependent on Him and strictly heeds His
commandments. She doubts her salvation yet hopes
for ultimate forgiveness. She is passionately familial.
Her love spreads out to include every new generation
of grandchildren and great-grandchildren without re-
tracting in the slightest from those she loved first. Be-
yond this, her great trait is work. Work is the center of
her life, an end in itself. As I grew up, it was a usual
thing for my mother to go to bed at one or two o’clock
in the morning and to arise at four or five. My father
was aging; my brothers and I were small; neither house
or income allowed for conveniences. After my father
died, my mother added to her other duties those of
teaching school for a living.

With so many other things she might do, why has
my mother been a genealogist? Surely because of duty.
My mother belongs to the era in which it was seen as
the direct, personal duty of all Church members to dis-
cover their ancestors who had died without the ordi-
nances of the true Gospel and to provide their name to
the authorities of the temples, where rituals of salva-
tion are performed for the dead. For twenty years,
Mother kept doggedly at her work, although at best
genealogical research is a tedious, sterile business. Ob-
serving my mother, I saw that she departed on
hunches and arrived by luck. Most of the time during
her twenty years of research, she was looking for a
needle in a haystack. She perused books of genealogy,
local histories, wills, deeds, census reports, church
registries. She was plagued by unpredictable variables.
If she could not find facts and verifications for a given
ancestor, it might be because he had never lived where
she was searching, or because he had never got into
the records, or because the right records were not ac-
cessible. When she found what she was looking for, it
always seemed pitifully little to me: places and names
and scanty dates for birth, baptism, marriage and
death--abstract, bonehard facts from the dusty past.

Yet now I am moved to an enlarged
admiration for humanity itself because of the
ripening of spirit I have seen in my mother.
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Perhaps my mother’s sense of duty alone would not
have kept her at this unrewarding business. She had
another motive to quicken her search for the Savages.
She has always had a need to reunite the family, to
find lost loved ones. It is an actual, passionate need:
mythological and irrational perhaps, but strong, puls-
ing, moving. One of the archetypal impulses in hu-
manity is the search for lost generations--for the dead
parent, for the dead child. It is an impulse arising from
that part of the human spirit that disowns time and
disregards space. However mature we become, we
cannot entirely forego our need for the nuture and
comfort those dead parents gave us; we cannot accept
our adult children as an adequate replacement for
those little boys and those little girls we once had.

My mother had a vocation to hunt for lost loved
ones. She was conditioned by the longing of her
mother for her four dead children, and she responded
to her father’s grief for the three living children he
failed to raise. In her many years, she has seen families
evaporate. Happy clusters of people around her have
faded into insubstantial ideas and fervent memories.
Brothers and sisters, father and mother, husband and
son, cousins, uncles, aunts: by the dozens she saw
them go, melted like snow in the spring wind.
Genealogical research has been a ritual for my mother,
a prayer and an incantation for the resuscitation of
those dead. The biographical notes of her book show
this. She cannot stay for long by simple facts. She
elaborates her own personality into the narratives
about her dead ancestors. She projects into their his-
torical acts, their participation in the American Revolu-
tion, their epic pioneer marches, their losses and
loneliness. The passage below shows how she feels. It
comes at the end of her account about Sally Parish, the
woman who married Daniel Savage and became the
mother of Levi Savage, Sr. My mother halts her narra-
tive and addresses her dead ancestor with an immedi-
acy that is not mere rhetoric:

Do you know me and do you love me, Sally, as I
love my great grandchildren? Already I am a
great-grandmother, and before long I might be a
great great grandmother. I am your great great
granddaughter, Sally. Can you feel as tender as I
do for these that are mine in this mortal world; or
is your capacity far in advance of mine so that you
can love me ever so much more? No matter, I
shall always love you and bless your name...

I have come to the end of the stanza in the saga of
the Savages. If I live long enough, time will give me
another installment. While I wait, I ask what attraction
the saga has had for me. I think that I too have the
archetypal impulse to find my lost loved ones. I have
an upwelling urge to go where I last saw my father, to
go where my mother still sits at her sewing machine
and bends down to me with tenderness on her face.
When I think of the Savages, I want to go where they
walked and worked. But perhaps I want more. Perhaps

Genealogical research has been a ritual for
my mother, a prayer and an incantation for
the resusitation of those dead.

my mother, too, and all other human beings who
search for their roots and branches want something
more. I think we have, all of us, an unrecognized mys-
ticism, an impulse to join ourselves to a great parent, to
the universe, to nature, to life. I am a mystic of sorts. I
have very little sympathy for rapturous mysticism, for
the trances and hysterias of individuals who believe
they have been inexplicably subsumed into God. But I
do believe in a quiet mysticism arising from the recog-
nition that humanity is part of a whole, that our being
is part and parcel of total being. When I look for the
Savages, I am seeking my place in nature.

Where will I find the Savages? Certainly in my
mother’s book and in the old journals. But I also find
the Savages in wilderness. I cannot dissociate their
image in my mind from the image wilderness has left
there. I hear my ancestors in the surf breaking on the
Plymouth shore. I walk with John Savage along the
trail from Canada to Massachusetts. I pass over the
mountains and enter the forests of western New York
and Ohio. I winter at Council Bluffs. I choke on the
dust of the Platte Trail. I see the valley of the Great Salt
Lake from Little Mountain. I herd sheep on the red
cliffs beyond Kanab. I weather the winds of spring on
the Little Colorado.

Sometimes when I visit my mother at Snowflake,
we drive to the farm she and my father bought, and we
climb a small steep hill. Around us, the open Arizona
land rolls away to meet the sky on a vast, circumferen-
tial horizon. We can see the winding strip of green
fields, trees, and houses where Silver Creek flows. We
can see the sage plains and the juniper-covered ridges
and great outcroppings of gray sandstone and a mul-
titude of distant knolls, buttes, and mesas. We stand
and look for a while. My mother is at one with what
she sees. She loves intensely, reverentially, the land
she was born into. She has no words, no fine distinc-
tions, no recognition of possible disparities between
her heavenly faith and her love for this earth. I know
how she feels. I recognize that at least in part I absorb
my love for wilderness from her.

This is why I have to have wilderness. This is why
wilderness is more important to me than paintings,
sculptures, cathedrals, and museums. From that
swirling mixture of facts, words, places, of ideas,
image, and emotions that filled my childhood, the
primitive reason of my child-mind assembled strange
and paradoxical equations. Among the equations
which continue to assert their validity is that which
makes my ancestors and the wilderness one. To grow
up in Snowflake meant that I saw myself and those
who preceded me underneath a sky or on an open
ridge or among the junipers. Even in a house I was
never more than a step from wilderness. I cannot di-
vest myself of wilderness because I cannot divest my-
self of my ancestors. That is one reason why I resent
the great growing world city. There is nothing in a city
to remind me of the Savages. None of them, my
mother included, ever existed for long in a city. When
the wilderness is gone, half my identity will be gone
with it.
Levi Peterson is a professor of English and Director of the Honors

Program at Weber State University.
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BYU’s 1980 Women’s Conference
"Blueprints for Living" is the theme for
the 1980 Women’s Conference to be held
at Brigham Young University during the
last three days of Women’s Week
January 31 to February 2, 1980. Accord-
ing to Kimberly Ford, chairman of the
conference, workshops will be based on
such admonitions as: "Study the scrip-
tures," "The righteous woman can help
save the home," "Let there be no ques-
tion in your mind about your value as an
individual," and "Learn all you can."
A complete class schedule will be availa-
ble in December by writing: ASBYU
Women’s Office, 432 Wilkinson Center,
BYU, Provo, Utah, 84602, Attention:
Women’s Conference.

Society for the Sociological
Study of Mormon Life
The Society was officially organized at a
meeting held in conjunction with the
Pacific Sociological Association April
1979. Membership is open to anyone in-
terested in the scholarly study of Mor-
mon life. Officers include: Glenn M.
Vernon, University of Utah; Armand
Mauss, Washington State University;
Marie Cornwall, University of Min-
nesota; Joan Menke, UCLA; and Arland
Thornton, University of Michigan.

The 1979 annual meeting was held in
conjunction with the American
Soci61ogical Association meetings in
Boston August 29. The following papers
were presented: "Quackery and Mor-
monism: A Latter-Day Dilemma," by L.
Kay Gillespie, Weber State College;
"Peripheral Mormondom: The Frenetic
Frontier," by Dean R. Louder, Univer-
site Laval, Quebec; summary by Arland
Thornton, University of Michigan, of re-
cent publication by Jon P. Altson and
David Johnson of Texas A & M on "A
Cross-Cultural Analysis of Mormon
Missionary Success."

Cornell University Lectures
"Scholarly Perspectives on Mormonism
after 150 Years" is the subject of a lecture
series being sponsored at Cornell Uni-
vesity by the Religious Studies Commit-
tee and the Society for the Humanities
there. Lectures for the fall series include:

"Mormon Outsiders and the Ameri-

can Mainstream in Historical Narra-
tive," by R. Laurence Moore, Profes-
sor of History, Cornell (October 30)
"Joseph Smith and the Apocalyptic
Tradition," C. Wilfred Griggs,
Brigham    Young    University
(November 19)
"The Book of Mormon as Typological
Narrative,’" by Bruce W. Jorgensen,
Brigham Young University (De-
cember 3)

The series will continue during the
spring, concluding with a mini-
conference to take place on April 30,
1980, titled, "Contemporary Ap-
proaches to Mormon History." Particip-
ants at the mini-conference will include
Leonard J. Arrington, Richard L.
Bushman, and Jan Shipps.

A Churchly Media?
"Long stuck with a churchly image,

the Mormon media reach out for the
young--and are called back by the el-
ders" is the lead-in for a feature article
"Static in Zion," written by Bob
Gottlieb and Peter Wiley and published
in the respected Columbia Journalism Re-
view (July/August 1979). Citing tensions
within the Church regarding acceler-
ated growth worldwide and fear of
losing control at home, the article fo-
cuses on related tensions concerning
the role of the Church’s vast flung
media business: "between the Church’s
stress on the moral mission of the
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media and the equally strong pressure
to make it’s media operations pay off."

Arch Madsen, President of the
holding company for Church broadcast
operations, Bonneville International
Corporation, is cited as representative
of many in the LDS hierarchy: "The
proper use of mass media (according to
Madsen) is going to mean the differ-
ence between chaos and the solid val-
ues of civilization." In the context of
this responsibility Madsen is quoted as
saying, "I’m not one of those people
who subscribes to the notion that the
news side is separate from the corpo-
rate side. Journalists don’t know every-
thing."

The article describes in some detail
recent developments at the Church-
owned Deseret News and KSL-TV (as
well as providing an overall view of
Church media holdings). Demographic
studies in the late 1960’s showed that
while both operations had a stable and
profitable audience base, particularly
among older viewers and readers, they
were not reaching "the prime
eighteen-to-thirty-four year old audi-
ence." In 1974 the Deseret News re-
sponded with the city’s first investiga-
tive journalism group, the three-
member Pinpoint Team headed by Dale
Van Atta (now with Jack Anderson).
Similarly, in 1977 KSL created the
Probe 5 Unit to do occasional in-depth
investigative reporting and also in-
itiated the local TV news magazine Di-
mension Five. But the article points out:
"It is hard to investigate in Utah with-
out turning up a Mormon connection.
The Church either owns or has sub-
stantial influence in banks, department
stores, insurance, real estate, agribusi-
hess, and energy and utility com-
panies."

"Static in Zion" then details con-
troversies arising from aggressive re-
porting by these teams of journalists,
notably the Deseret News on Mountain
Fuel Supply (attempts to secretly tape-
record consumer groups and to set up a
non-regulated subsidiary which would
allow the company to pass on costs of
exploration to utility rate-payers) and
Dimension Five on the subject of Mor- .
mon women and depression. The can-
celing of the original show on depres-
sion produced by Louise Degn promp-
ted sharp internal and external protest
and eventually the show was revamped
and aired--according to the article
"more flattened than rounded." (Full
transcript of the show as finally aired
appeared in Sunstone, Vol. 4, No. 2.)

The article concludes on a some-
what pessimistic note. The furors oc-



casioned by these stories (and others)
may have subsided, but "the conflict
between the interests of journalism and
those of ideology remains." Manage-
ment is more willing to intervene and
news staffs feel more cautious about
controversial programs. "In another
city,"is the final comment by the au-
thors, "this conflict would make an in-
teresting subject for a documentary."

Computer Analyzes Book of Mormon
Computer analysis has shown that

the Book of Mormon was not the work
of one man, but the work of dozens,
according to Alvin C. Rencher, statis-
tics professor at BYU and Wayne Lar-
sen, statistician at Eyring Research
Center. (AP article in Salt Lake
Tribune, October 7, 1979.)

The researchers say that different
authors develop different patterns in
the frequency of such non-contextual
words as "for," "it," "as," and
"which." Three different methods of
wordprint analysis were used to
analyze these differences. According to
authors, one analysis indicated that
"odds against a single author exceeded
100 billion to one."

Comparisons indicated that Joseph
Smith could not have authored the
book and that at least 24 different writ-
ers were involved, said the statisticians.

Antitrust Suit Against Church Dismissed
An antitrust suit against LDS

Church owned Elberta Farms Corp.
and Deseret Title Holding Co. has been
dismissed by Judge Bruce S. Jenkins,
U.S. District Court for Utah. Utah
County cherry growers, Garn L. and
Peggy Baum, failed to prove that a
boycott by the two LDS-owned firms
forced them out of business, the judge
ruled. (SL Tribune, October, 23, 1979.)

The Baums, who ran a cherry proces-
sing plant in Provo, claimed that sometime
after 1973 a boycott was organized against
them. In 1975 Deseret Title obtained own-
ership of their operation. The case was filed
in 1977.

Groups Protest Power of BYU Police
Action by Utah’s state legislature

last year gave BYU’s 24 member private
security force investigation and arrest
powers rivaling those of the Utah State
Police. Prior to May 10, when the new
law took effect, BYU officers had to be
appointed deputy county sheriffs to
function off campus. City police and
county sheriff’s departments through-
out the state still have assigned juris-
dictions; the independent status of the
BYU police is, therefore, unique.

Criticism and uneasiness about the
university’s independent status are

mounting (AP articles in SL Tribune
September 8, and October 23, 1979).
Provo Police Chief Swen Nielsen and
Utah County Sheriff Mack Holley, who
share their jurisdictions with BYU, say
they are on good terms with BYU Sec-
urity Chief Robert Kelshaw. They ap-
preciate BYU’s security force, contain-
ing experienced officers and often
utilizing sophisticated surveillance and
other equipment ahead of city and
county units, but admit some uneasi-
ness. "There’s never been a problem
with the present people involved,"
says Holley, "but there could be at
some time, under this new law."

Shirley Pedler, director of the
American Civil Liberties Union in Utah,
says the ACLU plans to test the law in
court. "The law is blatantly unconstitu-
tional for allowing police power to be
used to enforce views, if not exclusively
limited to, at least included in church
doctrine," she said.

Other groups fear the potential
power of a police force responsible to
Church officials. Attention was recently
focused on the situation when David
Chipman, not a BYU student, was ar-
rested by BYU’s security force off cam-
pus and charged with forcible sexual
abuse of a BYU student acting as an
undercover agent. Chipman’s attorney
Ron Stanger, a Mormon lawyer who

defended Gary Gilmore in 1977, says
that he will ask that the case be dismis-
sed on the grounds of entrapment. He
maintains that his client may have been
set up for arrest when he responded to
a letter, written by a BYU detective and
published in a gay Salt Lake news-
paper, the Open Door, asking for the
names of students interested in form-
ing a "BYU gay underground." Kel-
shaw says the letter was unauthorized,
and BYU President Dallin Oaks says he
ordered a halt to such tactics as soon as
found out about them.

But Utah’s homosexual community
remains unconvinced. Rev. Robert
Waldrop, an ex-Mormon who ministers
to Salt Lake’s gays, and Joe Redburn,
owner of Salt Lake’s gay bar the Sun,
suspect that BYU security officers have
staked out the bar.

BYU’s President Dallin Oaks has
denied that the school is harassing
homosexuals but says that the campus
security force will continue to enforce
all laws forbidding illicit sexual ac-
tivities. He denies that university police
"have a mission to enforce the univer-
sity Code of Honor except for violations
of the law." Kelshaw adds that BYU
has no intention of using its statewide
police authority and that officers are
confining their activities to the BYU
campus.
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The Highest in Us
Truman G. Madsen
Bookcraft, 1978
107 pages, $5.95

The Mormon Church has
a lot to offer the natural
man. Glossily displayed
in the Reader’s Digest in-
serts, Meet the Mormons,

or Public Communications productions
are the natural results of keeping the
commandments. Those who keep the
Word of Wisdom are healthy; those who
pay tithing learn to manage money;
those who hold Family Home Evening
have close, happy families. But when the
VW loses its oil and thus its engine at the

Teacher-Priest outing; when Daddy is
mostly gone on stake assignments; or
when Mommy is called to serve as nur-
sery leader, the natural consequences
don’t seem very blessed. As one totally
inactive, formerly active member put it,
"We discovered that we were working
hard and weren’t happy, so we decided
to get out."

In The Highest in Us, Truman Madsen
describes and illuminates the spiritual
power which one must obtain in order to
progress beyond the level of the natural
Mormon. The book is a collection of es-
says which were originally given as
speeches between 1971 and 1974. In the
Preface, Madsen outlines his theme:

The power of God is in places we
consistently neglect--in the spiritual
sense of our divine origins, in flashes
of spirit memories, in the Master’s call
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Hallowed Journey
Book of Mormon
Dramatizations.
The pages of the Book of
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series of forty dramatizations
created by a cast of 75 actors.
Written and directed by
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teaching tool. (HR-20)
Reg. 109.95
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This masterpiece, complete
with sound effects and
original music, is the most
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The Testimony
of Joseph Smith

The story of the Prophet in his own words as
found in the Pearl of Great Price narrated with
great feeling by Dr. Lael d. Woodbury. Many
missionaries now memorize this testimony. The
cassette will be a great tool to any teacher of the
Gospel. (LD-5) 495
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to expanded and intensified living, in
the sacramental approach to daily life,
in soul-probing responses to tests like
unto Abraham’s, in the lucid and
time-tested pronouncements of our
own conscience, in the privileges of
intimate prayer, and in the environs
of the link between heaven and earth,
the temple.
The essays retain the immediacy and

personal intimacy of Madsen’s speeches.
Although I could almost hear his voice as
I read, that was only part of the experi-
ence. Madsen is an evocative speaker
and writer; that is, one understands him
best when one’s own experiences inter-
sect with his. This technique of sugges-
tion and allusion is useful in allowing
him to address sacred topics without
spelling out too much. But more impor-
tantly, the reader’s experiences and in-
sight become an essential part of the
message as they are illuminated, their
significance is reinforced, and they are
related to Madsen’s experiences and in-
sights.

The candor with which he lays out his
own struggles and wrestlings before the
Lord, makes the book a modernPilgrim’s
Progress--a remarkable record of one
man’s overcoming and refining of his
natural self. There is, for example, Mad-
sen, bitterly disappointed at not having
received a Rhodes scholarship, giving a

"hypocritical" talk on the importance of
seeking the Lord’s will in prayer. The
"imp" on his shoulder points out his bit-
terness and hypocrisy, and Madsen
suddenly "prophesies" that what was
denied him will be made up to him, and
will be better than what he wanted.
"And then, quite confused at what/he/
had heard, /he/ sat down." In another
essay, "House of Glory," Madsen de-
scribes the gasp of shock that became
deep repentance as President McKay
discussed the reasons that his niece (and
probably everyone else) had initally been
disappointed in the temple. At the same
time, Madsen’s frank admission that
"/the Priesthood/ is also a burden and
many who have lived long in this Church
know there are times, sometimes
lengthy times, when the priesthood is
much duty and very little right," does
much more to strengthen my faltering
dedication than a thousand pep talks
could.

Many of us depend mostly on reason
and intellect as we learn about the Gos-
pel. We try to make everything intelligi-
ble to our own minds before accepting it.
One of Madsen’s major themes is that we
must also learn by the Spirit--that we
can only gain saving and sanctifying
knowledge when our spirits as well as
our minds learn. "We stand and testify
and speak well about the Lord’s menu,"

he writes, "but do we deliver the Lord’s
food--and feed his sheep with heavenly
manna?" Moreover, Madsen stresses the
importance of the ordinances as being
the channels through which we can be
nourished spiritually--as we come to
know the Savior and to feel His compas-
sion in our lives. As he writes, "I wish we
had another word for the blending of
thought and feeling that takes in an or-
dinance, a word perhaps like compre-feel.
In modern thought, brain and head are
separated and often detached from the
subtler aspirations of the spirit (some-
times the psychologists are responsible).
But in ordinances, a symphonic combi-
nation of all aspects of the self occurs."

This short book has touched my ex-
perience, mind, heart and spirit in many
ways. Reading it, I am strengthened and
encouraged by the spiritual presence of
one who has found his way where I still
falter. We are indeed fortunate that
Truman Madsen can express so clearly
so many of the strivings and groanings to
which most of us cannot give utterance.

Susan Buhler Taber

SUSAN BUHLER TABER describes herself as
"A.B., M.A., former school teacher, mother
of four, wife of absent-minded professor and
stake clerk, Gospel Doctrine teacher, gar-
dener, seamstress, reader, chauffeur, and oc-
casional thinker."

The Fifteenth Annual Meeting
of the

MORMON HISTORY ASSOCIATION
will be held at the

SHERATON INN in Canandaigua, New York
May 1-4, 1980

PROGRAM PLANS INCLUDE

¯ VISITS TO HISTORIC SITES in Palmyra, Mendon and elsewhere in the area

¯ An outstanding array of CONCURRENT SESSIONS

¯ PLENARY SESSIONS on "The First Vision Tradition," "150 Years of Mormonism," and "Landmarks of the
Restoration"

¯ MHA-TANNER FOUNDATION INVITED ADDRESSES on the American religious and cultural situations into
which Mormonism came in 1830, given by Timothy L. Smith and Gordon Wood

¯ RECEPTION for Past MHA Presidents
¯ ANNUAL BANQUET, business meeting, presentation of MHA awards and a presidential address entitled "The

Creation of the Mormon World"

SUNDAY MORNING MEETING IN THE SACRED GROVE. A Crawford Gates choral work (to be performed by
Baritone Roy Samuelson, chorus, brass quintet, and percussion) has been specially commissioned for this inter- and
intra-faith worship time.

Canandaigua has plenty of motel accommodations. The Sheraton Inn and lodgings nearby, however, are filling up fast.
For more information and reservations, write to Larry Porter, MHA Secretary-Treasurer, P.O. Box 7010, University
Station, Provo, Utah 84602, or telephone (801) 374-3691.
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Challenge and Response: The First
Security Corporation’s First Fifty
Years, 1928-1978
Sidney Hyman
University of Utah
Graduate School of Business
462 pages, index, photographs, maps;
$1s.oo

When we returned to
Utah from California in
1964, one of the first
things we did was to
look for a bank to
handle our checking
account. We chose
First Security largely
because of the

reputation and accomplishments of
Marriner S. Eccles. As a historian, I
was aware of the enormous contribu-
tion this man had made to the
development of New Deal policies and
to the reformation of the Federal
Reserve System. An institution that
large founded by a man of that calibre
seemed to deserve our business.

Sidney Hyman has done a fine job of
telling the First Security story. First
Security Corporation had its genesis in
the activities of Eccles Investment

Company owned by Marriner, George
Spencer, and Willard Eccles which
controlled Thatcher Brothers Bank in
Logan and two smaller banks in
Hyrum and Richmond, Utah. These
holdings were expanded by 1920 to
include banks in Preston and Blackfoot,
Idaho, and Ogden, Utah. In addition to
the banks, the Eccles Investment
Company had an interest in a number
of other businesses including Anderson
Lumber Company; Sego Milk; hotels in
Logan, Blackfoot, and Rexburg;
Amalgamated Sugar Company; and
Utah Construction Company. In 1922,
the bank operations were further
expanded in Ogden by the addition of
Utah National Bank, controlled by
Matthew Browning. This originated
the term Eccles-Browning banks which
has largely characterized the First
Security system. The Eccles interests in
Ogden were managed by Orval Adams
until 1925 when Adams left to join
Utah State National Bank in Salt Lake
City and later to figure in the
expansion of Zions First National
Banking system.

The subsequent expansion of the
Eccles-Browning banks in Idaho was
partly the work of Elbert G. Bennett.
Working for the group, Bennett
acquired banks in a number of

southern Idaho cities until 1928, when
the First Security Corporation was
organized. In the meantime, George
and Marriner Eccles had expanded
their holdings in Utah and the group
controlled fifteen banks in Idaho and
Utah and two in Wyoming plus a
savings and loan company in Pocatello.

After successfully weathering the
economic stagnation of the 1920’s and
the depression of the 1930’s, the First
Security System expanded enormously
in the period following World War II in
both Utah and Idaho. By 1952, it
controlled forty-four banks in Utah
and Idaho and the First Security Bank
of Rock Springs, Wyoming. First
Security’s largest expansion has taken
place since 1960, until what started in
1928 as a company with resources of
$28 million was in 1977 a $2.8 billion
corporation. The largest system of
banks in the Intermountain West, its
banking interests stretch through
Utah, Idaho, and Western Wyoming. In
addition, a broad range of financial
operations such as mortgages, con-
sumer loans, leasing, insurance, trust
services, and investment services reach
through these states and some have
spread into the Pacific Coastal states
and the Southwest.
To say that First Security Corporation
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was a pioneer would not be an
overstatement. One of the first sys-
tems in the United States to use the
bank holding company method of
urbanization, it was also among the
first in the Mountain West to accept
the Federal Housing Administration
loans during the depression wracked
1930’s and was one of the first group
of banks outside of California to
pioneer the Bank-Americard (now
Visa) credit card system. The Eccles
group was largely responsible for
writing the legislation allowing branch
banking in Utah and Idaho and was
among the first to take advantage of
branching after the Glass-Steagal Act
allowed it for National Banks. Its
acquisition of the Deseret National
Bank in 1931 allows it rightfully to
claim the distinction of being the oldest
banking system in the Intermountain
West with a heritage stretching back to
Brigham Young.

Despite the fact that First Security is a
multi-billion dollar operation with
more than 4,000 employees, it has
remained largely under the control of
the Eccles family. George S. Eccles and
Spencer F. Eccles are members of the
Board of Directors of both First
Security Bank of Utah and First
Security Bank if Idaho. In 1975, when
Marriner S. Eccles moved to the post
of honorary chairman and George
Eccles became chairman of the board,
Spencer F. Eccles, son of their brother
Spencer S. became president of the
corporation. This is not to say that
Spencer Eccles accepted the position as
a sinecure. A financier of considerable
ability and energy, he had earned his

spurs through fifteen years of service
in Utah and Idaho in addition to
education and training which suited
him for the position.

The story of First Security, however,
has largely been the story of George
Eccles. Marriner preferred to play the
role of advisor to the corporation adn
was taken away by his activities with
the Treasury Department and the
Federal Reserve System during the
maturing years of the 1930’s and
1940"s. George, on the other hand was
present on the firing line in Utah--first
in Ogden, then in Salt Lake City,
where the corporation headquarters
were moved in 1953. It was largely at
his instigation that the expansion into
new areas and operations were under-
taken.

If First Security has been fortunate in
the brilliance of its management, its
officers made a less happy choice in the
selection of a bank historian. Though,
as indicated above, the chronology and
personnel of the bank are outlined in
admirable detail, it seems clear that tha
author’s familiarity with the general
economic development of Utah and the
Mountain West leaves much to be
desired. He characterizes Utah for
instance as basically an agricultural .
state when, in fact, the percentage was
only slightly higher than the national
average prior to World War II. Since
World War II, it has slipped behind the
remainder of the nation, until by 1977,
the percentage in Utah was 2 while the
nation had more than 3 percent.

Utah’s urban development on the other
hand proceeded at about the same rate

as the remainder of the United States
until it began rapidly to surpass the
remainder of the nation in World War
II. By 1970, Utah was the tenth most
urbanized state in the nation. Hyman
speaks of "The absence of densely
packed urban centers in the Inter-
mountain West" (p. 261) when, in fact,
more than three-fourths of Utah’s
population is concentrated on a narrow
urban strip between Ogden and Provo.
Other mistakes apparently deriving
from his unfamiliarity with the Inter-
mountain West and its development
are obvious. They include the creation
of the nonexistant "Wasatch National
Park," (p. 297) the identification of the
namesake of Orem as A. J. rather than
Walter C. and of J. William Knight as J.
Walter (pp. 239 and 119), and the
characterization of the percentage of
Indian population in Utah and Idaho as
lower than the national average (p.
370) whereas each has more than
double the national average.

Perhaps most unfortunate is his use of
Orval W. Adams as a foil against
which the Eccles family is played.
Adams, who left the Eccles banks in
1925 to become senior vice president of
the Utah State National Bank, was as
clever as the Eccles’ in weathering the
bank runs of 1932 and 1933 and was
eventually instrumental in the merger
which created Zions First National
Bank. More importantly, when the
First Security system was created in
1928, Adams proposed the inclusion of
the LDS Church-owned banks in the
system, but his suggestion was vetoed
by Heber J. Grant on the ground that
such a merger might be viewed as the
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creation of a monopoly and looked
upon unfavorably by Church members
and critics alike.
Hyman’s failure to uncover this
information about Adams is a

symptom of a further problem with
the book. A cursory look at the end-
notes reveals that research was largely
confined to his interviews and corre-
spondence with bank principals, annual
reports, and employee reminiscences.
Hyman was either not given access to
or failed to gather other information
which would have allowed a more
detached perspective.

An organization of the stature and
influence of the First Security Corpo-
ration deserves better. The principal
value of the history of a corporation
like First Security is not to eulogize the
officers. Men like George and Marriner
Eccles need no such eulogies. Their
accomplishments and philanthropies
are emblazoned on the pages of
Intermountain development. Nor
should it be basically the source of lists
of officers and the divisions for which
they have been responsible.

Rather, such a corporate history ought
to provide insight into the reasons for
the successes and the failures of
important business undertakings.
Hyman hints at some of these things,
but his presentation lacks insight. He
says, for instance, that First Security
has had difficulty in holding well-
trained employees. Yet, his analysis
credits these employees with the
failure to recognize the difference
between total compensation and
present salary. It seems unlikely that
employees who lacked sufficient insight
to compute their total compensation
would provide much help with the
complex problems of a major financial
institution. Most seriously, he seems
unwilling to deal forthrightly with
problems as indicated in his failure to
provide specific information in several
cases (e.g. pp. 146 and 368) and his
circumspect discussion of the contro-
versy with the Gianninis. It is the lack
of a forthright handling of problems
like these and many others which are
introduced then as glibly dismissed
which indicate the lack of analytical
depth present in this volume.

The book is a rich store of chrono-
logical and descriptive information on
the development of the First Security
System. An analytical history of the
banking system, however, remains to
be written.

Thomas G. Alexander
DR. THOMAS G. ALEXANDER is a professor of
history at Brisham Young University. He is a
widely published scholar and co-editor of the
recently published Utak’s History.
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